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A big part for a leading performer...

Eldor transformers are the most widely used LOPTXs in the European TV manufacturing industry, fitted as original product to over 70% of all sets produced. A leading role you could say.

With manufacturers such as Alba, Bush, Beko, Daewoo, Matsui, Goodmans, Proline, Philips, Samsung and Toshiba to name but a few, all trusting in Eldor to perform for them it's worth remembering that the very same Eldor transformers are now available from your Classic distributor at very competitive prices. Simply quote the Eldor part number as shown on the transformer label.

Can't find the part number! Eldor transformers are easily recognised by the Eldor logo shown on the transformer body. The Eldor part number format consists of two sets of 4 numbers which may also have an alpha character as a suffix. (On the example label to the right the Eldor part number is 1372.0031C)

For more information on the Eldor range, a copy of our transformer catalogue or details of a distributor near you, simply call 01635 278678 or visit us on the web; www.classic-electronics.co.uk
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Cooking the books

All too many years ago, when I was first thinking about what sort of job I might like, I met a very pleasant fellow who told me that he was an accountant. Poor chap was my reaction. What a terrible fate—to spend a lifetime adding up figures. I didn’t quite put it like that to him, but in subsequent conversation he pointed out that once you’ve got beyond junior work it becomes quite interesting. More a matter of advising clients than checking the figures in their books. It seems that in recent years this activity has developed quite spectacularly, as current events have shown. I refer to the Enron, WorldCom and other scandals.

A lot of outrage has been expressed about them, and there’s no doubt that there was considerable skulduggery. But there are many factors that make drawing up the accounts a tricky matter. Just how do you classify certain expenses and transactions? Large firms in particular spend considerable amounts on money on all sorts of things that are difficult to categorise. Several million pounds might be spent on bidding for a contract, and there will be all sorts of ancillary expenses. And large sums of money, including fees of various sorts, are paid when firms are involved in takeovers, mergers, revamps and so on. Where are these to be recorded in the accounts? The situation is not helped by the fact that in many cases there are no hard-and-fast rules to rely on. It’s a question of deciding what is most appropriate. Basically the directors of a company are responsible for deciding on policy and issuing guidelines. Unfortunately they can all too easily fall to the temptation to adopt dubious practices, which can lead to devastating consequences – as the owners and employees of a firm such as Enron, and the banks that lent it money and its creditors were to discover.

There are lots of grey areas when it comes to drawing up the accounts. The aim of those who sail close to the wind in this respect is to maximise profits – quite likely for personal gain. In the case of Enron, subsidiaries were set up and expenses/losses were transferred to them, thus boosting the apparent performance of the parent company. The contribution of accountants Andersen to this has been clearly spelt out. There is little doubt that there was outright skulduggery here. The WorldCom affair was not quite so outrageous. It was rather a matter of classifying a great deal of expenditure that would normally be classified as running expenses as capital investment. The advantage is that the expenditure is taken out of the day-to-day accounts, again boosting apparent profitability. In neither case, it seems, was any law broken.

A much more common technique for boosting apparent profitability is to record the profit on confirmation of an order rather than the delivery of the goods or services concerned. Say your firm signs a contract to supply 100,000 widgets over a five-year period. One might think that this means a profit on the supply of 20,000 widgets a year over the period. But there seems to be nothing illegal about booking the entire profit in year one – after all, that’s when the order was received. Those inclined to conservative accounting would spread the profit over the duration of the contract. The more gung-ho would record it immediately.

Why on earth are these sorts of things done? To the more cautious of us it’s obvious that they are likely to cause trouble in the long run. All firms are subject to business cycles, i.e. some years are better than others. The gung-ho approach makes the good years seem better – and the not-so-good years a lot worse.

The trouble stems from the top, when you have managers that demand profit, profit, and profit and won’t accept any dips in performance. This puts enormous pressure on everyone, and people fear for their jobs if they can’t show improved results. Inevitably, it ends in tears. The real problem is when this sort of thing gets out of hand. A certain amount of doctoring of the accounts is probably inevitable, and within limits probably does little harm. After all, no one is likely to want to make things look worse than they need. But when a loss-making situation is disguised as a profitable one it’s only a matter of time before the organisation concerned is brought to its knees.

This sort of thing can happen with any firm or organisation, but is more spectacular with a firm that has grown rapidly and become truly substantial, as with Enron and WorldCom. The directors have the ultimate responsibility for what happens: in the ‘bubble’ economy of the late Nineties they all too often failed to act with due discretion.

It will be very difficult trying to ensure that in future firms act responsibly in their accounting practices, because laws and regulations cannot take into account the day-to-day complications of a rapidly changing business environment. But something clearly has to be done. And the worst offenders must pay some price for their transgressions . . .
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TELETOPICS

DTT transmission change?

One of the problems that ITV Digital had was its limited coverage of the UK. This problem remains, and will affect the timing of the eventual analogue-TV close down. Research carried out by Logica on behalf of the ITC suggests that more than 40 per cent of UK households would be unable to receive digital terrestrial services from the existing transmitter network. According to the research, 58 per cent of homes at best would be able to pick up a good signal. To reach even this level, the number of channels transmitted would have to decrease while the cost of providing them could "shoot up". Logica believes that increased transmitter powers could improve the situation considerably.

Logica's technical director Dr Ian Jenkins commented that once an installation has been completed and all six multiplexes can be received there has been a tendency for unreliable reception, with random picture break-up and occasional picture freezing. Electrical interference contributes to the problem. According to Dr Jenkins, increased transmitter power and multiplex equalisation would be likely to enable 50 per cent of households to receive DTT transmissions with their existing aerial installations. A further 26 per cent of homes could require an aerial upgrade or other changes to the installation to receive all the multiplexes.

It's understood that five of the six groups that applied for the ex-ITV Digital licences called for changes to the transmission standard to improve coverage. The current DTT transmission system uses 64QAM (quadrature and amplitude modulation with 64 states) that modulates 2,000 carriers spread across the multiplex channel's bandwidth (this is referred to as a coded orthogonal frequency-division multiplex), the data rate being 24Mbits/sec. The Digital Television Group (DTG) has just published a report, entitled "DTT (DVB-T) transmission mode trials", which concludes that better reception would be achieved by changing to 16QAM. Trials were carried out at Crayn Palace transmitter, using frequencies that had not previously been used. They were carried out by the DTG, BBC Research and Development, Crown Castle and NTL, the work being part-funded by the DTT. Three different transmission modes were used, and the use of COFDM with 2k and 8k carriers was compared. The DTG says the results go a long way to support claims by the BBC's director-general Greg Dyke that by using an alternative transmission mode the number of 'plug-and-play' DTT households could rise from 40 to 60 per cent, with the figure rising to 80 per cent with a new aerial installation.

According to the DTG's technical director Peter Marshall, use of 16QAM seems to provide a signal gain equivalent to about 6dB at the transmitter. A change from 2,000 to 8,000 carriers appears to provide a further significant improvement, though there has not been sufficient time to conduct exhaustive tests. He thinks that 40 per cent of existing digital receivers might be unable to handle 8,000 carriers.

A change to 16QAM seems quite likely, with the data transmission rate reduced to 18 or 16Mbits/sec. This would mean fewer TV channels per multiplex, but coverage would be increased and the signals would be more robust. If the ITC decided to change the transmission parameters, adjusting the transmitters would be a relatively simple operation that could be carried out quite quickly. Adjustments to receivers would be a different matter. Many existing set-top boxes and IDTV receivers would not work. Some would require a software upgrade, others a hardware modification.

Wireless home networking system

Philips has demonstrated the first wireless domestic networking system that distributes digital content from IEEE 1394 (FireWire) sources using the IEEE 802.11a wireless LAN transmission standard. Large quantities of consumer electronics products and PC devices with IEEE 1394 ports, including digital TV sets, set-top boxes, digital cameras, games consoles, cable modems, printers and DVD players, are being installed. It's forecast that by 2005 the number of consumer products connected to home networks will exceed seven million.

The Philips demonstration was the first to conform to existing and new industry standards under the direction of the IEEE 1394 Trade Association. These standards include IEEE 1394a-2000 and the latest IEEE 1394.1 bridging technology draft specification. The technology provides wireless links via the high-performance IEEE 1394.1 serial bus bridge using an IEEE 802.11a domestic LAN. IEEE 802.11a operates at 5GHz, transferring data at 54Mbits/sec or higher. This means that the technology is suitable for linking audio, video and data streams.

In addition, the Philips technology includes DTP - Digital Transmission Content Protection.

New amateur radio licence

The DTR Radiocommunications Agency has introduced a new amateur radio licence called the foundation licence. Its aim is to get people interested in radio, electronic communications and computers, with a view to possibly seeking a career in these subjects. The youngest person taking the foundation licence course so far is an eight-year-old girl. For further information visit Ian Abel's website at http://www.qsl.net/g3zhi
New products

Duewoo is to launch a digital TV set-top box for reception of the free-to-view channels. It will use technology developed by the Irish company NovaPal. The STB will be branded the Duewoo SetPal and is expected to sell at about £99.

Philips has launched two DVD-Video players at less than £200. Model DVD623 sells at about £150 and Model DVD723, which includes MP3 playback, at about £180. Both models can read DVD+RW, DVD+R, CD-R, CD/RW, Video CD, Super Video CD and audio CD discs and have a disc resume feature. This enables the user to continue to view a programme at the point at which a disc was stopped. It works for up to five discs at a time.

The Samsung DVD-H40 DVD player that incorporates a 40GB hard disk with a recording capacity of forty hours of TV programmeing on ten DVD titles. Samsung’s ‘scene again’ technology enables the user to watch a DVD film on a TV set and record it on the hard disk simultaneously. A user who is interrupted while viewing can catch up on the missed part by recording it on the hard disk. The Samsung VP-D590 MiniDV camcorder has a memory-stick facility and ‘world-wide output’ – its footage can be viewed on sets of any type throughout the world.

The Sharp ViewCam Model VL-NZ100H has numerous features including PC connectivity, to enable its material to be edited; a 3in. colour LCD screen; 10x optical zoom; 300x digital zoom; and a Digital Compensation Circuit that automatically lightens dark picture areas without saturating bright areas.

This year marks the tenth anniversary of the launch of the ViewCam design.

TV/video chips

Philips expects to launch a single-chip MPEG-2 coder-decoder chip intended mainly for recordable DVD units later this year. Until now DVD recorder manufacturers have had to use a separate chip for transcoding from DV to the MPEG-2 format, with a separate memory for each chip. According to Philips the single codec chip will, with an industry-standard DVD+RW software stack, enable development times for new models to be reduced by 35 per cent. Global sales of DVD recorders are expected to reach 1.3 million units a year quite soon, rising to over 10 million by 2005.

STMicroelectronics has introduced two class D field output chips, types STV9380 and STV9390. They operate at 150kHz with split ±18V supplies. Class D operation is more efficient than conventional class AB, but past chips of this type suffered from unreliability problems (remember the TDA2600 in the Philips G11 chassis?). These latest chips incorporate comprehensive protection.

Samsung has built a digital TV processor chip around the ARM 920T processor core. This is a breakthrough for ARM, which had not previously had its designs used in consumer products. Samsung is to use the chip, which runs at 200MHz and integrates peripherals, memory and data transceivers, in set-top boxes and high-definition TV sets.

Thomson Multimedia has launched this home cinema package based on the new DPL915 DVD amplifier. The package consists of the amplifier, a DVD player and six speakers, with built-in DTS and Dolby Digital. As the DPL915 also has Dolby Pro-Logic II surround sound, the user can have five-channel sound, even from a stereo source. A panoramic mode and spatial control are also provided. Films and music stored in a variety of formats, such as DVD, CD, CD-R, CD-RW and MP3, can be played. Output is up to 200W RMS. The Navilight remote-control unit that comes with the package can be used with other home cinema products, regardless of brand. Features of the DVD player include slow-motion playback, frame advance/reverse, quick search, zoom and still pictures.

There are six compact satellite speakers plus a subwoofer.

The Agilent 34401A 6½-digit resolution multimeter now available from Tti (Thurby Thandar Instruments) is an ideal DMM for the bench and for system-test applications. All functions can be selected with a minimum of two button pushes. The maximum DC voltage resolution is 100nV on the 100mV range, with an accuracy of 0.005% + 0.0035% of range. Resistance has a maximum 1000Ω resolution from a 1mA current source, with 0.01% accuracy. True RMS AC voltages can be measured with a minimum 0.60% accuracy up to 100kHz; measurements from 100-300kHz have a minimum accuracy of 4% of reading. DC ranges are 10mA-3A, AC 1A-3A, with a maximum 250V source and double-fused protection. Maths functions include null, minimum/maximum/average, dBm, dB and limit test. Additional features include automatic reading hold, 512-reading storage, DC voltage ratio, continuity and diode test. GPIB and RS232 interfaces are supplied as standard, with up to 1,000 readings/sec available direct to GPIB. Cost is £763 plus VAT. The unit is available from Thurby Thandar Instruments Ltd., 2 Glebe Road, Huntingdon, Cambs PE29 7DR. Phone 01480 412 451, fax 01480 450 408 or e-mail sales@tti-test.com
Test report:

Pace digital TV adapter

The Pace digital TV adapter provides reception of the free-to-view terrestrial digital TV channels with any TV set that has a scart socket and should give a boost to DTT. Peter Marlow bought one and reports on its use and performance.

We all have our own ideas about why ITV Digital failed - perhaps it was too expensive in comparison with BSkyB, maybe there were not enough channels, the reception was poor and so on. Digital terrestrial TV seems to be here to stay however. The government is enthusiastic about it, because the technology provides more efficient use of spectrum space and there's the prospect of revenue for the Treasury when the redundant analogue TV bandwidth is licensed out. There have been moves to establish a 'level playing field', possibly by putting a tax on satellite dishes. The fact that forty per cent of all TV sets sold in the UK are now of the widescreen variety is an encouraging sign.

But making terrestrial digital TV accessible will be the key to its success. With improved coverage, good content and the wide availability of low-cost set-top decoder boxes, viewers will be attracted. A number of 'free-to-air' STBs are due for release in the UK this year, from Pace, Netgem and Nokia for example. There is also the PC adaptor from Hauppauge (reviewed in the June issue of Television). The price range for these STB decoders is £99 to about £160. They are not exactly cheap - you can buy a 14in. analogue colour TV for less - but may well tempt viewers to explore the world of digital TV. First on the market was the Pace adapter, the subject this review.

First impressions
Designed to widen the reach of digital TV, Pace's fully DVB-compliant terrestrial digital TV adapter (DTVA) was first made available through retail outlets in April this year - I bought mine from Comet. The adapter has a simple-to-use electronic programme guide (EPG) and can be used to convert any TV set with a scart socket for digital reception of the free-to-view channels. The graphical user interface (GUI) has Gaelic and Welsh options.

The DTVA is a stylish and compact unit, measuring just 185mm wide, 100mm deep and 45mm high. Its top is semi-transparent and its back is curved. There's a single tricolour indicator on the front panel. A card slot for possible future pay-TV services is included in the underside - more on this later. From the rear a single 85cm long lead emerges, terminated by a scart plug which has integrated coaxial aerial and power supply sockets, see Fig. 1. The unit comes with a remote-control handset, batteries, a manual and a mains-plug power supply. What first struck me was the small overall size in comparison with conventional STBs, and the tidy though unusual lead arrangement.

Setting up
I started out by using "connection method 1" - four methods are displayed in the manual (see below).

I switched everything on and the DTVA's front-panel light lit up in red to indicate standby. When I pressed the remote-control handset's on button the light changed to green. The TV display then requested that I choose a language - English, Gaelic or Welsh - by using the remote-control unit's up and down arrows followed by OK. After that the channel scan commenced. About two minutes later the word "done" appeared at the bottom of the screen. I pressed OK to save the list of channels that the unit had found. The front panel light then changed to orange. I selected BBC News 24 and sat down to watch. It had been a straightforward, hassle-free set-up.
I modified my set-up slightly by adding a splitter in the aerial feed and taking a connection from this to the TV set's aerial input socket. In this way it was possible to enjoy both analogue and digital terrestrial TV. Other set-ups, to include VCRs, are described in the manual provided.

**Use**

Channels can be selected by pressing the remote-control handset's number keys or using its prog +/- keys. Press the list button and a channel list is displayed on the screen. With the up and down arrow keys you can highlight a channel and select it by pressing OK. It's also possible to set up a favourites list.

Press the guide button to display the EPG. The screen takes a few moments to fill. There are four colour programme backgrounds as follows:

- **Blue**: the currently selected programme
- **Yellow**: the programme currently being broadcast
- **Green**: the programme will be broadcast later
- **Orange**: the broadcast has finished

More detailed information about a selected programme can be seen by pressing the handset's 'info' button.

A series of menus is available by pressing the 'menu' key. Parental lock and settings such as TV screen format and video and audio output can be enabled.

The 'TV/DTV' button provides switching between digital and analogue programmes, by forcing the TV set to accept or not its input source.

The 'subtitle' and 'text' keys enable these services to be selected when available.

**Problems**

I experienced a couple of problems, neither of which was a 'show-stopper'. The first was with video recording. I was using a Matsui TVR163 TV/VCR combi model and found that it would record digital TV properly only when the AV channel was selected. When I used the TV/DTV switch to select digital TV then tried to record, the playback picture would roll sideways.

Anyone know why?

The other problem was when selecting BBC4. This channel is not available during the day — broadcasting starts at 7pm. After 7pm I sometimes have to select the programme three times before it will be displayed properly. The Pace support desk could not understand this. It could be because of the way in which the 'channel unavailable' signal is applied by different broadcasters.

**Extras**

The DTVA unit can receive automatic software upgrades. When a download is available, a message is displayed on the screen (this happens only when viewing a BBC channel) to let you know that a download is available and how to get it. In addition, if you know that a download is available you can go straight to the technical menu to get it.

Access to text/interactive services should be available from the end of July 2002. The reason why the DTVA unit cannot at present get teletext is that it doesn't contain the software necessary to produce the text. It is planned, during summer, to offer a software upgrade to load this into the box.

The teletext channels will then be receivable.

Although the unit incorporates a card slot it cannot at present be upgraded to receive any pay-TV channels. This upgrade may be possible in future. The unit contains all the Mediaguard CA (conditional access) system hardware required to receive encrypted channels but needs a software update to enable this.

**Verdict**

The Pace DTVA is an excellent product. It's easy to set up and has good documentation. Support from Pace via the dedicated telephone help line is reasonable, though I found that the e-mail support was more responsive. Once digital terrestrial TV settles down, I'm sure that it will be a very successful consumer product.

For more information, see the Pace website at www.pacefreetview.co.uk

**General specification**

- Fully DVB compatible; input 430-862MHz, 8MHz bandwidth; OFDM demodulator, 2k/8k modes (fully DVB-T ETSI 300 744 compatible), guard intervals 1/4, 1/8, 1/16, 1/32; video outputs PAL, RGB, composite, S-video; multilingual GUI; software downloadable; power consumption less than 6W, 0.06W in standby.

**Digital specification**

- Video decoder: MPEG-2 main profile at main level, 1:5:15Mbits/sec (720/576); audio decoder: MPEG-2, Musicam (layer 1 and 2), 32/44.1/48kHz, mono/dual channel/stereo/joint stereo; Mediaguard conditional access; ISO 7816 smart-card reader; CPU 100MIPS with 16k data and instruction cache.

**Connectors**

- Tuner input 1 IEC 169-2 connector; scart for PAL, CVBS and audio; mains at 90-240V, 50/60Hz.

**Currently available free-to-view digital transmissions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Television</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Television</strong></td>
<td><strong>Channel</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BBC1</td>
<td>Channel 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BBC2</td>
<td>Channel 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BBC Choice</td>
<td>TV Travel Shop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BBC News 24</td>
<td>QVC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BBC4</td>
<td>ITN News Channel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBBC</td>
<td>TV Travel Shop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBeebies</td>
<td>Television X*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITV1</td>
<td>E41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITV2</td>
<td>Film on Four ♠</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Stereo radio</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BBC Parliament</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* It is not clear whether this is a pay channel or not.

† Trailers during the day only.
Large numbers of 14 and 21 in. sets fitted with this chassis, successor to the Z5, have been sold. Brian Storm provides a serviceman's guide to the circuitry used in the chassis, with a list of some common faults.

**Guide to the Panasonic Z7 chassis**

The Z7 chassis was used in 14 in. portable and basic 21 in. models for a number of years after replacing the Z5 chassis in 1997. Improvements over the previous chassis are as follows: new low-power consumption (1W) standby power supply, simplified, highly-efficient main chopper power supply (because of the improvements, 21 in. sets consume about 50W); new main microcontroller chip with built-in teletext processing and OSD generator; software-controlled service adjustments; automatic channel tuning, naming and sorting procedure; and improved circuit protection.

**Standby power supply**

The standby power supply, see Fig. 1, was designed for very low power consumption in the standby mode, typically about 1W. It's based on the circuit used in the Euro 2, 3, 4 and -5 chassis. T1201 is the standby mains transformer which, with rectifier circuit D1202/C1201 and the regulator transistor Q1204, produces a 5V supply. This is used to power the microcontroller chip IC1201, the EEPROM chip IC1202 and the IR receiver chip IC1204. Regulation is provided by Q1204, with zener diode D1209 and D1212 to set its base voltage. The voltage-doubler network C1202/D1205/D1208/C1203 provides bias for D1209 and Q1204 and a voltage to operate the on/off relay RL1201, which is driven by Q1203 and Q1202.

The circuit provides enough power to operate the set in standby only, thus keeping the consumption in this condition to an absolute minimum. When the main power supply is brought into operation and the microcontroller chip starts to play its full role, the output from the standby power supply has to be supplemented: otherwise, the standby supplies would drain and the microcontroller chip would cease to operate, the set reverting to standby. The supplement is provided via R1205 and D1214 from the main power supply's 12V output.

**The main power supply**

The main power supply, see Fig. 2, is basically a series chopper circuit based on an STR58041A-M chip (IC801). The HT supply to the line output stage is therefore not mains isolated, which was an unusual approach at the time when the chassis was designed. Instead, the line driver and output transformers provide isolation, see Fig. 3. The advantage of this arrangement is more efficient power transfer between the chopper circuit and the line output stage, with the consumption reduced to about 50W.

R804 and R811 provide a start-up feed and bias for the chopper transistor, whose base is connected to pin 2 of IC801, collector to pin 3 and emitter to pin 4. The chopper transistor is connected as a blocking oscillator, with feedback to its base from a secondary winding on the transformer (T801) via R807 and C808. T801's primary winding provides the energy store, with D810 as the efficiency diode and C812 to smooth the output. Transistor Q802 improves the fast switching of IC801: it does this in conjunction with C810 and C817. Feedback for regulation is applied to pin 1 of IC801 via R810 and D811, with C811 for smoothing.

R805 and Q801 monitor the current. If this is excessive, Q801 switches on. IC801 is then switched off until the current demand falls. Over-voltage protection is provided by the avalanche diode D812, which is connected across the chopper.

---

**Fig. 1: The standby power supply circuit used in the Z7 chassis.**

---

**Fig. 2: The main power supply.**

---

**Fig. 3: The isolation arrangement.**
power supply’s HT output (+B12). D812 conducts when the HT voltage is excessive, removing the supply to the line output stage. It’s obviously important to check this voltage with respect to the non-isolated side of the power supply and not the isolated chassis. A convenient point is 
check this voltage with respect to the non-
conduc ts when the HT voltage is exces-
power supply’s HT output (+B12) supply is 103V with 14in. sets,
D812 ( +B5 ) is used by the

The IC810 field output chip IC451 via

Pin 14: Not used.
Pin 15: Master reset. Holds the chip off until the power supply outputs are estab-
lished correctly. IC1202 provides the reset pulse.
Pin 16: CAT on/off (see pin 4).
Pin 17-19: Not used.

Pin 20: Contrast reduction control for teletext and OSD operation. A high at this pin reduces the contrast level set by R1290 and R1291. Pin 20 also blocks the RGB signals from the scart input while the teletext mode is active.

Pin 21: Switches the OSD signals to lock to external sync when a stable sync signal is available.

Pin 22: Standby LED control.

Pin 23: Mute control for the audio output IC.

Pin 24: Chassis connection.
Pin 25-27: Filter pins for the internal text processing stages.
Pin 28: 5V (+B7) from Q1204.
Pin 29: Reference current control.
Pin 30: Video input for teletext processing.

Pin 31: Protection monitoring. This pin is normally held high via R1218. The follow-
ing supplies/circuits are monitored. The 190V supply (+B1) derived from the line output stage: this supply provides the feed to R1218 and to the tuning-voltage circuit. The 22V supply (+B5), via transis-
tors Q252 and Q253. The 12V supply (+B2) via D857. The 9V supply (+B4) via D858. The 8V supply (+B8) via D860. The 5V supply (+B3 from IC851, not +B7 from Q1204) via D859. The operation of the LA7840 field output chip IC451 via Q453 and Q454. Should any of these inputs take pin 31 low, the drive to the mains relay RL1201 is removed, putting the set in the standby mode.

Pin 32: Automatic beam limiting protection. This pin is normally held high via R1220. If the beam current is excessive zener diode D506 conducts, taking pin 32 low. As with pin 31, the drive to the mains relay RL1201 is removed, putting the set in the standby mode.
Pin 33: AFC input for correct operation of the search tuning.

Pin 34: Not used.

Pin 35: Chassis connection.

Pin 36: ‘Power good’ input from Q1210. Monitors the 12V supply (+B2). Should the set experience a momentary power failure but maintain standby operation, the microcontroller will need to reload data from the EEPROM chip IC1205 to the ‘jungle chip’ IC601 and reset it. Otherwise the set will experience latch-up.

Pin 37: 5V supply (+B7). Pins 28 and 37 have separate filter coils.


Pin 40: Used to mute the audio output from the scan socket.

Pins 41-43: Used for vision and sound switching with Secam-equipped models only.

Pin 44: Serial data input for remote control.

Pin 45: Sandcastle pulse input for synchronising and decoding teletext information and on-screen displays.

Pin 46: Slow-switch input from the scan socket. Activates the AV mode.

Pins 47-49: RGB outputs for teletext and OSDs.

Pin 50: Blanking output for teletext and OSDs.

Pin 51: No used.

Pin 52: Output for suppressing interface jitter with teletext displays.

The jungle chip

The jungle chip IC601 (M52778SP), another 52-pin device, incorporates the IF circuitry, the colour signal decoder and switching circuitry and the timebase generators. PAL signal decoding is carried out in conjunction with the delay-line processor chip IC602 (U3665M-MDP). Being I2C bus controlled, IC601 requires no variable resistors to set up the picture geometry, preset brightness and greyscale. Instead, a simple software service menu is provided for this purpose. All service settings are then stored in the non-volatile EEPROM memory chip IC1205, along with the user data. IC1205 also stores set-up data for the reception standards of the country in which the set is used, and the automatic tuning, naming and sorting software routine.

IC601’s pin functions are as follows:

Pin 1: Tuner AFC output. Also goes via buffer transistor Q102 to IC1201 to assist with search tuning.

Pin 2: Intercarrier sound input.

Pin 3: AGC input.

Pin 4: AGC decoupling.

Pin 5: VIF chassis connection.

Pins 6 and 7: VIF inputs.

Pin 8: VIF 5V supply (+B3).

Pin 9: 12V supply (+B10) for the line generator section. Derived from +B2 via D861.

Pin 10: Line ramp generator circuit decoupling.

Pin 11: I2C SCL connection.

Pin 12: Line pulse input for sync.

Pin 13: Line drive output.

Pin 14: I2C SDA connection.

Pin 15: Connection to line osc. reference crystal X303 (via C310).

Pin 16: Line sync filter.

Pin 17: Reference current for field generator.

Pins 18 and 19: Differential field drive outputs to IC451 (LA7840).

Pin 20: 8V supply for the field driver stages.

Pins 21, 22 and 23: RGB outputs.

Pin 24: 5V (+B3) supply for the RGB output stages.

Pin 25: B input, either teletext or OSD from IC1201, or AV from scan socket (Q3107 provides source switching).

Pin 26: Beam current limiting input.

Pin 27: G input, either teletext or OSD from IC1201, or AV from scan socket (Q3106 provides source switching).

Pin 28: APC filter capacitor.

Pin 29: R input, either teletext or OSD from IC1201, or AV from scan socket (Q3105 provides source switching).

Pin 30: Colour-killer filter components.

Pin 31: Input source switching (fast blanking) via Q3108.

Pin 32: Not used (3.58MHz crystal).

Pin 33: Audio decoupling.

Pin 34: Used for switching an external video source through for display, either from the scan socket or from the front AV jacks.
Pin 35: Chroma APC filter components.

Pin 36: Video input from IF section after filtering, via buffers Q301 and Q302.

Pin 37: Signals section chassis connection.

Pin 38: Video output to Q502 which extracts the sync signal.

Pin 39: Sync input from Q502.

Pin 40: 4-43MHz crystal for PAL decoding.

Pin 41: B - Y colour-difference signal output to IC602.

Pin 42: Not used.

Pin 43: R - Y colour-difference signal output to IC602.

Pin 44: B - Y input from IC602.

Pin 45: R - Y input from IC602.

Pin 46: Audio output to IC251 (LA4285).

Pin 47: Audio input from the scart socket or front AV jacks.

Pin 48: Audio output to the scart socket, pins 1 and 3.

Pins 49 and 50: Tuned circuit (L103) for the vision demodulator.

Pin 51: APC filter components.

Pin 52: Demodulated video and sound output for filtering and buffering. The FM sound signal returns to pin 2, the video to pin 36.

Servicing notes
The Z7 chassis is fairly straightforward from the servicing viewpoint, once you are aware that the primary side of the line output stage is not mains-isolated. The set-up data for vision and sound processing is held in the EEPROM chip IC1205, so this is a critical and model-dependent item. A faulty memory chip can produce the following symptoms: no colour; no tuning; IF problems; distorted video (though good via the scart socket); and no or distorted sound. Distorted/inverted video can mean a poor, rolling picture. In addition to IC1205 and, obviously, IC251, no sound (with AV sound OK) can be caused by IC601. A check on C208 (10μF, 16V) at pin 33 may be worthwhile. The line output transformer can fail in various ways. With an open-circuit primary winding the power supply will start up then the set will revert to standby. OK at start up followed by excessive beam current then reverting to standby can be caused by a fault in the focus/A1 section. D861 (1SS133T-77) in the +B10 supply to the jungle chip IC601 can be troublesome. Should it go high-resistance the result may be distorted line drive, the symptoms being no results apart from a loud whistle. It can go open-circuit and be the cause of failure of the over-voltage avalanche diode D812.

Power supply faults are fairly predictable, as follows:

Dead with a dim standby LED: Check D1202, D1205, D1208 and C1201.

Goes off intermittently: Check D1202, D1205 and D1208.

Goes off or stuck in standby: R1218 (560kΩ) could be high-resistance.

Q1203 leaky: Replace RL1201 and D814 (1SS133T-77).

To enter the service mode select program position 60 and set the sharpness to minimum, then press the V (down) button on the front of the set at the same time as the remote-control unit's 'off timer' button. Use the channel up/down buttons to go through the menu, and the + and - buttons to alter the values. Press 'store' to retain new values. Use the normalise button to leave the service mode.

To activate the self-check mode in case of software problems, press the V button on the front of the set at the same time as the remote-control unit's 'status' button.
For the past fifteen years the telecommunications and electricity supply industries have been collaborating on ways of transmitting broad-band signals via the mains distribution network. J. LeJeune takes a look at the current state of the art.

Attempts to use the mains electricity supply for communications purposes have been made since the early Twenties, when a radio programme was distributed as base-band audio over the DC supply in a small town near Plymouth, Devon. Large chokes at each dwelling prevented domestic appliances being affected by the audio, and the audio signal being shunted away by electric cookers, bowl fires and the domestic lighting. The transition to AC made this scheme impossible, and systems using a carrier were tried as an alternative.

Carrier systems
Sending a carrier signal via the mains supply is problematical because of the high level of electrical noise present, the uncertain and varying impedance of the cables and high signal attenuation, particularly with older installations. Partially successful schemes have been used for years within the shell of a building - these are purely local systems. Many use FM, because of the high electrical noise levels that would affect AM transmission. Place an AM radio receiver close to electrical wiring to sample the kind of impulse noise that's present on the mains supply. Items such as baby alarms, telephone extensions and remote-control extenders that use the mains wiring in a building are available. FM is suitable for small point-to-point services. The bandwidth required is very small, and the power output need not be excessive - and must conform to the prevailing regulations. Moreover FM circuitry is easy to implement, operate and repair.

Broadband distribution
For the past fifteen years the telecommunications and electricity supply industries have been collaborating on ways of distributing broadband signals via the National Grid, medium-voltage and low-voltage lines. Numerous companies are involved, and of late the results have been encouraging.

The main efforts towards achieving effective broadband communication via the mains supply have been carried out in the US, but research in Europe has also been making progress. A successful system is up and running in Switzerland, providing customers of the Freiburgischen Elektrizitätswerken with internet access. Much of the information available is hazy, probably to preserve a measure of security. If the technology succeeds in achieving reliable transmission over the grid system, the power companies will have an enormous network at their disposal.

The Swiss company Ascem is involved in some eighty projects around Europe. Its manufacturing facility turns out in excess of 6,000 adaptors and 2,000 items of network hardware a week. Norweb has conducted a trial via medium- and low-voltage lines in the UK. The results of the Norweb experiment indicated a problem with radiation from street lighting standards! Work on the project seems to be divided into two, with some companies focusing on the medium- and low-voltage lines while others concentrate on long-haul communication via the National Grid.

Advanced technology
Media Fusion in the US has patented a system based on quantum physics. It could provide multiple paths for data communication, with maser amplification and inductive power-line coupling, operating at frequencies between 30-24,000GHz. The technology is based on the premise that in a magnetic field there are numerous quantum wells by which signals can be transmitted. Supercomputers sited at strategic points in the network would supervise the alignment of the power grid's field. Negative elements in the quantum well are aligned by the computer so that they push positive protons into collision with one another, thus propagating signals along the lines over thousands of kilometres.

Work is proceeding to find a satisfactory method of inductive coupling to the power cables and, at this early stage, computer-aided magnetic alignment is only a theory waiting to be proved. The control of such a
network. Signal routing and level adjustment remain unanswered questions. The signals also require processing to convert them into usable ones such as 10baseT Ethernet. Data identification and error-correction techniques remain to be studied. Processing via a "reduced Coulomb energy network" is proposed. The signals bypass transformers, and could be sent over great distances with low attenuation. Maser amplification (the M stands for microwave, the rest being as in laser) would provide very low-noise signal boosting.

Users of this type of technology would retrieve signals from the power grid via filters composed of shaped polymer electromagnetically-coupled material. The cost of such filters is likely to be very high initially, but mass production would bring the price down to a few dollars each.

One could be forgiven for thinking that this is largely science fiction, but those working on the project seem to be very optimistic. Ambient Corporation of Massachusetts also has its own technology, and claims that it is ready for use when the market climate improves. This company is also coy about its system, but it is known to involve capacitive coupling to the cables by means of a clamping arrangement. Ambient claims to be able to provide an "end-to-end" solution, from the electricity sub-station to the subscriber’s premises.

Local lines

Local lines are already being used for communication at speeds up to 1Mbits/sec in each direction. Coupling to the mains at the customer’s end is made at the supply side of the meter, using 10baseT Ethernet to communicate with base stations. These forward the data over an ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode) network to main stations. The customer’s computer is coupled via its USB port to a Nortel DPL1000 communications module, which is rather like a cable TV modem and is used to couple RF signals to the power lines.

The base station combines data from a number of communications modules and sends it over a link, either wireless, coaxial or fibrecopical cable. Work is in progress on video streaming, videophones, internet access, pay TV and high-speed data transmission. A rate of 4-5Mbits/sec is now becoming possible. It should be increased to 20Mbits/sec in the near future.

Noise

The principal problem with power-line communications is noise. There are four main forms:

1. Impulse noise synchronised to the mains frequency.
2. Non-synchronous noise with a broad spectrum, e.g. hash from commutator motors.
3. Random single-event impulses from thermostats and manually-switched loads.
4. Non-synchronous but periodic noise, e.g. from switch-mode power supplies, electronic lamps etc.

Noise that originates close to a communications module is particularly troublesome. The incoming data signal may be heavily attenuated by the intervening cabling but the noise, from close by, is not. It’s easy for the signal-to-noise ratio to fall below the capabilities of the receiver, disrupting the service.

Signal coding is the obvious way of overcoming the problem. Of several types of coding available a form of forward error correction, which will familiar to those who have read up about MPEG-2, seems to be the most promising. Adaptive coding, in which an intelligent transmitter changes the type of coding in accordance with conditions, would also be useful but has been ruled out for the present because of the erratic nature of changes in conditions.

Circuitry

Hardware details of the systems proposed are very difficult to find. However, suggested circuits for a power-line communications receiver and transceiver have become available, see Figs. 1 and 2. Both circuits are for the front-end only. Decoding and data-processing circuitry can vary markedly from one manufacturer to another.

In conclusion

Power-line communication is very much a developing technology, though the use of the mains supply for such purposes is far from new. Signals are present on the national grid: power control and switching data is transmitted over it — the signals can be picked up by a long-wave receiver close to some lines.

Once the technology is right, a whole new chapter in telecommunications will open up.
Servicing the Mitsubishi TFS6705K monitor

This 17in. Trinitron-tube monitor’s production run lasted for several years. Large numbers were sold as the Dell VC7EN. In Part 5 of his series Donald M. Henry takes a look at some digital monitor control techniques

In this instalment we’ll take a look at the digital control technology used in modern monitors. Parts 1-4 in the series described the Mitsubishi TFS6705K monitor’s analogue circuitry. In those articles I was able to cover many aspects of modern monitor design: the TFS6705K is a good example, since it uses most of the techniques one comes across. In this and the concluding instalment next month I’ll be looking at the monitor digitally, from the perspective of the microcontroller chip that supervises its operation.

Microcontroller-adjustable features

The microcontroller board in the TFS6705K has much in common with more recent designs, in that its outputs are used to control various basic monitor functions. In Part 1 I described the RGB bias and gain control system. These adjustments are carried out by the microcontroller chip IC101 (type M38002M2). They are intended to be set up by the technician rather than the user. IC101 also controls the display size, position, contrast and brightness, but these adjustments and the factory reset are available to the user.

More recent designs include many new digital features that are not found in the TFS6705K. Examples are DDC, OSD, Moiré patterning reduction, tilt, colour-temperature settings, power saving, digital convergence – even language and volume control. Despite this sophistication, new models seem to have abandoned the use of static horizontal and vertical convergence. The TFS6705K is one of the rare models that have this feature. It’s a particularly cost-effective approach to beam alignment, and is useful for fine CAD work when the user wants to concentrate on a particular area. Before looking at the circuitry specific to the TFS6705K, I’ll provide brief descriptions of the features just mentioned.

DDC

This stands for Display Data Channel. For various reasons, the Video Electronics Standards Association (VESA) produced the ‘plug-and-display’ protocols DDC1 (unidirectional), DDC2B (bidirectional) and DDC2AB (access bus version). Basically the idea is to reduce system-configuration difficulties, but it’s a bit of a sledgehammer to crack a nut.

In its basic form DDC has no direct bearing on monitor operation. It doesn’t interact with or control any of a monitor’s digital or analogue circuitry.

Typical hardware for versions DDC1 and DDC2B consists of an EEPROM that runs at 5V from the monitor’s power supply, see Fig. 1. It’s output is not used by the monitor itself. The EEPROM contains code which, when interrogated by the PC during boot-up or Windows initialisation (assuming that the PC has the relevant hardware and software and is correctly configured), responds to the PC via the signal cable. The EEPROM may be located far from the microcontroller board, typically near where the signal cable terminates. It’s usually on the CRT’s base panel.

Pins 12 and 15 of an interconnecting DB15 plug and socket carry serial data and clock signals, just like an I2C bus. Pin 14 feeds the V sync signal to the EEPROM as an initial clock, to synchronise its output data. If you look at a 15-pin D sub-connector and find that pins 12 and 15 are missing, the monitor is not a DDC type. So don’t bother looking for the EEPROM!

The 128-byte data stream provided by the EEPROM at boot-up/initialisation tells the PC what type of monitor it is, and the operating modes for which it’s designed and is capable of displaying. The PC then restricts the user to a subset of display modes – these can be seen in the Control Panel Display Settings dialogue box. The result of this is that the user cannot ask the monitor to display too high an image resolution, which might require a line frequency beyond the analogue circuitry’s capability. It also limits potential damage.

The rare DDC2AB version enables the PC user to adjust the monitor controls indirectly, by interacting with the microcontroller chip via the keyboard or other device, using a ‘virtual’ control panel. You might wonder why anyone should
want to go to this trouble! It helps however with multiple monitors at an exhibition or conference, and could perhaps be beneficial for some disabled people. But I can’t think of a single current model that implements this standard. If you find one, let us know by writing to the Letters column!

**OSD**

Readers will be familiar with these initials, which refer to On-Screen Displays. You are nowadays more likely to find +/- buttons and a digital rotary-selector that work with a menu-instruction system than the old variable-resistance potentiometers. This change has come about mainly as a result of competitive marketing and manufacturing automation. Eliminating potentiometers has reduced hardware costs, while cheap digital devices have made it possible to include sales features not previously feasible. An example is colour temperature, with a range that the user can select on-screen. Alignment during manufacture is now totally machine-controlled: a camera watches the screen, feeding the image back to the control system which then adjusts the parameters via an I2C bus. This is a real production labour saver. Phone-line help desks probably find it easier to lead a confused user through visually-confirmed results on-screen in order to establish whether a genuine failure has occurred.

An OSD chip enables various messages to be displayed. These can tell the user that the applied signal is out of range, or that the cable isn’t connected to the PC. When a signal is present, the ‘status’ indicates the horizontal and vertical sync rates and the resolution. As an aside, the Philips Brilliance monitor range had a small back-lit LCD panel to show status — rather costly additional hardware when you consider that there’s a CRT available to do the job!

Some models display internally-generated patterns when the signal cable is disconnected. This is useful when soak-testing without a PC.

An OSD can enable the user to tell the microcontroller chip which language to adopt – English, Spanish, German, French and Italian are the top five in use. The MC4320P is a commonly-encountered monitor OSD display chip that’s used for example in the Samsung 15Gl, 17Gl and 17GLSi series of Sync-Master monitors. Its outputs are fed to the video output stage after the preamplifier stages, so that OSD results are visible even when the contrast is turned down.

**Moiré-patterning reduction**

Moiré patterning has become a problem because, in part, of improved beam focusing and ever-decreasing shadow-mask dot pitch. It’s most obvious with large speckled-grey areas, looking a little like Ordnance Survey map contour lines. The problem arises when the size of the electron beam approaches that of the shadowmask holes.

It used to be that a small amount of defocusing would largely eliminate the problem. But nowadays some monitors have separate horizontal and vertical moiré adjustments. The technique used to reduce the patterning involves shaking alternate lines (horizontally) and jittering the frame up and down (vertically). The focus remains sharp but the characters and detail become fat and bold.

**Tilt**

This is magnetic field compensation. Nowadays most monitors, even 15in. ones, include controls that enable the user to rotate the image about the centre of the screen. You will often find a circular coil that’s an integral part of the deflection yoke but is connected by fairly thin wires and is usually well away from the line timebase circuitry. A finely controlled amount of DC is applied to the coil to ‘twist’ the raster in a clockwise or anticlockwise direction. This compensates for the earth’s magnetic field, which changes the position of the image when the monitor is spun round on its swivel base.

**Colour-temperature settings**

This is primarily of interest to professional users of desk-top publishing and photo-printing packages. There are usually a few preset colour-temperature levels, for example 9,300°K, 6,500°K and 5,500°K, as well as user settings for RGB. The latter can be a nuisance when a home-use monitor suffers because a child likes to fiddle, the result being a display that looks more like a 25-year old TV with an exhausted tube. Many of these monitors are equipped with a factory reset for colour only, leaving the geometry settings alone.

**Power saving**

There’s more to this than just a standby light! I recall attending, some time back, a training session at Samsung. We spent a long, tiring day studying in great detail the exhaustive efforts of the designers at getting the monitor concerned to fall into different standby levels to save power when its associated PC was not in use. Later that evening I went in search of something that would pass for food. Unfamiliar with the area, at about 8pm I came across a retail park. There was not a single vehicle in the car park, but there were lights burning in all the shops, which were open. As I walked past these deserted sales outlets, all vying for each other’s trade — including Curry’s, Comet etc. — I noticed that the electronics outlets each had at least a hundred CRTs (TV and monitor) displaying brilliant pictures. There was not a soul around, except myself and the sales assistants, to witness the wasted effort of the designers’ power-saving technology.

Two years later our network service provider recommended the installation of Windows NT throughout the forty PCs in the office. One night after the NT upgrade I noticed that every single PC monitor was still alight, and made a note to mention this to our service provider the following day. I pointed to the “Energy Star EPA Pollution Preventer” logo on all the monitors and asked why they didn’t power down in the normal way when left alone. “Oh,” he said, not very concerned, “NT doesn’t support DPMS energy saving. And anyway your monitors are better left on to keep...

---

**Fig. 1:** A typical DDC1/2B EEPROM arrangement. Receipt of V sync (load) by the monitor triggers a 128-byte data stream which it sends the PC. This stops when SCL goes low.
The DPMS (Display Power Management System) scheme developed by VESA (see www.vesa.org), the Energy Star logo promoted by the US Environmental Protection Agency, and the Swedish Nutek TCO92 and TCO95 labels have one thing in common: their aim is the reduction of power consumption by monitors when the associated PCs are not in use.

Monitors generate heat and, particularly in offices, they place a burden on air-conditioning systems. A 17in. monitor typically consumes about 100W. The standards bodies acknowledge compliance by monitor manufacturers provided consumption falls below 30W, preferably to less than 15W, when the keyboard or mouse has not been used for a few minutes. After a further delay consumption must fall to below 5W, preferably less than 5W: this must happen within 70 minutes.

To implement the standard, a monitor requires a video graphics card or on-board chipset and software. With VESA’s DPMS, the monitor’s hardware detects the presence or absence of horizontal and vertical sync signals from the PC’s graphics card. Though not all manufacturers adopt the same approach, the following is a basic scheme. When the H and V sync signals are both present the monitor is on. With only the H sync pulses absent, the monitor falls into standby with the video blanked. With only the V sync signal absent the monitor falls into the suspend mode: the line drive and EHT shut down, and the voltage on some rails drops to about half. When both sync signals are absent the monitor is in a ‘nearly-off’ state with only the microcontroller chip powered to keep checking on the sync inputs. The reason for three levels of power saving is to provide recovery times that are acceptable to the user. Typically, manufacturers specify a wake-up time from standby of about three seconds, with longer for wake-up from the suspend mode, though the TCO standards don’t specify a performance requirement for this.

In the monitor-off state the only thing usually left running is the microcontroller chip, so wake-up is from a condition where even the CRT’s heaters are cold. Full off is never achieved unless power is disconnected physically by use of the AC mains switch. Where there is no such switch and the manufacturer provides only soft controls at the front panel, the AC lead must be disconnected. Such monitors are best connected to the AC output from the PC power supply if an output socket is fitted. This way the monitor does not waste power when the user switches his PC off.

All these little standby circuits add up to unnecessary nuclear pollution!

**Digital convergence**

I’ve only come across this feature in monitors that are at the really expensive end of the range, for example Eizo models. I understand that the screen is divided into a 5 x 5 or 8 x 8 matrix and that digital techniques and a section of memory are used to store settings for very accurate convergence in each sector. So don’t go swapping tubes around if you don’t have the gear!

**Next month**

My task in describing the digital aspects of the TFS6705K will be simplified by the fact that it doesn’t incorporate any of the above features. In next month’s concluding instalment attention will be turned to the monitor’s ‘processor’ board to see what it contains and what it does.

---

**Test Case 476**

It’s that time of year again! Sage was in seat 37B of an Airbus, heading south at thirty-five thousand feet en route to a Spanish island for a fortnight. Mrs Sage was beside him in seat 37A. Meanwhile Cathode Ray, who is nowadays responsible for washing machines, satellite dishes and other large metalwork, was in his own seat in the workshop, about ten feet above ground level. Puzzling over the VCRs and other equipment that Sage normally handles. Already there were two VCRs on soak test, waiting for intermittent faults to appear. The one with the report “as if heads dirty after one hour” had been running faultlessly for two days. The second one, with the report “distorted sound — intermittent”, continued to affect the concentration of everyone in the workshop with the perfectly good sound it had been producing since 8.30am that morning. Now there was another one, a Sony SLVE200UX, with the complaint that it sometimes left a loop of tape caught in the works at eject.

Ray inserted a cassette, pressed the play key then eject. There was no loop when the tape came out. He fed the cassette back in and put the deck in the fast-forward mode, letting it go to the end then auto rewind all the way. Once again the tape came out with no loop. After some more deck thrashing, during which it performed correctly, Ray decided to have a go at repair anyway — there was no room for this one to be left to run! He knew that this sort of problem is, with virtually any make and model, very often caused by a faulty mode switch. His suspicion seemed to be confirmed by the fact that there were two of them in the store, which stocks only items that regularly go wrong. In it went, taking care to ensure that its mechanical phasing was correct. Ray reassembled the machine and tested it. As before it worked correctly, with the tape fully wound back in when the cassette was ejected.

As Ray carried the machine to the waiting-collection rack a horrible thought struck him. He recalled that several previous cases of tape looping had been caused by the sticky surface of a partially-striped back-tension band attaching itself to the periphery of the supply spool during tape unloading. Though it hadn’t happened here before with a Sony machine, this had to be checked. Ray couldn’t risk any more bounced jobs — he was still smarting about that sconk in a Hoover washing machine! Back to the bench then, off with the top cover and out with the torch. The back-tension band was perfectly OK.

Three days later the machine’s owner was back, waving his invoice in one hand and a VHS cassette in the other. There was a small loop of tape hanging from the cassette flap, with creases and a tear where it had caught the nip on the machine’s cassette cradle.

Much running on the bench, beside the other two intermittent VCRs which were still there, established that the fault did occasionally occur — and with another cassette.

What was the cause of the trouble? Here’s a clue: the cause is more common with Hitachi and Sony decks of a certain vintage. For the solution, turn to page 631.
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Permits searching on selecting according to type, casings ... etc
System requirement
Pentium PC, 16Mb memory, Windows 3.1/95/98/NT and a CD Rom Drive

Order Code: VRTCDROM
Price: £35.00 + vat

Tel: (020) 8900 2329
Fax: (020) 8903 6126
Email: sales@grandata.co.uk
Website: http://www.grandata.co.uk
CD Pick Ups and Mechanisms

Special Offer

Part No | Price | Part No | Price | Part No | Price
---|---|---|---|---|---
KSS 210A Original | £11.00 | KSS 210A Replacement | £9.50 | KSS 210B | £15.00
KSS 213C Original | £9.50 | KSS 210A Replacement | £9.50 | KSS 213C | £14.00
KSS 213B | £8.75 | KSS 210A | £9.50 | Replacement for KSS240A | £20.00

CD Spindle Motors

22.5 mm Shaft
8mm Shaft

Order Code: CDMOT1 Price: £2.00 + VAT
Order Code: CDMOT2 Price: £2.00 + VAT

105°C Radial Electrolytic Capacitors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value Code</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 Volts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100PF</td>
<td>£0.45</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>100PF</td>
<td>£0.45</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000PF</td>
<td>£0.50</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1000PF</td>
<td>£0.50</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>220uF</td>
<td>£1.50</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>220uF</td>
<td>£1.50</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100uF</td>
<td>£0.80</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>100uF</td>
<td>£0.80</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68uF</td>
<td>£1.00</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>68uF</td>
<td>£1.00</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47uF</td>
<td>£1.20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>47uF</td>
<td>£1.20</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33uF</td>
<td>£1.40</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>33uF</td>
<td>£1.40</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22uF</td>
<td>£1.75</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>22uF</td>
<td>£1.75</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15uF</td>
<td>£2.00</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15uF</td>
<td>£2.00</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10uF</td>
<td>£4.00</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10uF</td>
<td>£4.00</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5uF</td>
<td>£8.00</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5uF</td>
<td>£8.00</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2uF</td>
<td>£10.00</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2.2uF</td>
<td>£10.00</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1uF</td>
<td>£20.00</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1uF</td>
<td>£20.00</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value Code</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25 Volts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10uF</td>
<td>£0.45</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10uF</td>
<td>£0.45</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33uF</td>
<td>£0.45</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>33uF</td>
<td>£0.45</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68uF</td>
<td>£0.40</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>68uF</td>
<td>£0.40</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47uF</td>
<td>£0.35</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>47uF</td>
<td>£0.35</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33uF</td>
<td>£0.30</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>33uF</td>
<td>£0.30</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22uF</td>
<td>£0.25</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>22uF</td>
<td>£0.25</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10uF</td>
<td>£0.20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10uF</td>
<td>£0.20</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Digital Capacitance Meter

Order Code: 24504S Price: £28.00 + VAT
Postage: £3.00 + VAT

K.P. House, Unit 15, Pop In Commercial Centre, Southway, Wembley, Middlesex, HA9 0HB England
Tel: (020) 8900 2329 Email: sales@grandata.co.uk
Fax: (020) 8903 6126 Website: http://www.grandata.co.uk
**Television Repair / Mod Kits**

Grandata Ltd  
Distributor of electronic components

**Television Repair / Mod Kits**

**Remote Controls**

Brand Replacement Remote Controls

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brand</th>
<th>Order Code</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Panasonic TV</td>
<td>RCU1011M</td>
<td>£6.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sony TV</td>
<td>RCU1021M</td>
<td>£6.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philips TV</td>
<td>RCU1031M</td>
<td>£5.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hitachi TV</td>
<td>RCU1041M</td>
<td>£5.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitsubishi TV</td>
<td>RCU1051M</td>
<td>£5.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nokia TV</td>
<td>RCU1061M</td>
<td>£5.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung TV</td>
<td>RCU1071M</td>
<td>£5.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toshiba TV</td>
<td>RCU1081M</td>
<td>£5.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferguson TV</td>
<td>RCU1091M</td>
<td>£5.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grundig TV</td>
<td>RCU1101M</td>
<td>£5.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Price: £5.50 + vat each  
Buy any 5 of the above and get a Special Price of £7.00 + vat each

We stock Replacement Remote Controls for over 23,000 different models  
Prices start from £5.50 + vat each  
Please call for a copy of our latest Remote Control Catalogue on 020 8900 2329
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Konig No.</th>
<th>Model/Part No.</th>
<th>Konig No.</th>
<th>Model/Part No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IR 9248</td>
<td>BEOLINK100</td>
<td>PHILIPS</td>
<td>continued</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IR 9398</td>
<td>RC51321, RC51331, RC61331</td>
<td>IR 9553</td>
<td>RC5410, RC5420, RC5801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IR 9840</td>
<td>DMQ14A1, DMQ20A1, DMQ2195</td>
<td>IR 9556</td>
<td>RC5901, RC5902, RC5903, RC5904, RC5905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IR 9584</td>
<td>RCU1734, RCU1742, T742, T752, T758</td>
<td>IR 9710</td>
<td>RC7507, RC8205, RC9057, RC9133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IR 9594</td>
<td>RH860, T789</td>
<td>IR 9864</td>
<td>RC7512, RC7535</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IR 9325</td>
<td>RH885</td>
<td>IR 9546</td>
<td>RM100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IR 9259</td>
<td>RHT01, RHT30</td>
<td>IR 9432</td>
<td>RM104, CX532WT, CX534WT, CX5312W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IR 9639</td>
<td>RHT10</td>
<td>IR 9457</td>
<td>JXBA, JXFF, RC307, RC317, RC318, RC321, RC612, RC625, RC628</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IR 9719</td>
<td>30T1, 30T2, 31T1</td>
<td>IR 9530</td>
<td>JXCL, JXCR, RC258, RC642</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IR 9403</td>
<td>105-068, CBT2190E, CBT4902, CBT9905</td>
<td>IR 9139</td>
<td>JXGA, JXGE, RC700, RC702</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IR 9854</td>
<td>05-219J, 105-224V, 105-229H, 105-230C</td>
<td>IR 9460</td>
<td>JXGT, JXGW, JXGY, JBXL, JXLG, RC711, S02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IR 9529</td>
<td>CUC5301, CUC5302</td>
<td>SHARP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IR 9614</td>
<td>CUC5200, CUC5303, CUC5310</td>
<td>IR 9487</td>
<td>C1421, C2021, C2121, CV3707, CV3709, CV3710, DV1416, SV2044, SV2145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IR 9749</td>
<td>TP715, TP770, TP771, TP800, TP900</td>
<td>IR 9711</td>
<td>RRMCG0739BMSA, G101BMSA, RRMCG1023BMSA, G1036BMSA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IR 9715</td>
<td>TRC1, TRC2</td>
<td>IR 9788</td>
<td>RRMCG1031BMSA, G1046BMSA, RRMCG1048BMSA, G1050BMSA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IR 9602</td>
<td>CLE871A, CLE871B, CLE874A, CLE874B</td>
<td>SONY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IR 9476</td>
<td>CLE876A, CLE876B, C1405, C1414, C2114, C2514, CT2116</td>
<td>IR 9321</td>
<td>RM640, RM641, RM641A, RM642A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IR 9982</td>
<td>CLE922A, CLE922B</td>
<td>IR 9336</td>
<td>RM650, RM651, RM652, RM654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IR 9576</td>
<td>CPT1556, CPT1557, CPT1560, CPT1561, CST1430, CST1435, CST1560</td>
<td>IR 9448</td>
<td>RM656, RM677, RM687B, RM687C, RM717</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IR 9575</td>
<td>CPT2155, CPT2164, CPT2558, CPT2564, CPT2669, CPT2785, CPT2870</td>
<td>IR 9123</td>
<td>RM670, RM671, RM672, RM673</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IR 9490</td>
<td>076L067240, 2076R, 2092T</td>
<td>IR 9442</td>
<td>RM681, RM682, RM683, RM684, RM685, RM686, RM698</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IR 9573</td>
<td>FS4/1, FS4/2, FSS/1, FS9, FS10</td>
<td>IR 9452</td>
<td>RM694, RM820, RM828, RM834, RM841</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IR 9640</td>
<td>RC37, RC56, RC565633, RCQ</td>
<td>IR 9441</td>
<td>RM689, RM816, RM817, RM826</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORION</td>
<td>RC565633, RCQ</td>
<td>IR 9443</td>
<td>RM830, RM831, RM832, RM842</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IR 9826</td>
<td>EUR37211, EUR50100, EUR50370, EUR51140, TNO8E421, TNO8E0422, TNO8E0428</td>
<td>IR 9451</td>
<td>RM833, RM837</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IR 9834</td>
<td>TNO8E0461</td>
<td>IR 9511</td>
<td>RM615, RM620, RM625, RM630, RM631, RM632, RM633, RM634, RM635</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHILIPS</td>
<td>RC5002, RC5140, RC5154, RC5240, RC5254, RC5264, RC5274, RC5284, RC5294</td>
<td>IR 9871</td>
<td>RM836, RM839, RM883, RM886</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**£ 6.50 + vat each**

**Buy 5 or more**

**£ 6.00 + vat each**
# Replacement Line Output Transformers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Make</th>
<th>Part No.</th>
<th>Konig No.</th>
<th>Our Code</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ferguson</td>
<td>.06 D-3-093-001, 06 D-3-512-001</td>
<td>FAT 3837</td>
<td>LOT204</td>
<td>£ 14.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hitachi</td>
<td>.2433291</td>
<td>FAT 3664</td>
<td>LOT172</td>
<td>£ 13.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hitachi</td>
<td>.2434002</td>
<td>FAT 30095</td>
<td>LOT226</td>
<td>£ 14.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITT/Nokia</td>
<td>.4515 0340, D 059/37, ME/6237-00</td>
<td>FAT 3727</td>
<td>LOT200</td>
<td>£ 12.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITT/Nokia</td>
<td>.4515 0345, 4515 0378, D070/37, D071/37</td>
<td>FAT 3790</td>
<td>LOT328</td>
<td>£ 16.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITT/Nokia</td>
<td>.4515 0348, D 076/37</td>
<td>FAT 3843</td>
<td>LOT330</td>
<td>£ 16.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panasonic</td>
<td>TLF 14584 F, TLF 14586, TLF 14586 F</td>
<td>FAT 30106</td>
<td>LOT41</td>
<td>£ 15.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philips</td>
<td>1352.5003, 4822 140 10544</td>
<td>FAT 30186</td>
<td>LOT433</td>
<td>£ 12.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philips</td>
<td>3111 258 30021, 4822 140 10474</td>
<td>FAT 30192</td>
<td>LOT562</td>
<td>£ 15.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philips</td>
<td>37770, 37771, 37772, AT 2079/15</td>
<td>FAT 30184</td>
<td>LOT129</td>
<td>£ 14.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philips</td>
<td>4812 140 10294, 4822 140 10294</td>
<td>FAT 3820</td>
<td>LOT125</td>
<td>£ 16.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philips</td>
<td>4812 140 10325, 4822 140 10325</td>
<td>FAT 30167</td>
<td>LOT132</td>
<td>£ 15.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philips</td>
<td>4822 140 10353, 4822 140 10356</td>
<td>FAT 3830</td>
<td>LOT284</td>
<td>£ 14.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philips</td>
<td>AT 2079/21, AT 2078/21, TFB 4090 AD</td>
<td>FAT 30179</td>
<td>LOT395</td>
<td>£ 12.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philips</td>
<td>AT 2079/17</td>
<td>FAT 30171</td>
<td>LOT288</td>
<td>£ 14.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philips</td>
<td>AT 2079/23</td>
<td>FAT 30170</td>
<td>LOT289</td>
<td>£ 13.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sony</td>
<td>1-439-332-42</td>
<td>FAT 3925</td>
<td>LOT100</td>
<td>£ 12.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This is just a selection of Konig Line Output Transformers. Please call us on 020 8900 2329 for any that are not listed.

# Replacement Television Mains Switches

- **KN658304**
  - For Sony and Sony
  - Price: £ 2.50 + vat

- **KN668500**
  - Replacement for Grundig 29703-291.07
  - Price: £ 2.50 + vat

- **KN668800**
  - For Daewoo
  - Price: £ 2.50 + vat

If you cannot find the Konig Spares you want in this advert please call us on 020 8900 2329 as this is just a small selection.
Aerial & Digital Satellite Accessories

SLx Aerial Amplifiers

- Now with built in Digital ByPass - Operates with SkyTM DigiEye
- Class leading noise figure of 4dB or less
- 8dB signal amplification on all models
- 25mA line powering for masthead amplifier

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Order Code</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 Way - No ByPass</td>
<td>SLX2</td>
<td>£8.00 + vat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Way - With ByPass</td>
<td>SLX2B</td>
<td>£9.25 + vat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Way - No ByPass</td>
<td>SLX4</td>
<td>£13.00 + vat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Way - With ByPass</td>
<td>SLX4B</td>
<td>£14.00 + vat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Way - No ByPass</td>
<td>SLX6</td>
<td>£18.00 + vat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Way - With ByPass</td>
<td>SLX6B</td>
<td>£19.00 + vat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Way - No ByPass</td>
<td>SLX8</td>
<td>£18.50 + vat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Way - With ByPass</td>
<td>SLX8B</td>
<td>£20.00 + vat</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SLx Masthead Amplifiers

- UHF TV antenna pre amplifier designed for the professional aerial installer
- 15dB gain masthead amplifier ideal for majority of domestic installations
- 26dB gain masthead amplifier for longer cable runs (loss of more than 3dB) or if connected to passive splitters
- Requires 12V DC power supply via downlead either via dedicated power supply unit or from a distribution amplifier with line powering

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order Code</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>27830R</td>
<td>£4.30 + vat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27831R</td>
<td>£4.50 + vat</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Coax Plug

- Aluminium
  - Order Code: PLG51
  - Bag of 10: £1.25 + vat
  - Bag of 100: £9.00 + vat

- Screw Type Coax Plugs
  - Order Code: PLG62
  - Bag of 10: £1.60 + vat
  - Bag of 100: £12.50 + vat

- Twist On F Connectors
  - Order Code: PLG101
  - Bag of 10: £1.00 + vat
  - Bag of 100: £6.00 + vat

- Coax Coupler Socket to Socket
  - Order Code: PLG54
  - Bag of 10: £1.50 + vat

- Coax Coupler Plug to Plug
  - Order Code: PLG55
  - Bag of 10: £1.50 + vat
  - Bag of 100: £3.00 + vat

- Y Splitter Inductive 3 way
  - Order Code: YSPLITTER
  - Bag of 10: £40 + vat

SLx Amp By Pass Kit

- For use with aerial amplifiers and SkyTM Digibox
- Allows for operation of Link Eye in conjunction with a distribution amplifier

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order Code</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>27829R</td>
<td>£5.00 + vat</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Amstrad DRX100

- Tuner Repair Kit
  - Order Code: SATKIT35
  - Price: £1.40 + vat

- Power Supply Reliability Kit
  - Order Code: SATKIT36
  - Price: £12.00 + vat

- Power Supply Repair Kit
  - Order Code: SATKIT37
  - Price: £13.50 + vat

Grundig GDS200

- Digital Satellite Receiver Repair Kit
  - Early pat MODEL: D50 - 0385 REV C
  - Order Code: SATKIT34A
  - Price: £10.00 + vat

Grundig GDS200/300

- Digital Satellite Receiver Repair Kit
  - LATER pat TYPE REV 03
    - D50 - 0375 REV A
    - D50 - 0385 REV 5
  - Order Code: SATKIT34B
  - Price: £10.00 + vat

Check out our New Online Catalogue at www.grandata.co.uk

This advertisement is just a selection of our stock.
Please contact us if you cannot find the part you are looking for.

* Please add £1 p+p and VAT to all orders (Unless Otherwise stated)
* All components are brand new
* We accept payment by Access, Switch, Visa, Cheque and Postal Order
* All prices quoted are subject to availability and may be changed without prior notice

K.P. House, Unit 15, Pop In Commercial Centre, Southway, Wembley, Middlesex, HA9 0HB England
Tel: (020) 8900 2329 Email: sales@grandata.co.uk
Fax: (020) 8903 6126 Website: http://www.grandata.co.uk

E & OE
HELP

WANTED: FM front end for an Akai FM/AM quartz synthesiser tuner Model UC-53. Please phone Mahmud Araaarah on 01752 768 203 (Plymouth).

Wanted: Transformer for the remote-control PCB (RX), part no. 145 37039, labelled WA866, used in the Philips TV Model G26C672 (G11 chassis), or a working full PCB. C.R. Tomlinson, 25 Kelmscott Gardens. Leeds LS15 8HL.

Wanted: Circuit diagram or full manual for the Wharfedale TV Model 5505. Alan Robertson, 261 Warrington Road, Abram, Wigan WN2 5RQ. E-mail alan.robertson4@btinternet.com

Wanted: Sony MHC650/HC-D-H650M mini hi-fi system with a working or repairable CD player section. Condition of the rest of the unit unimportant. Call Brian Dicken on 0121 236 0442 (Birmingham).

Wanted: My company, Falcon, has an urgent requirement for a quantity of Philips AT2140/170 line output transformers, designed to drive 90° monochrome data graphic display tubes with a 20mm neck diameter. These are no longer available from the manufacturer. Can anyone help? Phone Mike Illingworth, Falcon Equipment and Systems, on 01684 295 807, fax 01684 850 011 or e-mail mike.illlengworth@saida-falcon.co.uk

Wanted: Installation booklet for the Response single surveillance camera Model CU500. Photocopy OK, all costs reimbursed. L. Symons, 14 Maidenwell Road, Plymouth PL7 1RH. Phone 01752 343 074.

Wanted: Information on the fault codes displayed when using the clip-on diagnostic adapter with the Philips VR2020 (Video 2000 system) VCR. Also Video 2000 system heads. Tony Hughes, 41 Underhill, Moulshford, Oxon OX10 9HJ. Phone 01491 651 576 (evenings) or 07808 827 479 or e-mail thuy072569@iol.

Wanted: Power AC board for the Panasonic VW-F250 camera, part no. LWVVKCF220E2A. Please phone Vincent Ward on 00 353 905 43960 (Co. Galway).

Wanted: Does anyone know the cause of a fault that seems to happen only when my AST Vision 41 monitor goes into standby (power-save mode): when it comes back on there is partial field collapse. I have replaced all likely capacitors. Also, does anyone know of a source of spare parts for this monitor? Ian Johnson, 6 Heathfield Crescent, Kidderminster. Or e-mail audiorepairs@heeb.net

Wanted: Instruction book for the Ferguson Videostar camera Model FC04. P.T. McKeever, 4 Castleview Park, Derry, N. Ireland BT48 8DL. Phone 01504 353 613.

Wanted: Chopper transformer for the Matsui CTV Model 1422, part no. 5914-06002A-AA (also marked KV89157). An A51JXH6IX 21 in. CRT for the Sony Model KV-X2152U, part no. 8-738-758-05. Must be in good condition — not scratched or low-emission. LA6358S ICs for the power supply in Amstrad SXR100/200 satellite receivers. Part no. 240015 circuit reference IC004. Please call Steve Roberts on 01687 462 189 (Inverness-shire) any time.

Wanted: For spares, Quad 405 power amplifiers, Quad FM3 tuners, Quad 33 or 44 control units and Denon DL103 cartridges. Also require a tuner/converter pack for the Panasonic NVG211 CVR and a tube base for the Sony Model KVM21T2U (AE1 chassis). Contact Mike on 01758 613 790.


Wanted: Audio synchronisation head for a Sony C5 Betamax VCR. Phone David Goodsell on 01473 214 865 (Ipswich).

Wanted: Instruction book (photocopy OK) and RC2200LD remote-control unit for the JVC HRD820EK VCR, also a YC-18 PCB, part no. 1-606-950-1, for the Sony SLC6UB VCR. Has anyone got a Beta rewriter? Ron Bruce, 11 New Zealand Way, Rainham, Essex RM13 8JP. Phone 01708 555 792.

For disposal: Philips TV sweep generator; Grundig 100MHz oscilloscope Model M0100 4CH A and B timebase; 1960s TV valves. Phone F. Willing on 01277 374 166 (Essex).

Wanted: Service manual/readable circuit diagram for the Hitachi CTV Model C1714T. Does anyone know why the Toshiba TA8427K field output chip constantly fails (field collapse)? On my fourth! The last one lasted for about a year. TV goes to standby

lockout. Is there any protection or modification to solve the problem? D. Lee, 16 Devonshire Place, Clifton, Birkenhead, Cheshire CH43 1TU16.

Wanted: Can anyone help with the following problem? The set is a Ferguson Model 39L5BQ (ICCS chassis). At switch on the EHT rustles up then shuts down within about two seconds. I eventually found that the power supply would continue to run (HT at about 147V etc.) when the LOPT-derived 13V supply was disconnected at DL51, but systematically disconnecting the feeds associated with this supply has revealed nothing. Shorting TL17 collector-emitter doesn't alter the status at pin 28 of IL14 (TEA2092C), which remains at OV under all conditions! I was suspicious of IL14 and the LOPT, but have replaced them both during the fault-finding marathon. Any ideas anyone? Brian Long, Longster, Latheron, Caithness. Phone 01593 741 249.

Wanted: I run a small TV/VCR workshop and want to start transferring by business records to a PC I now use. Can anyone suggest a suitable and not-too-expensive piece of software that I could use to transfer my customers' service histories from index cards to a database? I have approximately 20,000 index cards to transfer. Any advice would be much appreciated. Alan Robertson, 261 Warrington Road, Abram, Wigan WN2 5RQ. Phone 01942 865 621 or e-mail alaran.robson4@btinternet.com

Wanted: I have an unbranded 17in. monitor supplied by Tiny Computers. The problem is a damaged data plug. My first thought was to replace the plug. But there's only about an inch of cable between this and the ferrite sleeve. So reterminating the individudal wires and screens appears to be impractical. An alternative solution would be to replace the complete cable, which plugs into a circuit board on the tube base. But where to obtain it? The rear label has the following details: Model name 2976C; Model no. JD176C; FCC no. ID-AMPJD176; serial no. 0747005857; manufactured in Taiwan during November 1997. Ian Penfold, 12 Roger's Close, Elsworth, Cambridge CB3 8JJ. Phone 01954 267 321, fax 07020 968 970 or e-mail ian.penfold@teleco4u.net
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Thomson's ICC17 technology

Part 2 of Mark Paul's description of the circuit technology used in this chassis deals with the timebases

Part 1 of this series dealt with the fairly complex discrete-component chopper power supply used in the ICC17 chassis. One topic covered was the wake-up circuitry to take the power supply from standby to on. This is relevant to the timebase start-up sequence.

The deflection processor

This chassis uses the Philips TDA8855H signals processor chip, which contains the vision and sound IF strips, the colour decoder system (PAL/NTSC/Secam) and the time-base generator stages. Fig. 4 shows a simplified block diagram the timebase-generator section of the TDA8855H chip (IV01). Amongst the features of this section of the IC are: horizontal and vertical zoom; an alignment-free line oscillator; field drive outputs optimised for the DC-coupled field output stage; I²C bus control of picture geometry; and implementation of safety shutdown.

Once the power supply reaches the initialisation phase in moving from standby to on, the microcontroller chip IR01 switches on the +8V output from IP95 (TDA8139). This supply is fed to pin 53 of IV01. Two further voltages are generated internally from this single input, with decoupling at pins 19 and 55. When the +8V supply is switched on, IR01 downloads deflection data to IV01 via the I²C bus, which is connected to pins 18 (SDA) and 17 (SCL) of IV01. The line and field output stages are switched off during this period, and remain in this condition until IV01 instigates the correct start-up routine.

Generating the line-drive output

The video signal produced within IV01 is passed through a controlled amplifier, which sets the sync pulse amplitude, and is then passed to the sync separator. This consists of a slicer that operates at 30 per cent of the sync pulse amplitude. There are two outputs from the sync separator, to a separate field sync separator and to the first line-frequency phase-lock loop (PLL) detector. The latter has a very high static steepness, to ensure that the phase of the picture is independent of the line frequency. The slow or fast time-constant used by the first PLL is controlled by the incoming signal or can be directly controlled by IR01 via the I²C bus.

The filtering components (CV21, CV22 and RV17) for the first PLL are connected to pin 59. A variable time-constant ensures good performance of the PLL under weak-signal and VCR-playback conditions.

To overcome problems that could be caused by anti-copying guard signals, the first PLL is gated during the field flyback period. In addition an internal noise detector monitors the incoming video signal: if the noise becomes excessive, the first PLL automatically switches to the slow time-constant.

A coincidence detector is used to establish whether the line oscillator is synchronised and whether the sync pulses can be used for transmitter identification. It can be desensitised when search tuning is carried out to ensure that the tuning system doesn’t stop at very weak input signals.

The voltage-controlled line oscillator section incorporates a digital control circuit. This determines the free-running frequency of the oscillator and is locked to the colour decoder reference frequency (4.43MHz for PAL operation). An internal capacitor sets the line oscillator frequency at twice the line frequency. Because of internal component tolerances, the automatic ‘calibration’ circuit compares the oscillator frequency with
that of the colour decoder's crystal-controlled oscillator. If the coincidence detector finds an out-of-lock condition, the calibration process is repeated.

The line drive output (at pin 56) is suppressed when IV01 is first powered. Once the deflection sub-address data has been downloaded via the I²C bus into the deflection register, the line oscillator is calibrated and, when the frequency is correct, the line drive output is switched on.

The line oscillator is followed by a second PLL, which receives flyback pulses from the line output transformer LL05 at pin 57. This section is used to generate the line drive output. The arrangement ensures that the line output transistor cannot be switched on during the flyback period. Capacitor CV20, connected to pin 58, is the filter capacitor for this PLL. Pin 58 is also connected to the safety input — a safety circuit monitors the timebase voltages and the integrity of the deflection coils. If the output from the safety detector circuit, via DL75, rises above 6.8V the line drive is switched off. It can be switched on again only via an internal soft-start procedure. The EHT tracking input at pin 3 also provides over-voltage protection.

Pin 57 is also used to produce the sandcastle pulses. The line flyback pulses fed to this point are added to an internally generated burst key timing pulse of 4μsec duration and a field blanking period of fourteen lines.

**The line driver stage**

Fig. 5 shows the line driver stage and the circuitry on the primary side of the line output transformer. The line drive output at pin 56 of IV01 is open-collector, so a load resistor is required. This is RL31. RV18 is included to limit the collector current and reduce radiation.

The line driver circuit consists of a classic three-transistor push-pull output arrangement. The line drive pulses are fed via a potential divider (RL39/32/33) to the base of transistor TL31 which in turn drives the complementary-symmetry push-pull pair TL32/33. The values of RL31 and the potential-divider resistors ensure that TL31 remains on in the absence of drive pulses. CL37 and DL31 provide bootstrapping, while RL35 and RL36 provide current limiting. The output from TL32/33 is connected to the primary winding of the driver transformer LL32, with CL38 as a coupling capacitor. The average DC developed across this capacitor is approximately half the supply voltage: DL32 and DL33 provide a discharge path when the set is switched to standby.

The secondary winding on LL32 is connected across the base-emitter junction of the line output transistor TL34, which is of type BUH516H16 or S2000N depending on tube type. RL37 helps to shape the drive waveform and provides a degree of damping.

The drive pulses at the base of TL31 control the direction of current flow in the primary winding of the driver transformer LL32. When TL31 is switched off, its collector voltage rises and TL32 switches on. TL33 is switched off, and CL38 charges via LL32, TL32 and RL35.
When TL31 is switched on, TL32 switches off and TL33 on. CL38 then discharges via LL32, RL36 and TL33. The line output transistor TL34 is on when TL32 is conductive and off when TL33 conducts.

**Line output stage and EW correction**

The line output stage and the EW-correction diode modulator are conventional. TL34's collector is connected to pin 9 of the line output transformer LL05 and, via the linearity coil LL26, to the scan coils. CL24 is the S-correction capacitor, which is returned to the centre point of the diode modulator network DL21/22 and CL21/22. The network across the S-correction capacitor, i.e. DL24/25, RL24/25 and CL25, is included to damp and suppress oscillation in CL24 with rapid changes in beam current. With 16:9 sets a second S-correction capacitor, CL51, can be switched into circuit in parallel with CL24. This reduces the line deflection power and corrects the picture linearity when viewed in the 4:3 centre mode.

The diode modulator is similar to that used in the ICC9 chassis. Its purpose is to modulate the line deflection at the field rate with minimum effect on the supply voltage. This can be achieved only when the primary current is not affected by changes within the deflection circuit as a result of width correction.

The diode modulator can be considered as a short-circuit bridge network, which is between the supply voltage and chassis. The two sections (top and bottom arms) of the bridge have the same resonant frequency and reactance, i.e. AC resistance values. One side of the bridge consists of the scan coils and the S-correction capacitor CL24 in parallel with the upper flyback capacitor CL21. The second half of the bridge consists of the EW correction coil LL22 and CL42 in parallel with the lower flyback capacitor CL22.

In operation the two capacitors CL21/22 form a voltage divider, with the energy stored in CL22 used during the flyback period. The integrated value of the flyback voltage is stored by CL42. Because the voltages across both arms of the bridge must remain equal, the voltage developed across the scan coils mirrors that across CL42. The parabolic EW-correction modulates the voltage across CL42 and thus the current flowing in LL22.

The EW correction parameters are downloaded to IV01 via the I²C bus. This information is used by IV01 to produce, in conjunction with an internally-generated field sawtooth waveform, an EW-correction drive that appears at pin 62. The drive is applied to the base of transistor TL42, which operates as a Darlington pair with the power transistor TL41. RV20 and RL43 define the working range of the EW correction circuit: CL41 is incorporated to reduce any tendency for the circuit to
ring. RL44 protects the EW correction circuit against overloading.

Because of the source impedance of the EHT system, excessive beam currents could modulate the line output stage. To prevent this, a voltage derived from the earthy end of the EHT stack is fed back to pin 3 of IVO1 via RL45 (see Fig. 6). Breathing compensation, from the same source, is applied to the EW correction circuit via DL48, RL48, RL49 and CL48.

Fig. 6 shows the secondary side of the line output stage, which produces various voltages in addition to the CRT's EHT, focus, A1 and heater supplies. These are as follows:

V RETRACE: Flyback supply for the field output chip IF01, 42V or 48V depending on CRT type. Produced by winding 5-6.

V SUPPLY: Basic supply for the field output chip, 13-5V or 15-5V depending on CRT type. Produced by winding 4-6.

+5V DST: Unregulated 5-6V supply for the tuner and MSP audio processor chip. Produced by winding 3-6.

+5V ON: 5V supply derived from +5V DST via regulator transistor TL14.

In addition flyback pulses of approximately 10V peak-to-peak amplitude are produced by winding 1-6 for pin 57 of the signals processor chip IV01. Pin 8 of the LOPT is connected to the earthy end of the EHT block. This is the source of the beam-current limiting (BCL), EHT safety and breathing supplies.

**Format switching**

The ICC17 chassis is designed to drive 4:3 and 16:9 aspect ratio CRTs, with specification changes to suit a number of different types of tube. The various parameters for these CRTs are stored in the EPROM chip IR02, and are downloaded to IV01 via the IC bus. Access to this data is via the 'service mode' menu, under the subtitle 'tube' – for further details see the full service manual. In addition to these parameter changes, the maximum beam current and the deflection current have to be set for each type of CRT. For this purpose the microcontroller chip IR01 issues two commands, FORMAT/BCC at pin 43 and P_FORMAT at pin 41.

The FORMAT/BCC command adjusts the sensitivity of the BCL circuit. The maximum beam current is set by the voltage fed to pin 8 of the LOPT via the resistor chain RL01/34/5/6, which is fed from the HT (U sys) line. The pulse-width modulated FORMAT/BCC signal from IR01 is converted to a DC voltage by the integrating network RL59/CL59, which feeds the base of the emitter-follower transistor TL59. This transistor drives TL02, which with RL02 shunts RL03-6. Thus when IR01 produces the FORMAT/BCC command, TL02 diverts a certain amount of current, thereby adjusting the beam-current limiter's sensitivity. Varying the mark-space ratio of the FORMAT/BCC signal sets the voltage at pin 8 of the LOPT.

The maximum beam current must be reduced to 75 per cent of its nominal value when a 16:9 CRT is used.
The safety circuit of IRO1, also referred to in the 4:3 centered picture mode. The beam current must also be reduced when a 4:3 aspect ratio CRT is used in the 16:9 (letter-box) mode.

The P_FORMAT output at pin 41 of IRO1, also referred to as P_SWITCH, is fed via RL7 to the base of transistor TL55. This transistor in turn drives TL52, which is used to switch thyristor TL51 on, thus adding CL51 in parallel with CL24. This additional S-correction capacitor reduces the deflection current and improves the linearity of a centered 4:3 picture.

The safety circuit

The line output stage incorporates a safety circuit, see Fig. 7. This provides continuous monitoring to prevent damage as a result of CRT burn-in, open-circuit line or field scan coils, a short-circuit across any of the voltage outputs provided by the LOPT, or a short-circuit in one of the RGB output stages.

When the safety circuit is inactive, TL71 is switched on and its collector voltage is held at almost 0V. Thus isolation-diode DL75 is reverse biased. As previously mentioned, the safety circuit’s output is monitored at pin 58 of IV01. When a fault condition is detected, TL71’s collector voltage rises and, once the level of 6.8V is exceeded, the line drive is switched off.

When the set is switched on, the voltages that TL71 monitors are missing. So TL71 would be non-conductive and the safety line voltage would be above 6V, making it impossible to switch the receiver on! A delay circuit is used to overcome this problem. At switch on TL41 is provided with forward bias from the +5V supply while CL72 charges via RL76 and RL74. Charging takes approximately 800ms, which is long enough for the voltages produced by the line output transformer to appear and take over control of TL71.

If a problem subsequently occurs, the safety circuit operates and the line drive is disabled. The POWER_FAIL circuit associated with the +5V supply will inform IRO1 of the failure, shutting the set down. To reset the safety circuit, the +5V supply must switch off and capacitor CL72 must be allowed to discharge via DL77 before switching the set on again.

When the set is working normally, the V RETRACE supply is the source of forward bias for TL71. To cater for different tubes, zener diode DL71’s voltage rating is either 24V or 30V (V RETRACT 42V or 48V respectively). RL70 provides a load for DL71. The voltage developed across this resistor is applied to the potential divider chain RL71-4. DL72, DL73, and DL74, which monitor the V SUPPLY, the +5V ON and BCL line voltages respectively, are all reverse biased.

In the event of an open-circuit failure in the line output stage, the V RETRACE voltage will drop to almost half its normal level and DL71 will no longer be conductive. The voltage applied to the potential divider chain will fall to zero. TL71 will switch off and its collector voltage will rise to the 8V supply provided by RL75. DL75 will conduct and the voltage at pin 58 of IV01 will rise above the trip value. A short across the V SUPPLY or +5V ON supply will switch on DL72 or DL73 respectively, removing TL71’s forward bias and thus tripping IV01. If one of the RGB output stages goes short-circuit the beam current will increase and the voltage on the BCL line will fall below 0V. DL74 will then switch on with the same result.

Digital transistor TL72 is included in TL71’s base circuit. Its purpose is to ensure that once the safety circuit detects a fault condition TL71 remains off until IRO1 switches off the 8V supply.

Field drive generation

Field timebase operation begins with the extraction of the field sync pulses from the video waveform, see Fig. 4. These pulses are used to trigger the count-down divider, which uses pulses from the line oscillator as the clock signal. The count-down circuit has various ‘windows’, depending on whether the incoming video is at a 50Hz or 60Hz field rate. It can also be forced into various modes via the IFC bus to cater for conditions such as channel changing, no signal or a non-standard AV video signal.

The count-down circuit is followed by a sawtooth generator, CV26, which is connected to pin 4, produces the ramp, RV25, connected to pin 5, sets CV26’s charging current. CV26 is discharged during the flyback period. The result is a sawtooth waveform with an amplitude of 3V peak-to-peak superimposed on a 2V DC pedestal. To compensate for circuit tolerances, correction values can be loaded into the field geometry register via the IFC bus. These control the height, field shift, field linearity and vertical zoom. As previously mentioned, an EHT-related feedback voltage is applied to pin 3. This prevents breathing effects caused by excessive beam current.

The sawtooth waveform is finally current amplified to enable direct-coupled drives to be fed to the field output IC. Negative- and positive-going outputs appear at pins 63 and 64 respectively. These outputs are asymmetrical, to ensure that neither temperature nor external disturbance has any effect on the field scanning. CV23 and CV24 are included to avoid interference radiation.

The field output stage

Fig. 8 shows the field output stage circuit, which is based on a Philips TDA8351 chip (IF01). This has two
output stages which are driven by a phase splitter. The field scan coils are connected between the output stages. This is a bridge configuration, which improves the overall linearity and the power output efficiency. IF01 requires two supplies. V SUPPLY (13/16V depending on tube) at pin 3 and the V RETRACE flyback supply (42/48V) at pin 6. RF02 converts the two asymmetrical drive currents from IV01 to a voltage waveform. Its value determines the current gain of the field amplifier in IF01, CF01, CF02. CF11 RF01 and RF03 are included to reduce interference.

The incoming signal voltage drives the positive output stage during the first half of the field scan and the negative output stage during the second half: the outputs are at pins 7 and 4 respectively. The parallel resistors RF04/5/6 provide current feedback to pin 9. This, with RF02, sets the overall gain.

Zener diode DF01 provides protection against CRT flashovers by limiting the voltage across the field scan coils to 56V. CF10, CF03 and CF04 protect IF01 from supply voltage spikes caused by flashovers. RF07 provides scan coil damping, while RF08 and CF08 decouple out-of-frequency components.

IF01 incorporates a 'vertical guard' circuit which produces a pulse at pin 8 during the field flyback period. This is connected to pin 34 (beam current limiting) of IV01, which will blank the screen to prevent CRT damage under any of the following conditions: missing field flyback pulses; a short-circuit across IF01's output pins: shorted field scan coils; an open-circuit field deflection loop; or when thermal protection is activated.

TF01 and its associated components produce field flyback pulses that are fed to pin 48 of the microcontroller chip IR01 to synchronise the on-screen display menus with the field scanning.

**Next month**

In Part 3 next month we will turn to the signals side of the chassis.

---

**NEW BOOK**

The Confederation of Aerial Industries has published a new book entitled An Introduction to Domestic Radio, TV and Satellite Reception, by R.A. Calaz. More than half of the book is devoted to terrestrial and satellite TV reception. with many practical tips on installation and setting up each part of a system. The remainder of the book covers signal distribution with IRS and SMATV systems, Health & Safety requirements and the choice and use of test equipment. A comprehensive glossary of terms is included.

The book is intended as an introduction for newcomers to the industry and members of the public who wish to know more about the reception and distribution of electromagnetic signals, also as a technical reference source for installers, and to provide further information for course students. Subjects covered include IRS system planning, the theory of digital TV, home-cinema systems, broadband datacasting, DISEqC switching, plasma displays and fibre optics.

The book is available from Book Sales, CAI, Fulton House, Fulton Road, Wembley, Middx HA9 0TF at £35 + £2.95 postage and packing for CAI members or £39 + £2.95 for non-members. The CAI's phone no. is 020 8902 8998.
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Tom Baker’s tales

**A warning about security-coded machines, a dead Matsui TV and cheapo VCRs**

Have you ever noticed how, just as you feel you are winning a race, someone always seems to catch up and overtake you? That’s exactly how I felt last week when I was fixing, or so I thought, a Matsui VX1108 VCR.

**The VX1108 saga**

The day had started well enough, and I was feeling great. Then Mr Jenkins from across the road came in with his video recorder. “Morning Doctor” he said.

He always calls me doctor, as in Dr Who, my name being the same as one of the actors who played him in that TV show. “Morning squire” I replied, “what can I do for you today?”

“It’s me video” he continued, “very poorly I think. Might be near death’s door.”

“Quite possibly” I said, “but what’s the matter with it?”

“Dead” he replied.

“Then it’s already gone” I replied, “but I’ll try and work a miracle for you. Give me a ring later.”

After those comforting words he left with a spring in his step.

I put the machine, a Matsui VX1108, on the bench and switched it on. It was indeed dead. Not being one to allow that to bother me, I took the cover off and checked the mains fuse. It had blown, but wasn’t black. So before fitting a replacement, I carried out some checks in the mains input department and found that one of the bridge rectifier diodes had gone short-circuit. The machine had a laced-up video stuck inside and, as it’s of the type with a centre-mounted deck on a single PCB, this had to be removed before I could get to the diode to unscold it. Fortunately the only screw that was difficult to get at was accessible, albeit difficult to remove with the tape still in, but I managed it. Once the tape had been removed it was fairly easy to strip the rest down. Then, after fitting a new rectifier and checking to see if anything else had gone, I reassembled the machine, minus the awkward screw, replaced the fuse, switched on and waited for the bang and the smoke.

It worked all right, or so I thought, because it ejected the tape that had been stuck inside and, once reinserted, accepted the tape and laced up. Then the dark clouds started to appear. There was no play, fast forward or rewind operation. So I called half time, with the score VCR 0, put the kettle on and tried to refresh the old grey cells.

This seemed to work. While I was drinking my coffee something started to nag at the back of my mind. I recalled an article I’d seen recently about the same type of fault. Yes, Test Case 469 last January. So I reread it and then looked to see if the spool release post was broken. Yes, you’ve guessed right, it wasn’t.

Feeling dejected, I decided to put it aside and leave it for another day. But at this point I noticed something on the front of the machine, the words “security coded”. I hadn’t paid any attention to this as lots of machines have this on them and it’s not caused me any problems before. Why should it now?

At this stage I hadn’t connected the VCR to a monitor, as I was mainly interested in getting it to work mechanically. But I thought I would see if there was anything wrong with the E-E picture. A bright blue screen appeared with, flashing, the word “pin” on it. So I phoned Mr Jenkins and asked him for his pin number and remote-control handset.

He turned up almost immediately and put in his year of birth. Then, as if by magic, the machine allowed me to play, rewind, etc.

I’m not sure about the moral of this story but, in future, I won’t accept a VCR with “security coded” on it unless I have the remote-control unit and the customer’s guidance as to whether it has been activated or not and, if it has, the pin number.

Final score VCR 1, Tom 2.

**A Matsui 2109NS**

Later that day old Tom from the camp site turned up with his TV. “Morning young Tom” he said, “can you have a look at me telly? It’s just out of guarantee with Currys and they want £45 to come out and look at it.”

I like it when he comes to see me, because not many people call me young any more. So I asked him to bring the set along.

It turned out to be a Matsui 2109NS. I have to say that in recent times more of my customers seem to be unhappy about the after-sales service they get from the big multiples, who want an arm and a leg just to look at something. But don’t get me wrong, I think this is great – it’s more work for me.

I put the set on the bench and switched it on. There seemed to be no life in it at all. After doing the usual things like checking the fuses and diodes etc. and finding nothing amiss I started to look for dry-joints. Still no luck. So I switched it on again and started to carry out voltage checks. There was voltage across the mains bridge rectifier’s reservoir capacitor, but nothing much else. I switched off and waited a few seconds then checked the main reservoir capacitor before going any further. To my surprise it was still charged to 245V. So I discharged it properly and started to look for open-circuit resistors.

This proved successful, as R504 (22MΩ, 1/8W) was open-circuit. There are two of these tiny resistors, of the same value, in series. After fitting a replacement I switched the set on and waited for maximum smoke. Fortunately it worked well enough and, after a bit of setting up, I couldn’t fault it.

I phoned Tom and gave him the good news, that I had found the cause of the trouble and repaired it. He turned up a short while later, paid me and thanked me for the wonderful same-day service.

**A cheap VCR**

I had to write off a VCR the other day. It was one of those awkward occasions, because the customer said she couldn’t afford a new one. As she had been recently widowed I felt I should try and help and said I would see what I could get a new one for.

So out came the catalogues and flyers, but the cheapest was still nearly £100 including the dreaded VAT. I spent a long time making enquiries, then my wife asked whether I’d looked in the Argos catalogue. I hadn’t thought to do so, and when I did I was gobsmacked to find a Bush VCR905 for sale at £64.99. I rang the customer and said I could supply one for £70 – after all there was time and petrol to pay for. As she was happy with this price I went off, joined the queues and came back with a cheap and cheerful VCR.

Somewhere along the line this machine had been manufactured, packaged, stored, shipped, transported and delivered to the depot – and VAT added. Assuming that all these processes had involved costs, one’s mind boggles at how low the initial cost of the unit must have been. And everyone along the line must have been making a bit of profit.
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The headend
that says
YES to

• Quality
• Ease of use
• Agility
• Each module an almost total entity
• Superb value

WISI's Topline headend system is very competitively priced yet is of superior design and build. It is easy-to-use with high quality channel processing that allows the user to retain quality of vision and sound for both analogue and digital signal sources. There are processors for satellite TV, terrestrial TV and radio. Each individual module incorporates its own control system enabling quick and easy set up. These channel processors come together in an 'all-in-one' base unit which contains all necessary accessories for ease of ordering with no additional items required.

U.K. STOCKIST
J.W. HARDY
Communications
L M HARDY COMMUNICATIONS, 231 Station Road, Burnhamonsea, BS3 8BB Telephone: 0121 794 9476 Fax: 0121 299 7931

WISI TOPLINE HEADEND
CHECK THESE FEATURES
• Frequency agile fully selectable in the 40MHz range
• Address channel available
• TV standards 64 QAM U/H, D/H, L, L +
• Module system for channelised systems inatsby and CMT systems
• Modules for analogue or digital
• Satellites TV & Radio: analogue & digital
• C-band TV & radio: analogue or digital
• Satellite TV & Radio: analogue or digital compatible
• Terrestrial TV & Radio: analogue or digital compatible
• Multisystem: analogue or digital
• Independently programmable modules
• High output levels
• Wall mounting at 17° rack mount with included cabinet.

Why we send you full details?

M.C.E.S. Digital

What’s On?
at
www.mces.co.uk
Amstrad, Pace, Grundig.

Digital set top Box
Tuner / PSU fault £35.00 plus VAT
Major fault £65.00 plus VAT

Amstrad DRX 100 tuner repairs £12.50 plus VAT
Fault symptom “No Satellite Signal Received”

Pace “ZIF” tuner repairs £18.00 plus VAT
Fault symptom “Picture freezes” or “No Satellite Signal Received”

Grundig Power Supply repairs £16.00 plus VAT
Fault symptom “missing channels” and “No Satellite Signal Received”

E-mail: sales@mces.co.uk
Phone: 0161 746 8037
Fax: 0161 746 8136
TV's

- 14" R/C FROM £39.99
- 20" TEXT FROM £54.99
- 21" WIDE/NICAM/TEXT FROM £59.99
- 24" WIDE/NICAM/TEXT FROM £159.99
- 28" 4:3 NICAM/TEXT £89.99
- 28" WIDE/NICAM/TEXT £124.99
- 32" WIDE/NICAM/TEXT £299.99

Plus wide range of Makes in stock at unbeatable value

AUDIO

- SONY PORTABLE CD/TAPE/RADIO £44.99
- SONY PORTABLE/RECORDABLE MD PLAYER £79.99
- SONY DVD HOME CINEMA SYSTEM £249.99
- SONY STR-D375 AMP 50w PER SPEAKER BRAND NEW! £124.99

Full range of PANASONIC & SONY graded products in stock. All Goods are subject to VAT, carriage & availability. Prices subject to change without prior notice.

BSMART (CRAWLEY) LTD

Largest selection of MAJOR MANUFACTURERS NEW "B" GRADE PRODUCTS T.V. VIDEO AUDIO MICROWAVE OVENS

Contact Paul Bean
BSMART (CRAWLEY) LTD
10/11 LLOYDS COURT, MANOR ROYAL, CRAWLEY, SUSSEX RH10 2QX
Tel: (01293) 618000 Fax: (01293) 400133

TUBES

Widescreen: -
- 28" Thomson W66EGV
- 28" Panasonic W66EHK
- 28" LG W66QBD
- 28" Thomson W66EJU
- 28" Philips W66ESF/ECK
- 32" Thomson W76EDX
- 32" Thomson W76EGV
- 32" Philips W76ESF

Standard: -
- 25" Panasonic 59ECF
- 25" Philips 59EAK
- 25" Samsung 59KPR
- 26" Panasonic 66ECF
- 26" Thomson 66EBCY, 66EHJ
- 29" Philips 68ESF

Ring Irene for prices We also de-scratch tubes

EXPRESS TV
The Mill, Mill Lane, Rugeley, Staffs WS15 2JW
Tel: 01889 577600 Fax: 01889 575600
May brought the start of the 2002 Sporadic E season, which was a little late this year. I had the first reports of SpE reception on May 5. Thereafter the log was as follows:

8/5/02 NRK (Norway) chs. E2-4.
9/5/02 C+ (Canal Plus, France) ch. L2; RAI (Italy) ch. IA.
15/5/02 RAI IA; B, Tele-A (Italy) E2; TVGE (Guinea E2).
18/5/02 RAI IA; TVE (Spain) E2-4; RTP (Portugal) E3.
20/5/02 NRK E2-4.
21/5/02 RAI IA.
22/5/02 NRK E2; unidentified signals in ch. R1.
26/5/02 LRT (Lithuania) R2: RAI IA; HRT (Croatia) E4; unidentified signals in ch. E3.
27/5/02 RAI IA (twice), IB, IC; LRT R1: Video (Italy) E2-.

The polarisation of the Italian private-station transmissions that use ch. E2—(the Tele-A vision carrier is at 47.86MHz, the Video vision carrier at 47.96MHz) is vertical when received here at Romsey, Hants via SpE propagation. These signals tend to be more consistent than the higher-power RAI transmissions that use the higher-frequency channels IA, IB and IC.

Of particular interest was Cyril Willis’s reception of Conakry, Republic of Guinea ch. E2 at his home in King’s Lynn on May 15 at 1845 BST. This station is not listed in the 2002 edition of the World Radio and TV Handbook. The reception may have been dual-mode – SpE plus evening TE (trans-equatorial skip).

It’s pleasing to note that TVE-1 (Spain) continues to use the three System B Band I channels despite well-publicised pronouncements that VHF transmissions were to cease by the end of 2001. But I suspect that the high-power Madrid ch. E2 transmitter is now operating at a considerably reduced ERP.

It’s been a slow start to the season but, hopefully, things will soon pick up.

**Satellite sightings**

At the time of writing, Fox News Kabul continues to maintain daily uplinks with the latest developments from the battle zone in Afghanistan. Most of the coverage features the GIIs, for the folks back home. But on May 8 there was extensive coverage of the Canadian forces in action. A camera aboard a Chinook helicopter followed the troops into mountainous terrain, with footage of caves being searched, then the return to base at the end of the operation. Fox and the BBC both use Europe*Star-1 (45°E), which provides strong downlink signals – an 80cm dish provides reception in the UK. Fox News can be found at 11676GHz V (SR 5.632, FEC 3/4). In mid May there was widespread illness amongst the UK marines. A press conference was convened, and the BBC news SNG unit was fired up. BBC UKL-302 provided an update on the situation, live for the 2200 news. The downlink was at 11661GHz V.

On May 22nd my Pace dish positioner threw a wobbly, losing its memory. The user manual makes sorting out this type of problem really hard going. Some time had to be spent on translating the instructions into user-friendly English. When I checked the dish pointing alignment versus readout next day I used the West reference – Intelsat 801 at 31.5°W. All proved to be well when I found ITV, in the form of “MERIDIAN 8MBIT TES 9" with a new programme inject, at 10974GHz V (5.632, 3/4).

At 10977GHz V (again 5.632, 3/4) there was French TV activity with the service identification “801 CANAL210G14 TF1 SNG LC1 VIDEOMOBILE”. The pictures from the two cameras on site were unusual. My initial impression was that there had been a motorway crash: the traffic was at a halt, there were tapes across the road, police were swarming everywhere and there were helicopters overhead. Close-ups showed a large van/small lorry with a large circular hole in its cargo side, which seemed to have been burnt. Another, smaller Transit-sized van had been pushed off the carriageway into the verge. This was hardly a major crash, but there was heavy security and great interest in the incident. Then the pictures cut to thought bars with the alternating identifications.
“EMERAINVILLE” and “AMBASSADE ISRAEL 23/05”. There was no voice-over commentary, and the transmission was abruptly cut. The town of Emerainville is to the SE of Paris. There was no news item about any terrorist activity in any UK news broadcast, though the French police and TV service had clearly treated it as a major incident. Most odd!

Jacques Chirac was elected French president on May 5. That evening the downlinks were hungry with activity. I noted at least three feeds via Intelsat 801, including an impromptu speech by Chirac at a pop concert venue near his Paris HQ. Roy Carmen logged 19 different SNGL trucks on election day, with signals via Eutelsat W1, Telecom 2B and 2D and the Eutelsat Atlantic Bird 2; at least another three trucks were active via Intelsat 801 – curiously, one used encryption.

On the French election night the Reuters circuit via NSS K, at 11462GHz V (5,632, 3/4), carried a couple of US NBA basketball matches, Detroit v. Boston and San Antonio TX v. LA Lakers. Interesting that the NBC network logo indicates that 2002 is the broadcaster’s 75th anniversary. Several major horserace meetings have been seen via NSS K, using the Globecast multiplex, including the Kentucky Oaks and the Preakness Stakes from the Pimlico Racecourse, Baltimore MD. PGA golf has continued with course, with several Stateside meetings. Check Globecast at 11590GHz V (20,145, 3/4).

Last month I noted David Dyson’s comments on horse racing feeds via Eutelsat 2F3. Using SistLINK Ku-band capacity. You will normally find at least one English meeting during the afternoon. The majority of these sports feeds are in the clear.

During the course of two weeks Dave locked in to nearly all the downlink channels listed at the SatCoDx internet site – check the updated orbital listings at:

http://www.satcodx.com

In late May President Bush and his entourage visited various European countries. On the evening of May 27 ITA44 Roma uplinked live coverage of his arrival in Italy and a meeting with officials. This was via the Reuters NSS K circuit at 11462GHz V – it’s the “Rome Pool Feed, Path #1”.

During the month the British Forces TV transmissions (BFBS-1, -2) via Telstar-11 (37.5°W) at 11561GHz V and Eutelsat W3 (7°E) at 11324GHz V ceased encryption for a few days then resumed scrambling. The transmissions usually have a symbol rate of 27,500 and FEC of 1/2. Radio services for various overseas postings, e.g. Kosovo, Cyprus and the Falklands, are also present at these frequencies. The US military surveillance transmissions from the Balkans via Telstar-11 continue at 11495GHz H (19,500, 3/4); the Airsenc clock that appears in the surveillance downlink mode has been modified, with a central Batman crest and wording!

Edmund Spicer (West Sussex) reports finding a brand new 80cm dish with garden stand and “other bits” for £40 at his local Safeway postcard sales. It has improved his reception considerably, but he still has problems with the Telstar-11 surveillance transmissions. The Maribor Open University via the same satellite at 11535GHz H (3,122, 7/8) locks well however. Results with the analogue transmissions from the Turkish slot at 42°E (Turksat/EurasiyaSat-1) have improved greatly, and he now finds it easy to separate the Eutelsat W2 (16°E) and the power-house Astra transmissions at 19°2E.

Broadcast news

Pay TV: The Spanish terrestrial pay-TV broadcaster Quiero TV closed down in late April. It had attracted only some 220,000 subscribers and had difficulty competing with the satellite pay-TV services via Digital and Canal Satellite Digital. The latter have since agreed to merge, to stem increasing losses: they would have a combined subscriber base of over 2.5m households, but the merger has to be approved by the competition authorities. Pay-TV is doing poorly worldwide, with Italy’s Telepiu, the US DirectTV and Australia’s Austar and TARBS all reporting poor results because of a lack of subscribers and extensive smart-card piracy.

Lithuania: A new analogue TV channel, Tango TV, is being broadcast from Vilnius. It’s aimed at the under 35s, with pop music, the latest movie news and sports. The channel is run by Viasat, which also provides the main Lithuanian commercial TV channel TV3.

Malaysia: A further two terrestrial TV channels are to be opened by the state-owned service Radion Televisyen Malaysia (RTM), which currently broadcasts the analogue channels TV1 and TV2, both of which carry advertising.
Nepal: Kantipur Television Network Pvt (KTN) is to broadcast a commercial TV channel, initially in Kathmandu and the surrounding area, with a gradual increase in terrestrial coverage over the next five years or so. It also plans to transmit via satellite from year two, to extend coverage and reach expatriates elsewhere.

Satellite news
A new North American company, SAT49, aims to form a satellite broadcasting group that will be based on existing programme makers and TV networks. Participating networks will be allocated ten free channels to make regional programming more widely available – in each state across four time zones. Local programming from over 140 channels could be used. Main satellite programme providers such as ESPN, MTV, HBO etc. would be available to viewers as premium pay-TV channels.

The Manchester United channel MUTV is now being broadcast by the Russian NTV-Plus premium digital satellite service, enabling fans on holiday in Russia to keep up with what’s going on back home. NTV-Plus provides 45 channels to over 200,000 subscribers. A Russian business TV channel, RBC-TV (RosBuisnessConsulting), is to open in 2003, transmitting 18 hours daily. Its coverage will be based on the Bloomberg and CNBC TV channels.

James Murdoch (no relation of Rupert!), chairman of the Hong-Kong based Star TV, has asked the Indian government to lift the current restriction that prevents its DTH service reaching Indian viewers. The Indian government is considering a law that would force DTH subscription-channel operators to provide set-top boxes with a common conditional-access system. The Bangladesh government has removed its ban on satellite TV reception.

The US-financed channel Liberty TV, which had been broadcasting to Iraq via Telstar-12 at 8°W, closed in early May when the State Department stopped providing cash for the operation. It’s likely to be back once new funding has been agreed. The channel is known in Arabic as Hurriah TV.

NileSat 101/102 (7°W) is now transmitting Euronews as an FTA service, with English and French sound channels. This is a difficult satellite to receive in much of the UK. Check at 11-882GHz H (27,500, 3/4).

Knife-edge signal refraction
Knife-edge refraction of signals was discussed in this column some years ago. Bob Cooper of the New Zealand trade magazine SurfFACTS has written on the subject at various times over the years. Living in the southern UK, I never thought that I would experience the phenomenon myself. Now I have, during a recent visit to the Isle of Wight.

Back to basics for a minute. A VHF or UHF signal normally travels from the transmitter straight towards the horizon – unless the transmitting aerial has been designed to produce a different radiation pattern, possibly a tight beam downwards into an otherwise screened valley etc. As the signal frequency increases, the screening effect of hills, mountains, tall buildings etc. also increases. Anyone who lives in a valley in South Wales or Scotland will be all too aware of the problem. In situations like this reception requires a high-gain aerial mounted on a tall mast. But there are cases where a signal is ‘bent’, i.e. refracted, by the object that provides the screening, and as a result is present at a screened location. When such refraction occurs there’s also a focusing effect: the refracted signal doesn’t reach the whole of the screened area, only certain parts, which you could call ‘hot spots’. Fig. 1 illustrates the phenomenon.

Certain factors increase the likelihood of refraction. The screening mass, i.e. hill, mountain, etc., will refract more efficiently if its top is a sharp ridge rather than a rounded surface. In addition a bare surface is better than one covered with foliage. The refracting surface should be perpendicular to the signal path. A small section of ridge, perhaps within a few wavelengths of a signal, will happily refract. In a recent article on the subject Bob Cooper mentioned various examples of signal reception/refraction in New Zealand.

I’ve previously mentioned my holiday visits to Ventnor, Isle of Wight. It’s a Victorian town which is built on a narrow ‘ledge’ known as the Undercliff. This runs for four-five miles east-west, and is well screened to the north by a range of cliffs and downs. In winter these provide shelter from northerly winds, creating a unique climate in which sub-tropical plants, trees etc. thrive.

On May 1 my wife and I were checking various sites in the area, in the vague hope that one day we’d be rich enough to retire! We were heading for Bonchurch, at the eastern edge of the Undercliff. At 1pm we parked at Shore Road, Bonchurch car park, overlooking the sunny sea from the low 12m cliffs (Ordnance Survey SZ 576 777). And of course I tuned the car radio to see what the conditions were like, with a sea path that extends for miles. A strong, non-fluttery BBC local radio station was present at 104-4MHz: surprisingly it turned out to be Radio Berkshire, from Hannington at 1KW ERP, many miles to the north.

Bonchurch is overshadowed to the north by the mass of St. Boniface Down, which rises to 235m above sea level at about 45° elevation. A further 6km or so north there’s another range of downs (Mersley Down) that rises to 135m ASL. Both obstructions have rounded tops but are bare of vegetation. One or other was providing Radio Berkshire reception by signal refraction. It certainly wasn’t a case of wave back-scatter.

Reception of this sort doesn’t occur across an area, only at odd spots. In the late Fifties I stayed at Madeira Road, approximately 0-5km to the west. As in most parts of Ventnor, the 405-line ch. 3 BBC-TV signal from Rowridge was dizzily down in the noise. A three-element array or a double-H array, on a high mast, was required, and even with this only a snowy picture was obtained. Chilerton Down ch. 11 was just not possible. In fact Ventnor was an aerial installer’s dream, with big arrays, including the Dale Parabolic, everywhere. But you would come across the odd spot where BBC-TV could be picked up with a three-element ch. 3 aerial mounted next to the pavement. That was knife-edge refraction for you. It’s still doing its stuff!

---

**Fig. 1:** Hill shadowing and the knife-edge refraction effect. A, signals from the transmitter travel towards the horizon. An intervening hill will create a signal-shadowing zone. B, some signal refraction may occur across the top of the hill, deflecting signals to the shadow zone. C, area where refracted signals may be present.
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We welcome fault reports from readers - payment for each fault is made after publication. See page 616 for details of where and how to send reports.

Pioneer DV717
This was an odd problem: the unit would play DVDs without fuss but, when asked to play a CD, would run it up, refuse to read it and then eject it. I've had this sort of problem on a number of occasions, but always the other way round, i.e. the unit reads CDs but not DVDs. A defective optical block has always been the cause of the problem. Although I was a little reluctant to suspect the laser in this instance, I eventually decided to give it a try. The replacement deck assembly, which comes mechanically prealigned, restored normal operation in all respects. G.D.

Sony DVP-NS300
This started out as a nice simple fault. The job ticket said "when lead wriggled, the left speaker comes on; otherwise no sound from the speaker". When I tested the unit however it seemed that the owner was mistaken, as the output from both phono sockets was solid with my leads and test amplifier. A note was made on the job card to supply the owner with a new phono lead, as this was the most likely cause of the trouble he had been experiencing.

To be on the safe side however I thought that, while I had the unit apart on the bench, I had better check the soldering at the sockets. I removed board AV56 and examined the joints. All was well. But when everything was reassembled there was no sound from either channel!! I eventually discovered that PS402 (1 A) in the ever-11V supply was open-circuit. It's a surface-mounted item, the size of a pinhead (really!), on board IF80. As there didn't seem to be any shortcircuits present I temporarily hung a 1Ω safety resistor across it. This proved that all was now well, with normal sound present, and a replacement of the correct type completed the repair. The mystery is why PS402 had failed. G.D.

REC 850
This DVD player would attempt to read a disc but, after several seconds, it would show "no disc" in the display. When I removed the top I could hear a high-pitched buzz that came from the power supply. On closer inspection C622 (2,200μF, 16V) appeared to have a slight bulge at its top. There was no sign of any electrolyte leakage when I removed it, but a check on its value revealed that this had fallen to 10μF. Replacement with a type rated at 105°C restored normal operation. M.B.

Philips DVD750/004
This machine had gradually become very particular about which discs it would play, either not reading them at all or stopping after a while. A new loader assembly, which includes the laser unit and the spin and sled motors, restored normal operation.

Be careful when fitting this, as there are two laser diodes and thus two soldering bridges to unsolder on the flexprint. If you miss the inner one, which is difficult to see with the machine assembled, the unit will play only audio CD discs. K.B.

Toshiba SD3109
This player wouldn't read discs. When I removed the top cover I saw that the traverse didn't move the sled to the centre of the disc. In fact it didn't move the sled at all because the traverse gear, which consists of two interlocked and sprung gears, had fallen apart. Recipping and reinstalling restored normal operation. N.B.

Grundig GDV210
The complaint with this DVD player was no results. Checks on the primary side of the power supply showed that it appeared to be working correctly. There was no 12V output on the secondary side however. The cause was traced to D7 (SB1 100) which was short-circuit. J.C.

Medion MD7950A
The customer complained that there was no display and poor sound. As I had no circuit diagram the best place to start seemed to be the power supply. I soon found two 10Ω fusible resistors, R306/7, that were open-circuit. I couldn't find any reason for their failure, and replacement cured the faults. A long soak test proved that all was now well. G.L.
Digital channel update
The latest channel additions at 28.2°E are listed in Table 1 – where assigned, the EPG number is shown in brackets after the channel name.

Film Four, Film Four +1, Film Four World and Film Four Extreme have left Channel 4’s Astra 2A transponder (24, at 12.168GHz/V), moving to Eurobird transponder D6$ (11.565GHz/V). Channel 4 transmissions continue to use transponder D6$. Curiously, E4 (EPG no. 205) is at present being transmitted via both transponders. The BBC has started to transmit more interactive services, via Astra 2D transponder 50 (10.847GHz/V). This takes the BBC transponder total to four – with radio and TV channels via Astra 2A transponders 1 and 5, and other interactive services via Astra 2B transponder 38.

Channel 4 regions
Channel 4 transmits six regional variations via transponder 24 (Astra 2A). The only difference appears to be the advertisements carried. The regions are: London; South East; Midlands; Scotland; North; Northern Ireland. The correct regional transmission for the subscriber’s post code is present on channel 104 (184 in Wales). Out-of-area Channel 4 regions can be added via the ‘extra channels’ menu, though there is no regional identification label. To check which region is being received is simple however: enter teletext page 399 and the region will be seen in the middle of the ‘clock cracker’ page. Three different versions are shown in Photos 1-3 – for the SE, Scotland and the North. C.H.

Pace 2200 and other digiboxes
I’ve noticed the following strange phenomenon with Pace and other digiboxes. The software in a box that has been refur-
was no oscillation when I checked the 56-4480MHz clock signal at pin 20 of the R6715-13 modem chip U305. A new crystal was tried first but didn’t alter the situation. Replacing the chip cleared the fault. M.D.

**Pace 250053**

There were red and green blocks on the picture with this digibox, though the menu was OK. I tried replacing the two SRAM chips U1701 and U2000 but the fault was still present. It was cured by replacing the STI5512 BGA chip U300. At £42 plus VAT it’s not cheap. M.D.

---

### Table 1: Latest digital channel changes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channel and EPG (GHz/pol)</th>
<th>Sat</th>
<th>TP</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ART Europe*</td>
<td>EB</td>
<td>D4S</td>
<td>11-527/V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ART Movie*</td>
<td>EB</td>
<td>D4S</td>
<td>11-527/V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ART Music*</td>
<td>EB</td>
<td>D4S</td>
<td>11-527/V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LBC Europe*</td>
<td>EB</td>
<td>D4S</td>
<td>11-527/V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCollls FM†</td>
<td>EB</td>
<td>D9S</td>
<td>11-623/H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rapture TV†</td>
<td>EB</td>
<td>D5S</td>
<td>11-546/H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shop Aid TV (657)</td>
<td>EB</td>
<td>D4S</td>
<td>11-527/V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shopping Genie (658)</td>
<td>2B</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>12-344/H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tantalise TV (989)</td>
<td>2A</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>12-032/H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You TV (229)</td>
<td>2A</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>12-129/V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vibe TV</td>
<td>2B</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>12-344/H</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TP = transponder, 2A = Astra 2A, 2B = Astra 2B, EB = Eurobird.

* The Arabic Radio & TV (ART) and LBC (Lebanon – see Photo 4) are relayed from Arabsat at 26°E.
† Transponder D9S has only recently been activated. At present it carries McCollls FM and a colour-bar pattern.
‡ Rapture TV ceased transmission last year but is due for relaunch.

---

### Dealing with customers’ digital TV problems

We often receive several phone calls a day from customers who have digibox-related problems. The following checklist sits by the phone to help us when advising them what to do. Normally we don’t suggest that anyone does a ‘software’ upgrade, by holding the backup button in while applying mains power, as this can cause more problems than it solves when it’s done while the digibox is not receiving a signal from the satellite.

**General problems**

First, general problems such as the on-screen message “no satellite signal being received”, failure to receive BBC or Sky Text, no access to the red spot ‘active’ service with Sky News, the message “there is a technical fault with this channel”, or there’s no picture and/or no sound.

Tell the customer to unplug the digibox from the mains supply. Ask him/her to confirm that there is then no red or green light at the front of the digibox – to ensure that the correct mains plug has been removed from the socket. Note that people sometimes confuse unplugging the digibox from the mains supply with unplugging everything that’s connected to it: be aware of this when giving advice over the phone. Tell the customer to wait for sixty seconds, then reconnect the digibox. Get him/her to wait another sixty seconds, then press the Sky button on the remote-control unit. If things are now normal, the Sky Welcome channel (998) should be seen.

If the “please insert card” or the “there is a technical fault with your viewing card” message is seen, tell the customer to ensure that the card is pushed in properly. If the customer tells you that the viewing card appears to be in the slot, ask him/her to ensure that it’s in the Sky viewing card slot and not the interactive card slot.

**Limited channel availability**

If the digibox can receive only Sky News ch. 501, CNN ch. 513, TCM ch. 327 and some others and, when you try to enter for example BBC1 on ch. 101, the digibox produces a red “channel unavailable” message, almost certainly the card has not been inserted in the slot properly. Go to ch. 998 and the digibox may display the “insert card” or the “technical fault with card” message.

**Listings problems**

If there’s no on-screen radio station and no TV programme information when the remote-control unit’s ‘i’ button (TV guide listings) is pressed, go to a BBC programme and access any digital text page. The problem will be cured when the digibox returns from the text mode to normal operation.

**Scart connector problems**

If a scart connection is in use between the digibox and the TV set and, after following the earlier advice, there is still a picture but no sound or sound but no picture problem, tell the customer to check that the scart cable is pushed in properly. As the digibox has two scart sockets, tell the customer to ensure that the cable is inserted in the TV and not the VCR socket.

**Compounded problems**

When one of the problems mentioned above is present, such as the card being slightly out, we often find that the customer has made matters worse by unplugging and replugging connections before calling for help. This can result in more than one problem being present.

**No remote-control response**

Normally the red light at the top of the remote-control unit comes on when a button is pressed. If the light doesn’t come on after replacing the batteries, check whether one of the buttons – in particular the large backup one below the green button – is slightly stuck into the plastic surround. If it is, the button will be ‘on’ all the time and the remote-control unit will stop working. C.H.
The screen would black out intermittently then, a few days later, the display was permanently dead, with just the mains LED blinking. I had no service data, but it seemed likely that the cause of the fault was in the line output stage. Sure enough the BU2520AF transistor Q310 and the 2SK2161 transistor Q317 were both short-circuit. Replacements brought the monitor back to life, with a healthy crackle and the expected unsynchronised raster when it was on the test bench. But there was still a blank screen when it was connected to the PC.

Further investigation in the same area revealed a ceramic capacitor, C335, with a deep tan and a split in the top. Fortunately the designation was still legible - 220pF, 2kV. A replacement rated at 3kV (RS type 118-842) restored normal operation. R.J.

**CTX 1769ME**

This monitor was dead apart from the usual clicking noise. The 2SC4942 line output transistor Q313 and the 2SJ306 B+ regulator PET Q306 were short-circuit, also the associated BYV26C diode D310. Once these items had been replaced the monitor worked normally. G.M.

**Dell VP1428E**

This monitor was stone dead. The chopper power supply is based on a UC3842 control chip, and I soon found that there was no start-up voltage. The cause was the 16V, 500mW zener diode D105, which was leaky. G.M.

**Samsung SyncMaster 410B (CHA4217L)**

This monitor’s chopper power supply had shut down because D615 (HER305) on the secondary side was short-circuit. Once a replacement had been fitted the unit just buzzed loudly. The cause was the mains bridge rectifier’s reservoir capacitor C617 (150µF, 400V), whose value had fallen significantly. G.M.

**AOC 7V1R**

If one of these Spectrum monitors has an insatiable appetite for line output transistors, check the 1-5Ω resistor that’s in series with its base. In a recent case the value of this resistor had fallen to 0-7Ω. D.H.

**Tiny A1554NEL**

“Pink video” was the complaint with this monitor. The display had a magenta cast, suggesting failure of the green video drive circuit. I removed the metal screening can on the CRT’s baseboard and, after resoldering a number of joints, noticed the cause of the trouble. There were dry-joints at the collector and base of Q931 (BC190). Once these had been attended to there was a correctly-coloured display. D.R.

**LVI Magnilink 600/A4S vision-impaired microfiche**

This version has a choice of colour or mono display. When mono is selected, reverse video is also available. But with this one the reverse video switch failed to make the change between positive- and negative-video. The PVS engineers had had a go. One of the ICs concerned had been replaced, with a socket fitted, but was the wrong type - HEF4070 XOR gates instead of HEF4071 OR. The HEF4001 NOR gate IC had also been replaced. No socket had been fitted, and several tracks had been lifted and repaired with bits of clipped wire. To check for any other damage, I removed all the ICs and fitted turned-pin sockets with exposed ‘pin barrels’ to enable any necessary track repairs to be carried out. These sockets have ‘ground clearance’, so the finished work can be easily examined.

Although the company supplied me with most of the circuit diagrams, it was not immediately obvious that the NE592-N14 video amplifier IC is switched out in the colour mode and is in circuit only in the mono mode. To provide the differential outputs. So it took a while to figure out why the picture was still present with the NE592 chip lifted out! The choice between positive- and negative-video signals is carried out by one of the three multiplexes in the HEF4053B chip IC20. This part of the circuit was working. The polarity-switched video signal appears at pin 14 of IC20. It passes through an assortment of discrete-transistor buffers, level-shifters and blanking gates then returns to pin 2, where another multiplexer chooses between direct and polarity-switched video. The output, at pin 15, was permanently switched to direct video.

Pin 10 is the input to select between direct or polarity-switched video. The input is buffered by IC101 (an HEF4001 NOR chip), emerging at pin 4. Pins 5, 6 and 10 are connected together. Pin 10 being the output related to pins 8 and 9. Pin 8 is fed from pin 3 of IC100 (an HEF4071B OR chip), the related inputs being pin 1 from the colour/mono switch and pin 2 which leads to an unused pin on the camera interface connector.

The voltage at pin 1 of IC100 changed when the colour/mono switch was operated, and the output at pin 3 produced the correct level change at pin 8 of IC101. So attention was turned to the two-transistor
sandcastle-pulse shaping circuit, which consists of transistors T100 and T101. Everything seemed to be normal up to T101, whose collector pulse was obviously insufficient to drive the input of a CMOS gate operated with a 12V supply. T101 is a Schottky-clamped amplifier, with the IN6263 diode D100 connected cathode to collector and anode to base. The purpose of the diode is to speed up the transistor’s switching time by preventing it from being driven to saturation. This is accomplished as follows. The transistor’s collector-emitter saturation voltage is lower than the base-emitter bias voltage required to drive the transistor to saturation, as the transistor approaches saturation. D100 becomes forward biased, clamping the transistor’s base voltage at a value that prevents saturation.

The cause of the trouble was that D100 was leaky. A DMM diode-test produced a forward voltage reading of 0.3V, where 0.15-0.2V would be more usual. The reverse reading was just over 1V. Thus D100 was holding T101 just short of saturation regardless of the instantaneous pulse amplitude. A replacement diode cured this, restoring normal control at pin 10 of IC20 and correct operation of positive/negative in the mono display mode. I.F.

**Apple Vision 1710 (family no. M2935)**

The fault with this monitor was folded frame scan at the bottom. Now I have to say that I’m not keen on these monitors, to put it mildly. When the last one came along, I had to spend half a day working out how to open the case. It took me almost as long on this second encounter. The first step was to remove the swivel base. When turned fully 90°, the swivel stand clicks into position with the two smallest of the six lugs in position, where they can be levered towards the centre and, with firm pressure, the base can be eased off its spigot. The fixed part can then be removed from the bottom of the case by removing four screws.

The bottom of the cabinet back is fixed to the metal chassis by two long machine-thread screws, which also have to be removed. Then, with the monitor the right way up, the small semicircular indicator marked. A flat-bladed screwdriver can then be eased between the gap now visible to unlatch the top of the case. It sounds easy, but isn’t!

If the main PCB has to be removed, you will find that most of screws are clearly visible. The exception is a single black screw at one of the two mounting holes in the IEC mains connector. The middle of the PCB is supported by slotted pegs. To release the PCB, it must be eased forward — again not easy. As there is insufficient clearance, the four black screws that secure the side struts to the CRT surround metalwork have to be removed, so that the CRT/front assembly can be flexed forward. The side struts have locating hooks, so it’s safe to leave these screws out until final reassembly.

The cause of the fault itself was very simple: one end of DP10 in the power supply had a spark-eroded fracture around its soldered joint. It’s the rectifier that provides the negative supply for the TDA8172 frame output chip. By the time I spotted this I had already checked the frame flyback boost diode and the ESR of all the electrolytic capacitors in the vicinity of the IC. The only electrolytic with a suspect ESR was C1F (1µF, 50V) — the reading was about 2Ω. As this capacitor is in parallel with a zener diode, it’s specification is probably not all that important. But to be on the safe side I replaced it with a 1µF, 63V P1PE capacitor.

Up to this point I had been testing with an adapter to fit a PC. When the display was examined I found that it was overbright with flyback lines and couldn’t be adjusted. No problem I thought, the monitor is not designed to run with a PC so I’ll get the Mac IIsi. When these two items were connected the monitor just sat there — no lights on, nobody home!

As I knew that both units were in working order, I consulted the Apple call centre. They had to look into it and call back. I was subsequently told that the monitor is “too big and heavy for such an old model as the Mac IIsi”. So I asked if an upgrade video card could be fitted in the one available expansion slot to rectify the situation. This was given another number, for Apple Store. After rather a long wait I decided to give up and rummage in the boxes! Several bit boxes later I found an expansion slot Apple Video card and fitted it. This time when the IIsi was powered up with the monitor plugged into the added card there was the welcome sound of the degaussing thump followed by the EHT rustle. After what seemed an eternity the display appeared. It was of the correct size and shape, and at the correct brightness level with no sign of flyback lines. Fortunately these monitors are much easier to put back together than take apart.

The difficulties I experienced testing this repair show that a PC adaptor is not always satisfactory, though it sometimes is. I continue to use an adaptor because it’s convenient. Then, if necessary, I get the Mac base unit for final testing. A PC adaptor can certainly be used to resolve mysterious no-results situations. Since the monitor worked with the PC and I knew that the Mac was in good working order, it was clear that the repair was OK.

The adaptor I used on this occasion was a Mitsubishi AD-A205. The Unimacfly also works. These adaptors are intended to enable a PC monitor to be used with a Mac computer, and are sometimes included with the pack of accessories that comes with a larger monitor. Although my application uses the adaptor the other way round, it often works.

Obviously the adaptor needs a ‘gender-changer’ at both ends. The VGA 15 sub-D changer can be made from a scrap VGA lead by cutting it down to a suitable length and fitting a second VGA plug. The easiest way to make the 15D changer is by pressing a pair of IDC 15D sockets on to a short strip of flat cable.

It’s worth mentioning that the added video card was a ‘high-resolution’ type, also that it seemed to overrule the built-in video adapter without any menu or jumper configuration changes. I.F.

**Apple M2978**

There was a short burst of activity when this multi-scan 15in. monitor was switched on, followed by immediate safety shutdown. The IRFS9630 B+ buck-regulator transistor Q506 was short-circuit, feeding the full 173V supply to the line output transformer. Attempts to power the line output stage failed because, in the shutdown mode, the line driver transistor Q702 is shunted by Q705. I unsoldered Q705 to enable the line drive and tried the 74V supply as an alternative feed for the LOPT, but it proved to be insufficient. The only other supply was the 173V rail, which was obviously too high. I then tried a bit of trial and error, I devised a dropper resistor of value 247.5Ω rated at 60W.

This enabled the monitor to start up, and the full-width scanning indicated that the LOPT was probably OK. But the scan collapsed to a few inches as the monitor warmed up. After a bit of checking I found that disconnecting D705 (DD54) cured the horizontal collapse, with the dual-diode D706 taking over the efficiency diode function of D705 as well as its basic task as the EW diode modulator. A new IRFS9630 was fitted, but when the monitor was tried again the display had terrible barrel distortion. This could be removed by using the front-panel buttons, which led me to suspect that it was another example of a Mac monitor giving odd results when run with a PC. It seems that the monitor is designed to run at a much higher scan rate. If this results in LOPT core saturation, it could account for the blown IRFS9630. I.F.
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Sanyo VHR777E
The only way to describe this fault is “erratic behaviour”. The deck would shut down intermittently, the lights would go out when a function was selected, and so on. These problems were all caused by the loading motor, which drew over 50mA from a 5V supply with no mechanical load. Replacements are available from SEME as MOTOR4363 at £13.95 net. E.T.

Hitachi VTF540E
The problem with this machine was intermittent tape looping at eject. Various things can cause this fault. In this case the cause was simple and obvious: the back-tension band’s felt strip was partially adrift and sometimes stuck to the supply-spool turntable. Its part no. is KK11631. E.T.

Daewoo V2235
The cause of noisy, ‘snatchy’ rewind with this machine was a badly worn brake pad on the take-up (right-hand side) spool turntable. Strangely it didn’t cause tape tangling or spillage, as far as I could see. E.T.

Sony SLVSE70UX
As with many other Sony models, this one uses the SR deck mechanism. We’ve recently had two of these machines whose deck became jammed because the cam-follower spigot broke off the press block assembly pinch. part no. A6759 863B. As a result it caught below the flap-opener moulding. E.T.

Hitachi VTFX765E
The lightning season is here again! A bolt via the mains supply had disabled this machine, which was dead. It came back to life when I replaced the STRF6653 chopper chip 1085 and optocouplers PC0851 and PC0852. E.T.

Mitsubishi HS651
The cassette cradle tended to jam towards the end of the eject phase. The cause was FL arm/lever 621C2500010, which had warped sufficiently to catch the cradle slider.

This fault could also occur with the Tatung Model TVR952 and other machines that use the same deck. E.T.

Philips VR6547 (JVC deck)
If the machine shuts off on rewind and goes to standby, check the reel sensors for dry-joints. J.S.O.

Goodmans SD1600
The complaint was “tape stuck”. When the machine was switched on you could hear the motor running, then it shut down. If you get this fault, remove the bottom cover carefully and look for the loading motor pulley. It falls off. I find that a spot of Evostick prevents a recurrence. J.S.O.

Sony SLV625
The display flashed wildly and there were no functions. After a few minutes everything was OK. For this fault check C202 (3,300μF. 16V), which tends to leak, and C208 (2,200μF. 10V). It also pays to check the following electrolytics: C111 (1μF, 100V), C204 (1μF. 50V) and C212 (100μF. 50V).

In addition remove the FF/rewind/play control then strip and clean it. It can be the cause of all segments of the display light-up when FF/rewind is selected. J.S.O.

Toshiba V804B
When FF or rewind was selected this machine would stay in that mode. The cure is to remove and clean the FF/rewind control. J.S.O.

Grundig GV411
This Philips manufactured machine produced a very low contrast picture via the RF output. The feed via the scart output connector was OK. I found that the fault became worse as the machine warmed up. The video signal is fed to the RF modulator via a BC858B emitter-follower transistor, which was the cause of the trouble. It was leaky. It’s a common problem with this and similar surface-mounted devices. R.B.

Panasonic NVSD410B
All functions worked correctly but the timer display was very dim. The cause was diode D7532, which sets the bias conditions for the display tube. It was leaky. A replacement 22V zener diode restored full brightness to the display. R.B.

JVC HRA631EK
The dealer who brought this machine to us had done some work on it but, after reassembling it, found that the cassette was ejected immediately after it reached the loading down position. The nylon pin that operates the cassette-down switch was missing and had to be replaced. Presumably it had fallen out during the previous repair. R.B.

Sony SLVSE800G
This VCR’s power supply was dead. Sony has available a modification kit to overcome a problem with the start-up resistors, but fitting this didn’t cure the fault. The TDA16846 power-control chip, IC151, had an internal fault between its supply pin and ground and had to be replaced. For good
There was no front display and the play. Turned on again there would be a brief after which there was nothing. If it was R.B.

Toshiba V726
This VCR produced a snowy E-E picture. The cure was to replace capacitor CP051 (1µF, 50V) which is associated with the -32V rail. R.Bo.

Sanyo VRHRH791
There was no tape take-up with this machine. The cure was to replace the clutch assembly and the arm assembly. R.Bo.

Samsung SV637B
This machine was dead. It returned to life once capacitors CISS35 and CISS36 in the power supply had been replaced. R.Bo

Hitachi VTF350E
There was no front display and the mechanism would go straight into play after which there was nothing. If it was turned on again there would be a brief movement then nothing, with still no display.

I happily replaced C12 and C13 which are usually responsible for this sort of thing, also C11, C16 and C6 which cause trouble. My smile vanished when, on plugging the machine back in again, nothing had changed. A more scientific approach was required. So I measured the outputs from the power supply and found that the -30V feed at pin 3 of the connector was missing. Further checks revealed that the tiny 68Ω, 1/6W fusible resistor R36 was open-circuit. Just in case, I replaced C15 (10µF, 50V) as well. My smile returned when I plugged the machine in again. B.F.

LG BC9999NI
There was poor playback of some tapes while others were OK, the cause being a worn pressure roller. I couldn’t find this model listed anywhere, but SEME can supply the complete arm under order code PW6151 (the LG part no. is 4261R-0011A). It’s easy to fit the replacement, the arm being held in place by a twist-off piece of plastic. B.F.

Toshiba V857B (V3 CAT 2)
According to the customer this machine "went pop then dead". Mysteriously, neither the fuse in the mains plug nor the one inside the power supply had blown. What was even more mysterious was that the heatsink for power transistor TP001 had lifted away from the board at its anchor end and forced the legs of the transistor loose at the other end. It’s the second time I’ve seen this, and I still can’t understand how it happens.

A repair kit with all the parts required to restore power supply operation is available – Ferguson part no. 20343140 or Thomson part no. 35065920. B.F.

Philips 14TVC240/05 (Turbo deck)
The customer had removed a cassette from this combi unit as it wouldn’t eject normally. An examination of the deck revealed that the tape-loading arms were jamming the mechanics. The cam wheel tension (item 113B) and the tension lever (item 112M) under the deck were found to be adrift. The metal shaft that the cam wheel clips on to had come loose from its plastic base on the chassis, because of a hairline crack in the plastic.

I couldn’t find a repair kit listed, so supergluing the shaft at the correct height was the only option. The height at which it’s glued is important, so that the gear will click into the shaft slot and align with the surrounding gears.

A very long soak test proved that all was now OK. B.F.
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Sony KVA2922U (AE1C chassis)
There were several problems with this set, which came to me from another dealer.
First the tuner’s aerial socket had broken off and was, according to him, nowhere to be seen. Other faults were intermittent loss of colour and intermittent cutting out. The set was now dead.
I stripped out the chassis and removed the PCBs. At this point I found the tuner’s aerial socket, which was lying on the main PCB, across several links. All dry-joints around the 5V and 12V regulators IC604 and IC608 were resoldered, also those around the TDA2050 audio output chips IC251 and IC261. The tuner was replaced, as a new one had been obtained. It was necessary to carry out a small modification on board A, as the tuner supplied was a replacement for the original Fagor unit. For the intermittent colour problem I replaced X301 and CT301 on the colour/video processor PCB. I then reassembled the set.
At switch on I was greeted with EHT coming up, then nothing. I eventually found that D010 and D011, which are across the SCL and SDA lines, were short-circuit. Replacements restored normal operation.
Pity the CRT’s emission was low!

Akai VSA77
The customer said this VCR switched itself to stop when in the record mode. But it also happened in playback. I told him that I needed to carry out more detailed tests, at which point he produced a service manual and an oscilloscope! Checks showed that the reel sensor wasn’t switching correctly. Once a new one had been fitted the machine behaved itself.

Bush 2863NTX (11AK12 chassis)
This set was dead with the line output transistor short-circuit. While looking for a possible cause I found a dry-joint at the scan-coil connector on the main PCB. Once this had been resoldered and a new transistor had been fitted all was well. I booked the job in, collected some money and departed.
A couple of weeks later I was called back. The new transistor was short-circuit and, when looking for a cause, I found that a wire link that connects its emitter to chassis was open-circuit. Once this had been resoldered and a new transistor had been fitted the set was OK. This seems to have provided a permanent cure.

B&O 3382 (30AX chassis)
There were two faults with this set. The picture would come in at the sides, then go off. And there was no teletext. I noticed that the line output transistor, which in this chassis does not provide the EHT, field output stage supply etc., was running hot. There’s a 220µF, 35V capacitor in the line output transistor’s base drive coupling circuit (the component reference number varies with different sets that use this chassis). This was the cause of the scanning trouble. Resoldering various dry-joints on the text module restored the teletext.

Philips 28CL6770/05 (FL1.0 chassis)
This set was dead with the standby light out. The mains fuse was intact however. What had failed was the separate standby (uSOPS) power supply, which is not covered by the repair kits for the chassis. I had to replace the fuse (F1250, 250mA), the three transistors (Tr7201, BC558B; Tr7250, BUX85F; Tr7251, BC848), the two diodes (D6251 5-6V zener; D6201, LL1418) and R3250 (68Ω) on the primary side of the circuit, and the 5V regulator transistor Tr7270 (BD135) on the secondary side.
I also attended to a suspect joint on the CRT’s scan-coil connector PCB — this is a common cause of problems with these sets.

Ferguson S59N (IC9 chassis)
The fault with this set was simple. The set was dead, the culprit being the mains switch. The cure wasn’t so simple however. Just follow these ‘simple’ steps.
(1) Remove the back — but where are the screws? Remove the front bezel and you will find them.
(2) Remove the main PCB — not so difficult.
(3) Remove the front operation PCB, which carries the switch. It’s jammed and won’t budge, and there is no room between the CRT and the panel to grab hold of it!
(4) Remove the CRT.
(5) Second attempt at removing the operation PCB is successful.
(6) Replace the mains switch.
(7) Reassemble. The procedure is the reverse of the above.
The repair took me the best part of one and a half hours, but was in the comfort of the customer’s home — and the coffee was good!
## REPLACEMENT MAINS SWITCH

- **ALBA**
- **BUSH**
- **GOODMANS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Qty</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>£1.25</td>
<td>SW-1099</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NEW REMOTE CONTROLS**

### REPLACEMENT MAINS SWITCH

- **AMSTRAD**
- **FIDELITY**
- **HATSUMI**
- **NAIKO**
- **WHARFEDALE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Qty</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>£1.65</td>
<td>SW-1091</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MAINS SWITCH - WHARFEDALE

- **BUSH**
- **JMB**
- **MNATOS**
- **TATUNG**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Qty</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>£2.45</td>
<td>SW-1047</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### REMOTE CONTROLS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price (£)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DAEWOO 2800G</td>
<td>6.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAEWOO 2809</td>
<td>6.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SONY KV270D</td>
<td>6.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### QUALITY DISCOUNT AVAILABLE!!

- **Cordless Audio/Video Sender**

- **Remote Control Extender** Extension with IR eye.

**Order code: SV-1000**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Qty</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5+</td>
<td>£5.99</td>
<td>SW-1047</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**REPLACE ONLY**

* **NEW REMOTE CONTROLS FROM £3.95 - RANGE COVERING 1000’s OF MODELS***
* **THIS OFFER IS VALID UNTIL THE END OF SEPTEMBER 2002**
* **PRICES SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY, VAT & CARRIAGE.**

**CALL US NOW ON 0121 772 2733 - WHILE STOCKS LAST!!**
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Philips 28PW6305/05 (A10E chassis)
This set was buzzing, but the noise didn't come from the loudspeakers. I initially suspected the deflection yoke, which is part of the CRT assembly, but in fact the cause of the problem was the 'mains harmonic choke', which is on a sub-panel next to the power supply. These circuits, known variously as harmonic chokes or power-factor correctors, are now widely used to reduce interference fed back into the mains supply. They can cause a variety of problems by buzzing, overheating or going open-circuit.

In this case the plug and socket connections are such that the panel can easily be bypassed to prove the cause of the trouble. R.B.

Panasonic TC14S3R (Z7 chassis)
The picture produced by this 14in. portable was very distorted. A check on the video waveform at the scart socket suggested that it was inverted. After a while the penny dropped: the set thought it was in France, where positive modulation is used. The option codes in the memory chip were wrong. As these are programmed into the IC during manufacture, it had to be replaced.

Be careful to order the exact part from Panasonic, as there are many different versions. I have also known the memory chip in this set to cause sound problems.

Another Panasonic portable fitted with the same chassis, this time Model TX14J1, came in because there was no colour. Again the memory chip was the cause of the fault. By swapping the memory chips over between two of these sets the fault could be moved from one set to the other. R.B.

Philips 28CL6770/25Z (FL1.10 chassis)
A new line output transformer had been fitted in this set, which came from another dealer. He had wired out the burnt connections at the plug on the scan coils. Unfortunately he had made a common mistake in assuming that the plug connections follow the tags at the top of the yoke. They don't! Wiring them this way produces a short-circuit between the line and the field coils: the set then shuts down. After correcting this error I replaced a number of components in the horizontal shift circuit. This restored full performance.

It's now difficult to obtain original line output transformers for some Philips FL series chassis. The HR Dienen web site lists a large number of equivalents: search the database, using the Philips part number but omitting the 4822 prefix. This will often reveal a replacement transformer that may be available from your usual supplier but is not cross-referenced in his catalogue. R.B.

Sony KV28LS35U
This set was dead apart from the fact that the standby light flashed eleven times. This error code is supposed to indicate that the 8V supply to the jungle chip is missing, but in fact the main power supply wasn't starting up. The power-factor correction choke in the AC feed to the mains bridge rectifier was open-circuit. As there were no obviously poor connections a new choke had to be fitted.

Another similar set, Model KV29LS30U, produced the same symptoms but in this case the cause of the trouble was a dry-joint at the drain of the upper chopper transistor in the power supply. Resoldering this cured the fault - no parts were required. R.B.

Philips 28PW6006/05 (L01.1E chassis)
This new receiver would often fail to switch out of standby when cold - several attempts would sometimes be required. Once the set was running it would keep going without any problems.

I discovered that the EW protection circuit was tripping as the line timebase started up. As there didn't seem to be any particular reason for this I consulted Philips...
Technical. The advice provided was to reduce the sensitivity of the protection circuit by changing the value of R3040 to 10kΩ. This worked. R.B.

Hitachi C24W410SN
There was a very intermittent sound crackle, usually when the set was cold and present with the left-channel output only. This type of noise suggested a fault in the output amplifier, so I replaced the TDA7263M IC. Unfortunately the repair bounced straight away. Once a number of through-board earth links near the output stage had been resoldered the fault had permanently gone. R.B.

Philips 28PW6315/05 (A10E chassis)
This set would switch to the scart input at random when it should have been showing the programme output from the tuner.

The fault is not uncommon. It’s caused by the ‘painter’ chip IC7064 on the small-signals panel. This IC is also the main microcontroller chip and in addition handles the on-screen and teletext displays. Equipment suitable for small surface-mounted devices is required to replace it. The A10E chassis uses three versions of this IC with different software, as follows:
A10ED1-1x, part no. 9965 000 10425
A10EP1-1x, part no. 3111 250 54501
A10ET1-1x, part no. 3111 250 54511

Make sure that you order the correct one. With some boards the software version can be read from the label on the chip. In all cases it’s displayed on the screen when the set is in the service mode. R.B.

Sony KVM1421U (BE2A chassis)
This portable set worked normally when it was first switched on, but after twenty minutes or so the contrast and sound faded to almost nothing. Precise use of freezer spray in the tuning department showed that C012 (22μF) was faulty. It had leaked electrolyte, which had penetrated to the print side of the board where the 47kΩ chip resistor R045 was found to be open-circuit. Cleaning the contaminat-ed area and fitting replacement components cured the fault. K.G.R.

(Editorial note: There seems to be some variation in this area between different models that use the chassis.)

Ferguson A51F (IKC2 chassis)
The customer complained that this set would occasionally go into standby then switch itself back on. As I couldn’t insti-gate the fault I resoldered various dry-joints in the line output stage and checked the mains switch. After a prolonged test I replaced the back, whereupon the set tripped off with a very dim LED display.

Twisting the chassis produced the fault, and I eventually found a dry-joint at the earthing point for the chopper transis-tor’s heatsink, beside the main smoothing block. G.D.

Bush 1433
A large number of these sets are coming in with broken buttons. The mouldings usually break when the debris is removed, so I found that the best method of replacement is to drill up to four fine holes and use short self-tapping screws to secure the new strip. A lot easier than gallons of hot-melt!

One set that came in displayed rolling on-screen garbage after this repair. Close inspection revealed that LS03 had broken off because the customer had used a plank to try to get at the tact switch through the hole where the button had been! G.D.

Ferguson T14R (TX805 chassis)
No picture with these sets is usually because RT40 (68kΩ, 0.5W) on the CRT base panel has failed. It provides base bias for the RGB output transistors, which receive the RGB drive signals at their emitters. G.D.

Hitachi C1405R
This set had been in for a new BUT12AF chopper transistor and mains fuse some weeks previously. Everything had seemed to be OK at the time once replacements had been fitted, but they had failed again.

It’s a common occurrence if a non-Hitachi transistor is used, but this was a genuine one (at a genuine price!).

The set worked once another genuine replacement had been fitted, but I decided that more detailed investigation was required. I discovered that the HT varied by over 5V with varying picture content. It shouldn’t! A new optocoupler cured the fault and, hopefully, the set’s expensive appetite. G.D.

Daewoo 1R20A5T
Dead was the complaint with this set – and three others. The cause was a dry-joint at the AC input socket on the PCB. Worth a mention I think. P.S.

Bush 669OD (11AK19B chassis)
This widescreen set produced a bright screen with no picture information. I found that the TDA6108J RGB output chip IC901 on the tube’s base panel was stone cold. Further investigation revealed that R914, a 47Ω safety resistor in the 200V feed to pin 6 of the IC, was open-circuit. Normal pictures were displayed once these two items had been replaced. P.S.

Sharp 56FW-53H
This widescreen set was stuck in standby. A quick check at the collector of the BUH515 line output transistor revealed a short-circuit. Isolating the line output transformer revealed that it was the cause of the short. The part no. is RNF2069BMMZ. P.S.

Toshiba 2857DB (C5SS chassis)
It’s not often that you get a short-circuit line output transistor (Q404) with these sets. If there is no apparent reason for its failure, make sure that you fit the correct type. 2SD2253FA, part no. A6678201. Guess how I found out! P.S.

Goodmans GTV69W3 (11AK19 chassis)
Set dead with a ticking noise is a fault I’ve reported with the Bush 2871NTX etc. 4:3 aspect ratio sets. It’s now happening with these widescreen sets. The 2SD2579 line output transistor Q605 goes short-circuit because of a dry-joint at C626 in the EW diode modulator network. You invariably end up with an EW fault because R629 is open-circuit. It’s value may be 2.7Ω or 4.7Ω. P.S.

Bush 2868NTX ‘11AK19 chassis"
This set was dead apart from a squealing noise – normally they come in because they are tripping. The line output transistor was OK. The short-circuit reading was across D612 (BY228), the upper diode in the EW diode-modulator circuit. Makes a change! P.S.

Tatung C series chassis
Many models are fitted with this chassis. If there’s what seems to be a microcon-troller fault, for example failure to respond to customer controls, try resetting the EEPROM. This is done by switching on while the volume-down key on the set is held. P.L.

JVC AV29SX1EK (JA chassis)
No sound was the complaint with this set. Scope checks revealed that good audio was present at the input to the Dolby PCB but nothing came out. Further checks revealed that L + R signals were present up to IC401 (TDA7315D).

Amoungst other things this rather expensive chip provides volume control, but a
replacement failed to cure the fault. As the IC is controlled by an IC bus, suspicion fell on the EEPROM chip IC703. After replacement (part no. AT24C028SX1E2K) and a full set-up I was rewarded with excellent sound and pictures. P.I.

Philips 14PV182/05
The customer’s complaint with this TV/VCR combi unit was “smoke then dead”. I found that the 1-6A anti-surge mains input fuse F1311 had blown because the P4NA60F1 chopper transistor Tr7330 was short-circuit. D6336 (PH333D) was also short-circuit, and the MC44603P control chip IC7310 had to be replaced.

Before you switch on, check the mains bridge rectifier’s reservoir capacitor C2317 (47μF, 400V). In this case it was bulged out underneath and leaking. J.W.

Thorn P1402A
This portable was dead. The cause was simple: the 330kΩ, 0.5W start-up resistor R802 was open-circuit. But when a replacement had been fitted I found that there were horizontal lines, similar to teletext, across the centre of the picture. C310 (4.7μF, 160V) had fallen in value.

Bush 1550
There was no sound or picture, and no standby LED illumination. The power supply and the line timebase were working, and a blank white raster appeared when the setting of the tube’s first anode preset was advanced. Checks around IC102 (TDA4505E) showed that its supply was missing at pin 7. It comes from the L7812 12V regulator IC103. Replacing this item and its decoupling capacitor C125 (100μF, 16V), which can cause patterning problems, restored normal operation.

I also replaced the usual capacitors – C909 (47μF, 50V) and C910 (10μF, 50V) – in the power supply. B.F.

Hitachi C2556TN
Intermittent loss of power was traced to a poor connection at IC951. B.F.

JVC AV25F1EK (JX chassis)
The problem with this set was intermittent loss of line hold. It could be instigated by tapping the video/chroma PCB. No obvious dry-joints could be found, but resoldering X501, IC203 and the plug/socket connections solved the problem. B.F.

Sony KV29X5U (FE1 chassis)
Intermittent loss of the picture with the sound OK, or nothing at all with the standby LED flashing four times, was the complaint with this set. Although this is a new chassis, it’s nice to know that Sony still can’t solder properly! Once I’d removed the main board from its plastic cradle I discovered that the cause of the trouble was a dry-joint at the line driver transformer T531. B.F.

Ferguson C51F (ICC6 chassis)
A red P1 was displayed at the left of the picture and none of the remote-control functions worked. The front controls did work however, so it was not a problem with the membrane. The solution was to hold the channel up and down buttons while switching on at the mains. Presumably P1 is the display for child lock, but there is no mention of it in the customer’s instruction book. B.F.

Wharfedale 550
This set would intermittently shut down, with a repeated thumping noise. The chassis looked familiar, and is probably similar to that in the Bush Model 2866NTX etc. The cause of the trouble was certainly one that’s found with some Bush models: the connection plug for the line scan coils overheats internally, the result being a poor connection with the socket. I remove the plug and the socket and wire the two leads directly to the board. B.F.

Tatung E chassis
According to the report this set was dead. When I connected it up I could hear the power supply clicking away. The cause was quickly traced to the S2000AF line output transformer TR401, which was short-circuit, undoubtedly because C420 (68nF, 2kV) was faulty. It’s the upper capacitor in the EW diode-modulator circuit. I decided to replace the other capacitor as well – C421 (22nF, 1kV). G.B.

Sharp 37AM23H (5B5A chassis)
The owner of this little portable complained that he would sometimes see strange on-screen characters and graphics he was not used to seeing. They appeared only briefly, but he was concerned about them. The clue was that the tuning menu wasn’t available. A new EEPROM chip (IC1002) put matters right. G.B.

Goodmans 3375 (F11 chassis)
The job sheet said that this set was dead. Normal operation was restored once the following items in the power supply, which is based on a TDA4601 chopper-control chip, had been replaced: the BUSO8A chopper transistor TR15; its base-drive coupling capacitor C103 (100μF, 35V); PTC2 in the start-up feed; and C102 (100μF, 16V), which is the reservoir capacitor for the control-chip’s supply. G.B.

Hitachi C2164TN
This 21in. set was dead. We see a lot of them and, as usual, the 82kΩ, 0.5W start-up resistor R901 was open-circuit. It’s advisable to replace R952 (47kΩ, 0.5W) as well, as this resistor can be the cause of power supply tripping. It’s in the HT sensing network. G.B.

Nikkai Baby 10
This 10in. portable was dead. Being 12V/mains operated, it’s worth repair. It is quite common for the DC input socket to melt. A new socket and 630mA fuse set the customer up for the caravan season. G.B.

Hitachi C32WFB10N (A/D8 chassis)
This has become a stock fault. The set comes in with the complaint no picture, dead or stuck in standby but works all right on the bench. The cause is always dry-joints on the ‘line oscillator velocity modulation panel’, which is at the rear of the set, lying horizontally. Simply unclip it (unsolder the flylead) and look under all the wire links, in particular KZ14, KZ16, KZ18 and KZ20. Don’t forget to reconnect the flylead when reassembling the set. M.S.D.

Philips 25PT4103/05 (L6.2 chassis)
This three-year old set was dead/squealing. The squealing stopped when I disconnected pin 2 of the line output transformer and fitted a microwave bulb, which glowed nicely, between its feed point and pin 3. To cut a very long story short, capacitor C2912 (22nF, 2kV) had burnt and blown itself up. It lives on the deflection module and is a disc type, part no. 4822 126 13451. M.S.D.

Toshiba 2550TB
I was told that this set had suddenly lost its sound. A quick scope check suggested that here was no audio around the TDA2611A audio output chip, but was rather inconclusive. As I didn’t have a service manual to hand I ordered a replacement chip from SEME, using the company’s excellent CD-ROM/internet-based system SALL. But when the new IC was fitted there was still no sound. The audio output is routed to the speakers via a small PCB that contains a headphone socket. I began to feel very suspicious about this socket, and found that someone had shaved a length of mains wire into it, holding the contacts open. I wish I’d discovered this earlier, as the repair was carried out under our own extended warranty. M.S.D.
Special Offer Sale – 20 Remote Controls £20.00 (mixed all well known brands)

FERGUSON
ADAPTOR - VPT - TEXT
VA354 £2.00
CAMCORDER BATTERY HIGH CAPACITY 9.6V 1800MA-V310 £3.00
CAMCORDER BATTERY CHARG. ER 9 & VOLTS VA355 EACH £0.60
CAMCORDER CAR ADAPTOR - CHARGER - AND BATTERY-V308 £5.00
CAMCORDER LENS 20FF - TELE-CONVERSION LENS x 1.4 & x0.7 £1.00
CARDIOID MICROPHONE - PHONES -VA SUPER 218 TELESCOPIC BOOM & STAND £25.00
CHROME BOARD -ICCS 1CS U4647TKF OR HAI1498 £6.00
DECK AND CAPTAIN MOTOR -VF6LV - VFV2LV -VF6LV £20.00
DECK AND CAPTAIN MOTOR -VF8LV £1.00
DECK - MODE £3.00
DECK - MODE £12.00
HEAD AND DRUM MODULATOR-SATELLITE-T1040- SRD34 £2.00
Panel-T2122B
TEXT FOR TX39, TX89, TX99, TX100 £6.00
Panel-TUBE BASE-ICCS £5.00
Panel-TUBE-BASE-TX89, TX99, TX100 £5.00
Panel-TUNING 1509C-TX9, TX9B £5.00
Push button UNIT-TX85, TX86 - 8 BUTTONS £5.00

HITACHI
DECORDER-DELECTEXT PC322A5 ISSUE 4 £15.00
HEAD AND DRUM - 620E £12.00
TELETEXT CONVERSION KIT £3.00
CORE 2.9° AUTOTEXT PANEL £3.00
19967 MTSUS VIDEO CHASSIS WITH TUNER- JR POST £4.00 £5.00
MTSUS - ORION DECKS WITH HEADS - D1066 VX4110 VP 9401 £16.00
HEAD-VR 1500 - ORION 209D £5.00
Panel-MAIN-VR 1500 £15.00
P/P 5.0000 £3.00
SAMSUNG TECUS938 VA24A £3.00
VHF-Tuner with Aerial Socket UHF Fit most new TV's £5.00
SAMSUNG NICAM MODULE III Art No 989 591-B0 £5.00

VIDEO DECKS
AIWA UX505 £3.00
MATSUSI VXA 1100 MTSUS 1500 £5.00 POST
ORION D1094 ORION D1096 £5.00
ORION D2906 ETC CAPTAIN MOTOR FOR ABOVE DECKS £8.00
20 HIGH VOLTAGE CAPS 1500V-2000V MIXED £1.00

HANDSETS
IN ONE PHILIPS
UNIVERSAL HANDS SET £5.00
DECCA
NICAM LCD £4.00
FERGUSON
BSB
FV41/FV59 £10.00
FV41/FV42-FV51-32-1CSS £7.00
IK2000, IK7000 EACH £4.00
SRD2, SRD3, SRD4 EACH £1.00
T780 £2.00
TV/SATELLITE WITH FST HITCHI CPT2158 (NO REPLACEMENT) £5.00

VIDEO RM933E VIDEO PLUS MTSUS £20.00
1500 £5.00
VSR 1500 £4.00
VX3000 £3.00
3000/IRON - TV AND VIDEO £2.00
RC - PACE 900, FERGUSON, SONY, GRUNDIG £5.00
MITSUBI SHU
RM35 - VIDEO - £5.00
NOKIA RC202 £4.00
VP9401 £2.00
D1096 £1.00
VXA 1100 £1.00
AND VIDEO PLUS SAMSUNG HANDSETS, TV & VIDEO - ID.
SAMSUNG ITEMS EACH £1.00
COMPLETE REPAIR KIT, CLUTCH AND PINCH ROLLER, IDLES £2.00
D2906 MTSUS £7.00

TUNERS IF TERC8-022A TBJZA-022A-ALPS £2.00
SATELLITE SXT2302 18068 £3.00
SATELLITE WITH BASE BAND MIN SXT2302 £4.00
SMALL UNIF/RF £3.50
VHF/UHF - TEKE4-112A £4.00
4944 £4.00
U321, U341, U342, U423, U424 EACH £2
U743, 7744

AMSTRAD U33-BO 1 £3.00
MR77-733 MTSUS ORION VIDEO TUNER IF £5.00
FERGUSON IF2105-RE £5.00
MT2001-AP00 £5.00
UHF - ICCS £5.00
VHF - ICCS £5.00
TX58, TX86, TX89, TX90 £4.00
TX98, TX99, TX100 EACH £4.00
ORION 1500 - U3380B £4.00
PANASONIC SMALL UHF/VHF £3.00
FERGUSON DOUBLE SIDE NICAM £10
ICCS NICAM SINGLE BOARD ICSS £10

TATUNG UNIVERSAL 205 OR EQUIVALENT WITH AERIAL SOCKET £3.00

MOTORS
CAPSTAN 150E £3.00
CAPSTAN INC NO. M56730 ASP £15.00
2 TYPES 1995 TO 1997 MODELS MTSUS VIDEO DECKS WITH CAPTAIN MOTOR AND HEAD £5.00 £5.00
MITSUBI SHU MOD MR7I-FU32 £5.00
MOD TMUS-103A £5.00
MITSUSI-CAPSTAN-CAPSU-ICSI DS782ASP £2.00

12vto 15 D.C. TV MODULATOR WITH LEADS VIDEO IV 79R £3 EACH
AUDIO IV 10K £3 EACH
HV100 £3 EACH
TV AERIAL AMPS VHF/UHF 1 WAY 29dB EACH £5.00
2 WAY 49dB EACH £5.00
4 WAY 64B EACH £5.00
8 WAY 44B EACH £5.00
24v MAINS

COMPUTER 3 PIN MAINS LEADS 2% METRES LONG - GREY EACH £1.50
2 METRES LONG - BLACK EACH £1

SCART TO SCART - ALL PINS - 1 METRE EACH 60p

SENDZ COMPONENTS
63 BISHOPSTEIGNTON, SHOEBURYNESS, ESSEX SS3 8AF
Tel: 01702 332992 Fax: 01702 338805

Specific P/P charges are PER ITEM For UK addresses add P/P to order then 17.5% VAT to total. This applies to EC unless VAT No. is given. Exports - P/P at cost. Postal Order/Cheque with order. Unless otherwise specified add £1.70 P/P TO SMALL ORDERS Additional P/P for HEAVIER GOODS. Technical information by telephone only Government/School Orders on official headings.
CALLERS TO SHOP – 212 London Road, Southend-on-Sea
OPEN SATURDAY ONLY 10-12 noon – 2-5pm

PLEASE ADD 17.5% VAT TO BOTH THE GOODS TOTAL AND P/P CHARGE

No Credit Cards
Alltrade Aerials & Satellite Ltd
http://www.alltrade.co.uk
Phone 01273 413798 Fax 01273 425700
Full e-commerce site with over 1500 products with in-stock quantities!! We supply everything associated with Digital/Analogue Terrestrial & DTH/Motorised Satellite reception. All Antennas. All Brackets. All Cables. All Connectors. All Amplifiers. We provide a free MATV/SMATV planning service as well.

A.R.D. Electronics Plc
http://www.ardelectronics.com

A.R.D.'s Website details all the information you need to know about this new and exciting electronic component distributor. It shows how to: open an account (credit or cash), obtain a trade catalogue and place orders (both online and direct).

Cricklewood Electronics
http://www.cricklewoodelectronics.co.uk
Cricklewood Electronics stock one of the widest ranges of components, especially semiconductors including ICs, transistors, capacitors, resistors. all at competitive prices.

Charles Hyde & Son Ltd
http://www.charleshyde.co.uk
Search for both original and copy spare parts in our extensive database covering Akai, Alba, Bush, Ferguson, Goldstar, Hitachi, LG, Matsui, Nokia, Saisho, Sony, Sony, Sharp, Thomson, Panasonic, Philips, Samsung, Tascam, Teac, Toshiba, Yamaha and many more. In addition huge ranges of Lasers, Laptops, Remote controls and Semiconductors may be accessed.

Dönberg Electronics
http://www.donberg.ie
http://www.electronic spare-parts.com

As the leading distributor for the TV, Video and Audio trade in Ireland, we supply over 2000 shops & service dept with Audio-Video and TV spares, Semiconductors, Test Equipment, Service Manuals, Remote Controls etc. At present we stock over 35,000 different lines. We hold agencies for: Panasonic, Sharp, Mitsubishi, Sanyo, Beko, Erco, Müter, Diemen HR, Philex, PRF, König-electronics. We specialise in parts for all continental sets and obsolete semiconductors.

EURAS International Ltd
http://www.euras.co.uk
This website offers you a comprehensive online Repair Information System, including Technical Repair Information, Discussion Forum, Tech-Chat and a valuable Pinboard System. Visit the site and apply for a free 30 day trial (no deposit required)

J W Hardy Communications
http://www.jwhardy.co.uk

R.F. Network Specialist.
Shop online - for R.F.network components. We supply a full range of TV, radio reception equipment to receive analogue/digital signals from both terrestrial and satellite sources. We provide a free planning service for your R.F. networks, MATV and SMATV etc.

Holderness Solutions Ltd
http://www.digisatsolutions.com
Suppliers of over 3000 lines of equipment to the aerial and satellite trade. All major brands stocked from coax plug to 1.8mtr + dishes.
Matrix Multimedia Ltd
http://www.matrixmultimedia.co.uk

Matrix Multimedia produces courses in electronics and PICmicro programming. Products include a flexible PICmicro development board and Flowcode - which converts flowcharts into PIC programs.

M.C.E.S.
http://www.mces.co.uk

The MCES site gives details of our range of service including Tuners, Video Heads, RF & IF Modules plus latest prices offers.

MMWafercards
http://www.mmwafercards.com

Smartcards and programmers for all access-controlled applications. Incorporating www.satstore.co.uk The Enthusiasts Satellite Store. Tel 01386 45731 Fax 01386 765875

Radio Restoration Company
Edinburgh

Specialist repairs to Hacker & Roberts radios, postal service if required. All valve and transistor radios & rebuilds undertaken. Free estimates - trade welcome, large selection of radios large & small Etc, from 1920s on always available.

Contact: Jamie Gillan 0131 2251475

Service Engineers Forum
http://www.erepair.co.uk

The forum is now visited by thousands of engineers every week, over 3000 pages of content including new repair tips, servicing articles, circuits, help, for sale, wanted & industry news sections, open access to the site is free to all engineers.

Our product mailing list is also available free of charge for engineers without net access, ring Mike on 0151 522 0053 with your address details.

Switch-it-on
http://www.switch-it-on.co.uk

We sell multi-region dvd players to trade and public, also tv, videos, hi-fi and playstation 2. We design our own upgrades on dvd and we sell all spare parts. All makes and most models stocked.

Swires Research
http://www.swires.com

Swires Research produce high quality instruments for the television industry, including portable signal level meters and spectrum analysers for digital and analogue RF signal measurements.

Televés
http://www.televes.com/ingles/ingles.htm

Televés website was launched as an easier way to keep in contact with our World-wide Network of Subsidiaries and Clients. This site is constantly updated with useful information/news plus you can download info on our range: TV Aerials & accessories, Domestic and Distribution amplifiers, Systems Equipment for DTT and Analogue TV, Meters and much more.

Transworld Satellite
http://www.transworldsatellites.co.uk

Fifteen years experience serving enthusiast hobbyist, broadcasters, trade, complete range receivers, cams, programmers, cars, dishes, motors, with excellent technical support and friendly service. Telephone 01947 820999

Vintage Wireless Co London
http://www.vintagewirelesslondon.co.uk

Phone 0207 2583448 Fax 0207 2583449

Supplies of vintage hi-fi, wireless, sales & service, spare parts, valves, components, transformers, knobs, ceramic cartridges, stylus and more. Vintage hi-fi literature, magazines, circuits. Wanted tannoy & early hi-fi audio valves for cash.

To reserve your web site space telephone
Tel: 020 8722 6028 Fax: 020 8722 6096
E-MAILS l.cruikshanks@highburybiz.com
Aiwa 3/5-disc CD changers
If you get one of the many models in these ranges with the complaint "intermittent display", remove the CD changer unit to obtain clear access to the front panel PCB and check all four VFD heater pins for bad joints - the two at either end of the row of pins. You will usually find that two or more of the pins are dry-jointed. Note that the fault may not be apparent when the unit is first powered: it can develop after some minutes when the display and its pins have warmed up.

For no display with any of these models, check the ~30V VFD supply. It can be conveniently measured to chassis at the heater pins, as the AC drive to these is superimposed on the ~30V supply. When the display is missing you will find that one of the power supply electrolytic capacitors used to couple AC to the negative-voltage generator is open-circuit. Component reference numbers, values and locations vary from model to model. You will usually find a cluster of physically small electrolytic capacitors by several small diodes, generally at the top, left quadrant of the main PCB looking from the print side. The open-circuit one can easily be found using a scope or ESR meter.

G.D.
Sony ST-EX100 tuner
This unit had no display. My trusty ESR meter soon revealed that both of the VFD heater supply coupling capacitors, C161 and C162, were well out of specification. Replacements (100µF, 50V) restored normal operation. G.D.

Aiwa CX-Z1290K
This unit was stuck in standby. When you get a problem like this with any make or model, not just Aiwa, it's worth checking that all the front-panel buttons move and produce a positive click from the switch behind. Ham-fisted operation, or broken button hinges, can cause the operating pin to jam under the switch button. As a result the switch is kept in the permanently-pressed condition. Because of the way in which the front-panel switches are multiplexed to the microcontroller chip's key ports, all the other switches will be prevented from working.

In this case the BGM switch was jammed. Releasing it and straightening its hinges enabled the on/off and all the other buttons to work normally. G.D.

Daewoo AMI-517DP
This unit was to all intents and purposes dead, though the mains transformer was working. I soon found that the two 4.7Ω fusible resistors RF901 and RF902 in the AC feeds to the low-power bridge rectifier (D905-8) were open-circuit. The cause was not far away. The 4.7nF disc ceramic decoupling capacitor CC907 at the negative output side of the bridge was short-circuit. G.D.

Sony RX100AV
The 16-way ribbon connector that links the OPU sled and the motor panel in the CD deck used in this and many other Sony music centres is a common cause of problems - for example no or intermittent disc play etc. Replace it: the part no. is 178-281-711. E.T.

Panasonic SA-AK17
I've had a couple of these that were stuck in standby. Disconnect the mains transformer and check its primary winding. You will usually find that it's open-circuit. The part no. is RTP2W3B001 - it's available from SEME. J.S.O.

Sony HCD-H5
If the problem with this music centre is no power, check Q735 on the main PCB. You will usually find that it's burnt. A 2SD1388 or a BC639 will cure the fault. J.S.O.

Sharp DXR555
If this CD player fails to work, check the optical block drive motor. It's probably seized. A little WD40 on the shaft usually cures the problem. J.S.O.

Pioneer PDM603
This multi-disc player was jammed with a fully-loaded magazine. When I removed the optical block assembly I found that the magnet on the spin disc had dropped out and was stuck where it shouldn't be. After applying a spot of Evostick and reassembling the unit everything worked fine. J.S.O.

NAD 304
I've had a couple of these integrated amplifiers in with the same problem: no sound because the loudspeaker-relay hadn't pulled in. Checks showed that one power-amplifier channel had a DC offset of about 10V, though there was no excessive current drain and none of the transistors appeared to be faulty. Looking at the front end of the power-amplifier section I found that R334 (47kΩ) was of the yellow-painted type that often causes problems in TV power supplies. It had gone high-resistance. To ensure reliability I replaced the matching items in both channels, using power oxide resistors. R.B.

Panasonic SAHDS2
The CD section of this unit would stop playing after a while. Panasonic recommends upgrading the 9V regulator for the CD section - it suffers from overheating. Change zener diode D135 to a 9.1V type. I also replace Q131 and Q132, using TIP42A power transistors. This solves the problem. R.B.

We welcome fault reports from readers - payment for each fault is made after publication. See page 616 for details of where and how to send reports.
FULL RANGE OF FACTORY GRADED TV'S

DVD / VIDEO

HI-FI

SMALL AND LARGE DOMESTIC GOODS

CT ARE MAIN DEALERS OF

BEKO

AND SANYO

AND MANY OTHER BRANDS

Nationwide next day delivery service. Visitors by appointment.
Tel: 44 (0)121 359 7020 Fax: 44 (0)121 359 6344
Phoenix House, 190 Bridge Street West, Newtown, Birmingham B19 2YT

colourtrade@btinternet.com

WATCH SLIDES ON TV
MAKE VIDEOS OF YOUR SLIDES
DIGITISE YOUR SLIDES
(using a video capture card)

"Liesgang dials" automatic slide viewer with built in high quality colour TV camera. It has a composite video output to a phone plug (SCART & BNC adaptors are available). They are in very good condition with few signs of use. For further details see www.dialsdials.co.uk

42" - 56" Rear Projection TV's. Now in stock. From only £849.99

TV's with integrated DVD's

Now in stock

Over 1000 different lines

WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS OF DOMESTIC ELECTRONIC APPLIANCES
Unit 15 Marks Hall, Margaret Roding, Dunmow, Essex CM6 1QT
Telephone: 01245 23164 Facsimile: 01245 231862

NEW B GRADE STOCK AT BELOW TRADE PRICE

LARGE
36" wide screen 16 x 9 format televisions .... from £190.00

LARGE
32" wide screen 16 x 9 format televisions .... from £275.00

LARGE
rear projection televisions 52" .... from £1,000.00

WE ALSO CARRY A LARGE SELECTION OF
TELEVISIONS & VIDEOS ALL AT BELOW TRADE PRICES

36cm portables .... from £50.00

51cm televisions fixed .... from £100.00

59cm televisions nicam .... from £135.00

68cm televisions nicam .... from £150.00

78cm televisions nicam .... from £350.00

videos 2 head mono .... from £50.00

videos 4 head nicam .... from £60.00

videos 6 head hi-fi nicam .... from £110.00

36cm combined TV & video .... from £100.00

dvd players .... £108.00

25cm televisions with DC 12/24 volt suitable for caravans mobile homes - cars - kitchen use FROM £85.00

IN ADDITION WE ALSO CARRY:

• Microwaves FROM £39.00

• Upright/cylinder/bagless vacuum cleaners FROM £23.00

• A large range of audio/Hi-Fi equipment FROM £23.00

LARGE QUANTITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE — ALL PRODUCTS ARE FULLY GUARANTEED

We stock a great many other items in the TV, Video and domestic appliance range so if you don't see what you are looking for give us a call, we will save YOU POUNDS.

Visitors by appointment only
Mains switch problems
I recently had in three Philips 32PW*** TV sets with the same fault, a burnt and damaged mains power switch. One set involved a straightforward replacement, another quite a bit of PCB cleaning before the new switch could be fitted, while the last one was horrible! The switch was burnt to cinders and the board was so bad that a replacement switch couldn't be fitted. I consulted various suppliers, then had to wait while "inquiries were made". Philips simply referred me to one of its suppliers, whom I had already approached. Ten days later a quote arrived: £6.00 for just the switch, with a new populated PCB. The quote, relating to a four-year-old set, was declined by my customer.

Now a question. If the burning had been so bad that the cabinet had started to melt and had ignited, the consequences would obviously have been serious. Who would have been held responsible, the set designer or the switch manufacturer? Just imagine what would have happened had I gone ahead, fitted a new PCB and the same thing had occurred, with the cabinet catching fire. I imagine I would have needed "three legs to stand on" in view of the outcome.

Surely in this day and age power switches should be made with safety in mind.
David Smith, Leigh, Lancs.

TX92 tuner trouble
In the June TV fault-finding column Graham Boor mentioned a tuner problem with the Ferguson TX92 chassis, the symptoms being snowy/off-tuned pictures. You don't have to replace the tuner to cure this fault. Remove the tuner and, with a very fine-pointed soldering iron and a steady hand, resolder all the earth points, these being high and low raised from the PCB, and the PCB-to-casing connections. This cures the trouble.
Vincent at Hammonds, Gibraltar. vincc@hammonds.gi

A salutary lesson
I was recently called to see a Ferguson set fitted with the TX91 chassis. From the customer's comments I gathered that it was going off tune, though it didn't while I was there of course. So I took the set to the workshop and noticed that on occasions the AFC seemed to be somewhat sluggish. I resoldered everything in the vicinity of the AFC circuit and carefully adjusted the coil, then returned the set to the customer with a bill to be paid a week later if the set was still OK.

Within a few days I received a call to say that the fault had returned. When I'd got the set back to the workshop I came to the conclusion that the cause of the trouble must be in the relevant IC. The exact one seemed to be unobtainable, and the nearest that was available was so expensive I was not prepared to take the risk of ordering one on spec. I returned the set to the customer FOC.

Not many days later I was called to another set that appeared to have the same fault, with a cycling AFC action as if it was trying to tune. I related the tale of the previous set to the customer, who decided to buy a new one. But when I installed it the same symptoms where present.

Once the initial feeling of panic had subsided I followed the aerial lead into a cupboard beneath the set and found a Ferguson VCR. Although it was connected, it showed no signs of life. When I removed the aerial leads and connected them together the set's symptoms disappeared. My feeling of panic was now replaced by one of guilt. The 'fault' with the original TV set was because the VCR's power supply was tripping!

Fortunately the customer seemed to be very pleased with his new purchase, and to ease my conscience I repaired the VCR at nominal cost.

I still feel guilty, but when you come across a situation you've not experienced before, what do you do?
Peter Nutkins
Charmouth, Dorset.

11AK19 chassis
In his July column Donald Bullock mentioned repeated failure of the TDA6108F chip IC901 on the CRT base panel in the Bush Model 25T1NTX (11AK19 chassis). We have found that this problem can be cured by replacing the CRT socket.
Eric McKie, Congleton, Cheshire.
Answer to Test Case 476 – page 592 –

It’s perfectly true that dirty or oxidised contacts in a mode switch can cause tape looping at eject. It’s also true that the mode switch in this particular deck, which is not of Sony manufacture, can be the cause of erratic mechanical operation, as indeed can the always-5V regulator transistor QS102 in the power supply. The part numbers for these two items are 3963-78001 and 1809-60211 respectively.

In this particular case however the guilty item was the castanp flywheel brake. Its friction surface was very worn and smooth, and the flywheel edge was shiny. Why its loss of ‘bite’ had such an intermittent and elusive effect is difficult to understand. Maybe it depended on the particular tape, the ambient temperature, the phase of the moon – who knows? Anyway, a thorough clean of the castanp flywheel’s periphery, a new brake assembly, and a careful splicing of the customer’s tape cured the problem permanently.

So, there had been two visits to the workshop and a lot of time spent and hassle, all for forty-three quid net of VAT. Maybe the Test Case workshop waffles should all work at Gatwick airport, where Sage had departed for the Mediterranean. Skills like theirs are better appreciated and rewarded there. Do you know what’s paid for changing light bulbs and for appliance insulation testing? Better, perhaps, that you don’t!

NEXT MONTH IN TELEVISION

Servicing the Sony FE1 chassis

The FE1, introduced in 1998, became Sony’s core chassis for 50Hz Nicam models, taking over from the BE3D and BE5 chassis. It’s much simplified in comparison with the BE3D, most of the circuitry being housed on a single main board. A major change from previous Sony designs is the use of a separate standby power supply, to keep the consumption in this mode to less than 1W. Giles Pilbrow describes the circuitry and provides fault-finding guidance, including a list of known faults.

Test report: The Promax MC377+

Hugh Cocks has been using this signal analyser for a while and has found it ideal for day-to-day satellite and TV aerial alignment work. Coverage includes the VHF low and high bands, UHF and satellite IF (850-2,050MHz).

The 3-D IC memory

Getting more into less space has been the story of IC development to date, particularly with respect to memory devices. But the point is being approached where a fundamental limit is reached – when gate size is as small as electron wavelength. At this point transistors don’t work! One technique that could be used to increase storage capacity is to adopt 3-D instead of 2-D fabrication. David Buckstone describes past work on this possibility and some recent advances.

TELEVISION INDEX & DIRECTORY 2002

Plus hard-copy index and reprints service

Here’s the essential repair information you need! The Televisions Index & Directory 2002, in CD-ROM form, contains the text of over 14,000 high quality fault reports on TVs, VCRs, Camcorders, DVD players, Monitors, Satellite TV units, Audio equipment and CD players, searchable by make and model, plus the text of 168 Test Cases and over 200 major servicing articles, from fourteen years of Television magazine. It also contains a full fourteen year index of Television, a Spares Guide, a directory of Trade and Professional Organisations, an International TV Standards guide, a satellite TV Channel Finder, a TV transmitter list and a compendium of internet resources for service engineers. The software is quick and easy to use, and runs on any PC with Windows 95, 98, ME, NT or 2000.

Television Index & Directory 2002 CD-ROM, £199

Television Index & Directory 2002 CD-ROM upgrade, £46 (to qualify for this upgrade you need to have purchased a previous version of the Television Index on floppy disk or on CD-ROM)

A six-month update of the index and fault reports will be available in May 2002. If you wish to take advantage of this, £10 should be added to a full update order.

Television Index only, 1988 – 2001, £36

Television Index only upgrade from previous versions, £16


Reprints of articles from Television back to 1988 are also available, at the flat rate of £3.50 per article – you can order through our web site, or write to the address below.

The above prices include UK postage and VAT where applicable. Add an extra £1 postage for non-UK EC orders, or £5 for non-EC overseas orders, although Channel Island residents do not need to add any extra postage. Cheques should be made payable to SoftCopy Ltd. Access, Visa or MasterCard Credit Cards are accepted. Allow up to 28 days for delivery (UK).

SoftCopy Limited,
1 Vineries Close, Cheltenham, GL53 0NU, UK

Telephone 01242-241 455 Fax 01242 241 468
e-mail: sales@softcopy.co.uk website: http://www.softcopy.co.uk

Published on the third Wednesday of each month by Highbury Business Communications, Anne Bolney House, 9-13 Ewell Road, Cheam, Surrey SM3 8BZ. Highbury Business Communications is a division of Highbury Communications PLC. Filming set by G&E A1 Parkway, Southgate Way, Orton Southgate, Peterborough PE2 6YN. Printed in England by Polestar (Colchester) Ltd. Newcomen Way, Severalls Industrial Park, Colchester, Essex CO4 4TG Distributed by Comag, Tavistock Road, West Drayton, Middx UB7 7GE (tel. 01895 444 055). Sole Agents for Australia and New Zealand, Gordon and Goch (Asia) Ltd., South Africa, Central News Agency Ltd. Television is sold subject to the following conditions, namely that it shall not, without the written consent of the Publishers first having been given, be lent, resold, hired out or otherwise disposed of by way of Trade at more than the recommended selling price shown on the cover. Excluding Eire where the selling price is subject to currency exchange fluctuations and VAT, and that it shall not be lent, resold, hired or otherwise disposed of in a mutilated condition or in any unauthorised cover by way of Trade or affixed to or as part of any publication or advertising, literary or pictorial matter whatsoever.
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Donald requires some help while minding the business on his own. Enter Oscar, who turns out to be adept at fault-finding. Donald Bullock's servicing commentary

I came back from Spain last week to find that Paul was off for a few days. Having managed to buckle his knee when he fell over his beloved cat, Steven announced that he would have to be away for most of the day attending to various accountancy and tax matters. "So it looks as if you'll have to run the lot on your own" he said, "do you think you're up to it?"

"Can't wait" I replied, pulling a maniac smile on to my stony face. "Mind you it wouldn't be so bad if we had a trainee lad or something. Just someone to mind the shop so that I can pop out to make the odd call."

Enter Oscar

Just then Mrs Grunge popped in, followed by her son Oscar. He managed to trip over a vacuum cleaner that the previous customer had left on the floor by the counter.

"Stop prancing about, Oscar" Mrs Grunge ordered, "you really are a blockhead. No wonder Snoodies didn't give you that job."

"Job?" I asked.

"Yes, they wanted someone to help out during the holidays. Just suit my Oscar I thought - he's so keen on 'lectronicals. But that tall, thin chap there chose a lah-di-dah type instead. 'Course Oscar can be a bit of a prat, but so could his father."

"Yes I'm sure" I said, then turned to Oscar.

"We could do with a hand over the next day or two" I told him. "Could you make yourself useful here? Make the tea and look after the shop when I have to go out?"

Oscar's face lit up. He raised his arm and breathed in to reply.

"Of course he could" Mrs Grunge cut in. "Now speak up, Oscar! He's a very bright boy, Mr Bullock. So intelligent - and sharp as a razor! He's got his own soldering thing and a screwdriver that lights up, and made our wireless talk in French the other day."

So, once Mrs Grunge had picked up the repair Steven had done for her, Oscar stayed behind to help out.

A Pye Video

Our first caller after that was a delightful young lady who brought in a Pye video, Model DV105. "The electric just went off" she said "after that it was dead."

Sure enough when I tried the machine it was dead. I don't like mending Pye recorders, but I had to delve in. "Look Oscar" I said, "dead after a power cut. This won't take a minute. You can bet your life that C2361, the 47µF, 50V electrolytic in the start-up circuit has failed. They always do. I'll check it just to make sure."

"Isn't it more likely to be the chopper-control chip, Mr Bullock?" Oscar asked.

"Oh no, no, Oscar" I replied, "it's always this fella."

So I checked it, and it was perfectly all right.

"Oh, ah, well" I said, "we'll have to check some of the associated components."

Twenty minutes later the young lady had long since departed and I was still checking.

"Wouldn't it be an idea to check the voltages around the chopper-control chip?" Oscar asked.

"I was wondering how long it would take you to suggest that" I said. The chip, IC7354, is an MC44603P. I soon found that most of its pins were at 4V. A replacement brought the machine back to life.

Oscar pursed his lips and blinked a few times. As I was reassembling the machine Mrs Bishop arrived.

A TV/VCR combi

"Ah, Mr Boler" she said "problem is with my combi. It's in the car."

Oscar fetched it and I saw that it was a Proline TV/VCR unit, Model TVC140. I don't like mending these either, but what could I do? I plugged the unit in and up came a bright screen laced with flyback lines. Then the unit suddenly died.

"It's never done that before!" Mrs Bishop exclaimed.

I smiled at her and said "we'll give you a ring when it's ready."

When she had departed I turned to Oscar. "Talking twaddle, she was" I said. "the unit obviously shut down because of the over-bright screen. The problem's excessive beam current. If we switch the unit off for a few minutes then switch it on again the same thing will happen."

We did, but it didn't.

"Might she have been right, Mr Bullock?" Oscar asked.

I nodded grimly, opened the unit up and saw a burnt-out 2752 resistor on the main chassis. It was R996, which is in the 200V supply. Bearing in mind the original symptoms of excessive beam current, I turned to the CRT's base panel. This incorporates a TDA6107 RGB output chip that's powered by the 200V line. I reckoned that if it had gone short-circuit this would explain the trouble. When I replaced it, along with the resistor, and switched on again there was a good picture.

Tics

Our next customer was a tall chap who danced in. He didn't say anything for a moment but I noticed that he had a tic.

"Some form of trouble?" I asked, to encourage him.

"Ah, I've got a tic" he replied.

"Sorry about that I said. How can we help?"

"It's on the TV" he continued.
Strewth I thought. I know they’re scrapping the bottom of the barrel nowadays, but what next? “Which channel?” I asked.

“All channels” he replied. “Telly’s in the car. Can the lad help me with it?” They struggled in with a monster 28in. Black Diamond set, which turned out to be fitted with the 11AK19B chassis. I plugged it in and switched it on. Instead of a picture all it did was to produce a rhythmic ticking noise.

“That’s all I get, a tick” he said. When I’d taken his details he departed. I called Oscar over.

“Will it be a spark arcing across somewhere?” he asked. “No, no, Oscar” I smiled; “that ticking tells us that there’s a short-circuit in the set.”

I took the back off and looked at the chassis. A tiny spark jumped about at one side of a wire link in the line output stage. I looked at Oscar, who smiled politely.

“Just testing you, Oscar” I said. The link was dry-jointed. Resoldering it stopped the arcing, but the set remained dead. So I checked the BU2508AF line output transistor Q605, which was short-circuit base-to-collector. Once a replacement had been fitted a picture appeared, but it kept going red. This could be instigated by disturbing the RGB lead between the main chassis and the CRT’s base panel. When I looked more carefully I saw that there was no solder whatsoever on the blue and green pins at the chassis end. Properly resoldering these connections cured the trouble.

Smoking set

As I finished I thought I saw someone clutching a huge 25in. TV set while riding a bicycle towards our door. But it wasn’t that. It was Chris Butterhorne, who walks like that, bringing us a TV for attention. The set turned out to be a Goodmans Model 255NS, which is fitted with the Daewoo CP775 chassis. The symptoms were sound but no raster. “It was smoking last night Mr Bullock,” Chris said.

“Bad for its health” I replied. “Har, har.” He looked perplexed, so I opened up the set and saw that C416 (680pF, 2kV) was cracked and burnt. It’s connected to the collector of the line output transistor Q401, forming part of an AC cap to provide feedback pulses for the line timebase generator in the TDA8375A jungle chip I501 and other circuits. Tracing along this path I discovered that R409 (4-7kΩ) and R503 (10kΩ) were both open-circuit. But after replacing these items I was no further forward.

“Is the line drive present?” Oscar asked. It wasn’t, but it took some time to discover why. The surface-mounted resistor RC527 (10kΩ) in the same pulse feedback path was open-circuit. A replacement restored normal operation.

A cricket enthusiast

The phone rang and I asked Oscar to answer it. He took the name and address of the caller and showed me the card. “Graham Pike” it said. The address was a large house on the outskirts of town. “Says he’s a cricket enthusiast and must be able to see the matches” Oscar reported. “The set’s an NEI NE5155NT (11AK10 chassis). Apparently the players are normal-looking to start with, but become squat and deformed as the match goes on . . .”

“I expect it’s those silly coloured outfits they wear these days” I said, “and the birdcages they wedge over their heads and the thick white lipstick they plaster on their faces. It screws them up.”

Anyway I felt like a break, and reckoned I might know the cause of the trouble. So, grabbing a capacitor from the drawer, I left Oscar to answer the phone, drove to the Pike residence and rang the bell.

There was a loud thump, then the door was opened, revealing a tall gentleman in a full white cricketing outfit, including kneepads, heavy gloves and a cap with a huge peak. He was swinging a cricket bat. “Just knocked a six!” he announced, then leapt around the wide hall, swinging his bat about at a torrent of imaginary cricket balls.

“Can’t beat it” he said, “wonderful game.” Then he motioned me to follow him farther into the house. I entered a reception room and saw the set in the corner. Sure enough there was field cramping.

When I removed the back and directed a flow of hot air at C504 (100nF, 50V) the cramping became much worse.

“Hey, you’re making it much worse, not better!” Pike exclaimed.

“All part of the diagnosis” I explained, then went ahead and replaced C504 which, as I expected, had become extremely heat-sensitive. It’s a special type, 10Z4. The replacement fixed the trouble without any need for adjustments. C504 is probably not where you might expect to find a capacitor that affects the field scanning — until you realise that in this chassis the 33V tuning supply also feeds the field ramp generator network associated with the TDA3632A IF/colour decoder/timebase generator chip IC401.

Cricket-mad Pike was more than pleased, and gave me extra on top of the service charge.

Can anyone help?

Before I close this month, here’s a plea for help. Bobby Doorvanad, a regular reader who lives in Mauritius, says he can’t get manuals there for love nor money. It’s not all that better here Bob! Transmissions in Mauritius use the Secam colour system, and he wants to convert a Sony Model KYX22562U to this standard. If anyone can help in any way, they can reach him at doorvanad@state.gov

“My thanks” he writes, “and regards to everyone.”

---

Make sure of your copy of Television

It can be difficult finding a copy of Television at local newsagents. The number of magazines being published keeps increasing, which means that newsagents have less shelf space for the display of individual titles. Specialist magazines in particular get crowded out.

There’s a solution to the problem. Most newsagents provide “shop-save” and/or home-delivery services. There’s no charge for a shop save. You simply ask your newsagent to order a copy for you: it will be kept on one side each month ready for you to collect. Home-delivered copies are ordered in the same way, but generally incur a delivery charge.

A newsagent can order any magazine for you, whether or not the shop normally stocks it. If you buy your copies of Television from a newsagent and want to make sure you get every issue, just ask at the counter.
STRANGE FAULTS

Alan Dent reports on some unusual and difficult faults that could have you running round in circles. These tips could save you a lot of time and stress.

Akura Model AVTV028WSS/ Wharfedale Model M8/890 (PT92 chassis)
We've experienced several tricky faults with these sets. As follows:

No picture, EHT OK and heaters lit, low-brightness OSD and text: This is a beam-limiter circuit fault, caused by transistor TD50 (BC556) going short-circuit. It's possible that the junction chip IV01 may also be damaged. To check this, measure the resistance between pin 49 and chassis. The reading should be several MΩ. If it's about 2-3kΩ, replace the chip.

Power supply dead, i.e. no outputs: As usual check the mains fuse, the surge-limiter resistor etc. If everything is OK, check at pin 14 of the TDA16846 chopper power supply chip with an oscilloscope. If the voltage is slowly oscillating at about 9-15V, check at output pin 13. If the output is also oscillating slowly, but is not producing RF bursts, check resistor RP06 (3.9MΩ). This resistor is part of a potential-divider that feeds 1V to pin 11. When this voltage is missing there will be no output.

Set didn't seem to come out of standby: In fact there was a rustle of EHT but no line scanning. The junction chip IV01 has at least four supply points, 3.3V at pins 54, 56 and 61 and 8V at pin 14. When the set comes out of standby, IV01 produces line drive pulses for approximately 1-2 seconds. This is enough to start up the line output stage, which then provides the 8V supply for pin 14 of IV01. In this case the 8V feed was not produced, so the line drive stopped after about a second.

To continue the diagnosis I disconnected the feed to the 8V regulator TDO4 in the line output stage and instead fed it with 10V DC from the power supply. After this, when the set came out of standby there was very narrow line scanning. The causes were a dry-joint at the line-loss coil LD01 and the fact that RP38 (22Ω fuse) was open-circuit. Once these points had been attended to the line output stage produced the correct 8V feed and the set worked normally.

Poor tuning range, i.e. will not tune above ch. 50: The usual cause of this is that the surface-mounted capacitor CT17 (0.1µF) is leaky. It's connected to pin 9 of the tuner unit.

Bush Model W56671/ Goodmans Model GTV288 (11AK19 chassis)
The following fault condition can be experienced with any of the many sets that use this chassis. The symptoms are a raster but no or a very weak picture when the setting of the A1 preset control is advanced. The chassis uses a TDA6108 RGB output chip and a TDA8843 jungle chip (or variants). This combination incorporates auto grey-scale correction, and if either chip fails you can get these symptoms.

I've had two sets with these symptoms recently. In both cases replacing the two ICs failed to cure the fault, so I had to look elsewhere. It was obviously a beam-current limiting fault.

Set one had had its cabinet front replaced because of damage. The fault was present after the cabinet repair. A junior engineer was given the task of finding the cause and discovered that the beam-current limiting line from the cathode of D608 was grounded and not at approximately 10kΩ as it should have been.

Where was the short-circuit? In fact this was a man-made fault. When the CRT had been refitted to the cabinet front, the wire from the CRT's Aquadag coating to the point near the tuner had become detached. It had been resoldered to the tuner instead of the correct position on the PCB, thus shorting the BCL line to chassis. Reconnecting the wire to the correct position restored normal operation.

Set two had a similar problem. But the picture came on after about ten minutes, though it was a bit 'flat'. Again replacement of the two ICs made no difference, so the fault had to be in the BCL circuit. After checking around for a few minutes I decided to use freezer and the heat gun to try to localise the fault area. This investigation suggested that there was a dry-joint rather than a defective component. In fact the cause of the trouble was a hairline crack in the track to the pad where R617, which is connected to the base of Q601, is mounted. It was heat-sensitive.

Resoldering the track/pad restored normal operation.
SONY SPECIALIST
Authorised Dealer VIDEO, TV, HI-FI, CAMCORDER

SONY DCR TRV240/238
- 2.5" LCD Screen
- CD-2 Lapse
- Manual Focus
- Advanced Filter

TRV240 £1499 TRV238 £1399

SONY DCRPC8/PC9
- 72" LARGE LCD
- Camera Link
- 32" Screen
- Silver Tone
- Video in

PC8 £389.00 PC9 £399.00

SONY KD32NX100
- 32"
- 100 Hz
- Nivon Stereo
- Teletope

£1799

SONY DCRPC101
- New digital palmcorder
- Super Steady Shot
- Memory stick
- Pop up light
- Night shot

£899

SONY KPV32LS60
- Home Cinema Kit
- DVD Player
- Multimedia

£389.00

SONY DAVS400
- Camera Stereo
- Auto Focus
- Auto Threshold
- Auto Flash

£389.00

SONY DAVPS305
- Multi Region
- RCE compatible

£199.00

SONY DAVS800
- 22" Widescreeen Mega
- Nivon Stereo
- 100Hz Digital Plus
- Without Cabinet

£1099

STRDB 1070
- New Model
- Home Cinema System

£329

SONY VPLHS1
- LCD Video Projector

£1499

SONY DCRPC120
- Memory stick with USB
- Stick Suitable
- 32GB Internal DVD
- 160GB External Hard Disc
- MEG memory recording

£1049

SONY TV'S
- KV2LS30 KP61PS2
- KV2LS30 KP61PS1
- KV2LS35 KP18S5
- KV2LS35 KP300S1
- KV2LS63 PHONE FOR A BARGAIN

£499.00

SONY HOME THEATRE KIT
- HTK 475
- HTK 375
- HTK 170
- PHONE FOR A BARGAIN

£499.00

PANASONIC / DVDRV32
- Slim DVD player
- Multi Region
- Digital picture control
- DC-2
- RCE terminal
- A BARGAIN

£499

SONY PAVPS305
- Multi Region
- RCE compatible

£199.00

SONY KPV32SL35
- 32" Widescreeen Mega
- Nivon Stereo
- 100Hz Digital Plus
- Without Cabinet

£1099

S O N Y  D C R  T R V  1 6 / 1 8
- DVD Player
- Full Multi Region

£449

S Y N T H E S I S
- 8GB USB
- 500 GB Hard Disk
- 1080i/576i
- £489

S O N Y  D A V S  5 0 0
- Multi Region
- RCE compatible
- £329

SONY DAVS900
- 32" Plasma Monitor
- DRC-MF (100Hz)
- Analog and digital tuners

£1399

S O N Y  K V  2 8 L S 3 5
- 22" Widescreeen Mega
- Nivon Stereo
- 100Hz Digital Plus
- Without Cabinet

£1099

SONY KPD32DX100
- £599 SPECIAL OFFER

SONY DCR TRV325
- Memory stick
- MS/PC application
- USB terminal

£529

SONY DCR TRV330
- £549.00

PANASONIC / DVDRV10
- Multi Region
- Multi Region

£329 & Silver £349

SONY DCR PC57/58
- Digital Still Camera
- 3.2 mega pixels

£449

SONY DAVS305
- Multi Region
- RCE compatible

£199.00

SONY DCR TRV230
- 2.5" LCD Screen
- CD-2 Lapse
- Neo Digital Zoom
- Multi Region
- £469

SONY CCD TRV78
- DCRF59 £999 DCRF7 £1099

£169.00

SONY PASCAL SPEAKERS
- S-AVE 225
- S-AVE 325
- S-AVE 525
- S-AVE 702 A BARGAIN
- S-AVE 815

£529

SONY KPV32FS65
- £199.00

SONY DCR PC9/75
- 32" Widescreeen Mega
- Nivon Stereo
- 100Hz Digital Plus
- Without Cabinet

£1099

SONY DCR PC120
- Memory stick with USB
- Stick Suitable
- 32GB Internal DVD
- 160GB External Hard Disc
- MEG memory recording

£1049

SONY TV'S
- KV2LS30 KP61PS2
- KV2LS30 KP61PS1
- KV2LS35 KP18S5
- KV2LS35 KP300S1
- KV2LS63 PHONE FOR A BARGAIN

£499.00

SONY HOME THEATRE KIT
- HTK 475
- HTK 375
- HTK 170
- PHONE FOR A BARGAIN

£499.00

PANASONIC / DVDRV32
- Slim DVD player
- Multi Region
- Digital picture control
- DC-2
- RCE terminal
- A BARGAIN

£499

SONY PAVPS305
- Multi Region
- RCE compatible

£199.00

SONY KPV32LS35
- 32" Widescreeen Mega
- Nivon Stereo
- 100Hz Digital Plus
- Without Cabinet

£1099

S O N Y  D A V S  9 0 0
- Multi Region
- RCE compatible

£329

SONY DCR TRV325
- Memory stick
- MS/PC application
- USB terminal

£529

PANASONIC / DVDRV10
- Multi Region
- Multi Region

£329 & Silver £349

SONY DCR PC57/58
- Digital Still Camera
- 3.2 mega pixels

£449

SONY DCR TRV230
- 2.5" LCD Screen
- CD-2 Lapse
- Neo Digital Zoom
- Multi Region
- £469

SONY CCD TRV78
- DCRF59 £999 DCRF7 £1099

£169.00

SONY PASCAL SPEAKERS
- S-AVE 225
- S-AVE 325
- S-AVE 525
- S-AVE 702 A BARGAIN
- S-AVE 815

£529

SONY KPV32FS65
- £199.00

SONY DCR PC9/75
- 32" Widescreeen Mega
- Nivon Stereo
- 100Hz Digital Plus
- Without Cabinet

£1099

SONY DCR TRV330
- £549.00

PANASONIC / DVDRV10
- Multi Region
- Multi Region

£329 & Silver £349

SONY DCR PC57/58
- Digital Still Camera
- 3.2 mega pixels

£449

SONY DCR TRV230
- 2.5" LCD Screen
- CD-2 Lapse
- Neo Digital Zoom
- Multi Region
- £469

SONY CCD TRV78
- DCRF59 £999 DCRF7 £1099

£169.00

SONY PASCAL SPEAKERS
- S-AVE 225
- S-AVE 325
- S-AVE 525
- S-AVE 702 A BARGAIN
- S-AVE 815

£529

PANASONIC / DVDRV10
- Multi Region
- Multi Region

£329 & Silver £349

SONY DCR PC57/58
- Digital Still Camera
- 3.2 mega pixels

£449
**CAMCORDER & DVD SPECIALIST**

Visit www.electrocentre.com to order online

---

**JVC GRDP5/P7**
- 2.5" LCD screen
- Stereo audio
- SD memory card
- Digital video output

**SONY DCR TRV130**
- 320K pixel digital camcorder
- SD Memory
- Digital zoom

**PANASONIC NV DS38**
- New digital palmtop camcorder
- SD Memory

**PANASONIC SCHT70**
- New mega pixel digital camcorder
- SD Memory

**PIONEER DV 747**
- Multi-region
- Digital zoom

**PIONEER DV60**
- New mega pixel digital camcorder
- SD Memory

**PIONEER NSD778/88**
- Multi-region

**JVC AV24PD 20ES**
- 32 inch flat screen TV
- 1600 line resolution

**SANYO / DVM715**
- Multi-region

**TOSHIBA SD22/C**
- Multi-region

**TOSHIBA SD22E**
- Multi-region

**TOSHIBA SD340/343**
- Multi-region

**PIONEER DV444**
- Multi-region

**PIONEER PD503**
- Multi-region

**JVC DIGITAL CAMCORDER**
- Multi-region

**JVC GRDV5030**
- High band digital video camera with multi-media card

**JVC AV4X1E**
- Multi-region

**JVC DRVX1E**
- Multi-region

**SANYO 28FWN3**
- 28 inch flat screen TV

---

**ELECTRO CENTRE**

TEL: 0870 754 7070

Visit our web site: www.electrocentre.com

We modify most DVD players to Multi-region
Campion Electronics Ltd.

Ex-Rental
TV’s and Videos

From £5

FREE Delivery Service to Most Areas of the UK

WORLDWIDE EXPORT SERVICE

Experts in UHF/VHF Conversions
Tel: 01299 250880
Fax: 01299 250889

Unit 17c Hartlebury Trading Estate
Kidderminster, Worcs DY10 4JB

Just 10 mins from M5 – Junction 6
FRUSTRATED!
Looking for ICs TRANSISTORS?
A phone call to us could get a result. We offer an extensive range and with a World-wide database at our fingertips, we are able to source even more. We specialise in devices with the following prefix (to name but a few).

2N 2SA 2SB 2SC 2SD 2P 2SJ 2SK 3N 3SK 4N 17 40 AD
ADC AN AM AY BA BC BD BDT BDV BDW BDX BF
BFR BES BPT BFW BFY BLY BLX BS BR BHX BRY BS
BSS BSV BSW BSX BT BTA BTB BRW BU BU8 BUT BU6
BUX BUX BUY BUZ CA CD DX CXA DAC DG DM DS
DTA DTC GL GM HA HCF HD HEF ICL ICN IRF J KA
KIA L6 LA LB LC LD LF LM M MSM MA MAB MAX MB
MC MDA J MJE MJF MM MN MPS MPA MPSH MPSU
MRF NJM NE OM OP PA PAL PIC PN RC S SAA SAB
SAD SAJ SAS SDA SG SI SL SN SO STA STK STR STRD
TEA TIC TIP TIPL TEA TL TLC TMP TPU U UA
UAA UC UDN UJN UM UPA UPC UPD VN X XR Z ZN
ZTX + many others

We can also offer equivalents (at customers’ risk).
We also stock a full range of other electronic components.
Mail, phone, Fax, Credit Card orders & callers welcome.

Cricklewood Electronics Ltd
40-42 Cricklewood Broadway, London NW2 3ET
Tel: 020 8452 0161 Fax: 020 8208 1441
www.cricklewoodelectronics.co.uk
E-mail: sales@cricklewoodelectronics.com
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RECRUITMENT
AUDIO MAINTENANCE ENGINEER
Charter Broadcast is one of the U.K.’s leading broadcast equipment hire companies providing dry hire and turn key installations for the world’s leading television programme makers. Due to the continued expansion of our base service department we are currently looking for an audio maintenance engineer to join our team based at Borehamwood in Hertfordshire.
The role will involve the checking, testing and repair of our range of audio equipment prior to its despatch to our clients. This range includes radio microphones, radio and cable talk back systems, audio monitoring equipment and mixing desks. The ideal candidate will be qualified to at least C&G 224 with at least five years experience as an audio bench engineer. The bulk of the work will involve the programming of radio microphones and two way radios using PC based programs and therefore computer literacy and a sound knowledge of RF principles is a prerequisite. You will have an interest in New Technology such as Digital Television and DAB and will be self motivated with the ability to work, at times, unsupervised. Previous experience in the broadcast field would be an advantage.

If you feel you have the necessary experience and would like to join our friendly team please send your CV to:
Trevor Smith, Charter Broadcast Ltd, Unit 4, Elstree Distribution Park, Elstree Way, Borehamwood WD6 1RU. E-mail: trevor@charter.co.uk

WHOLESALE SERS
13 Old Marston Road,
Marston,
Oxford OX3 0JR
Tel: 01865 727555
Fax: 01865 728555
STOCKISTS IN SONY, TATUNG, TOSHIBA, HITACHI PHILIPS.
Delivery anywhere in the UK.
High quality products
VCR’S, TELEVISIONS, HI-FI’S, DVD’S
TELEPHONE FOR DETAILS OR VIEW BY APPOINTMENT.
**Service Link**

**PHONE 020-8722 6028**  
**FAX 020-8770 2016**

**BUSINESS FOR SALE**

**TV, VIDEO, SATELLITE SALES AND SERVICE - EST 15 YEARS. T/o 50k p/a**
Together with beautiful 6 bedroom house, currently operating as B&B beside the river Shannon in Portumna, Co Galway

**Call Hugh on**  
**00 353 509 41324**

---

**REPAIRS**

**SKY DIGIBOX REPAIR CENTRE**  
**Same day collection.**

Large stocks of refurbished boxes.  
From £150 - call for details.  

**SERVICE DEPT**
S.D.S 01237 425999 / 470333  
**SALES DEPT**
The Digital Centre,  
Howard Avenue, Barnstable,  
Devon, EX32 0QA  
01271 325777 / 325888

**Trade repairs to**  
**Sky digiboxes**
Price, Amendat, Grundig, Panasonic, (including Fluid Ingress).  
All makes repaired at a fair fixed price.  
**Scan Digital Services**
For details  
Give Alan a ring on  
Tel/Fax: 01633 25 40 50  
E-Mail: alan@scansat.globalnet.co.uk

---

**SERVICE DATA**

**SERVICE SHEETS AND MANUALS**

For most makes and models of TV - Video  
SAT - CD - Audio

**Complete**  
**Service**
S/Man  
CTV  - 10.00  
VCR  - 15.00

**Service sheets include circuits and essential electrical/VCR mechanical set-up information. All other items - price on application. Add P/P of £2.00 to order total. No VAT. Payment by cheque or P.O. only please.**

**D-TEC**
PO BOX 1171, FERNDOWN, DORSET BH22 9YG  
Tel: 01202 870656

---

**Fryerns**

**Service Information**
**Circuit Diagrams**

**TV's, VCR's SATELLITE AUDIO & HI-FI**

*Most Models Covered*

Prices are from £4.75 + £2.75 P/P
1 item - total £7.50 inc  
2 items - total £12.25 inc  
3 items - total £17 inc etc

*note: some items priced individually*

Payment by credit card, P.O. or cheque  
Tel/Fax: 01206 211570  
e-mail: colin@fryerns.fs.business.co.uk

2 The Lodge  
Easthope Green  
Marks Tey, Colchester  
CO6 1HA

---

**SERVICE DATA**

**NEED HELP NOW?**

They ring the  
**★ ELECTRON TECHNICAL HELPLINE ★**

Genuine help available to all repairers of  
T.V. - V.C.R. - SAT - AUDIO (Inc Valves) - MICROPHONE - MONITOR AND MOST ELECTRONIC EQUIP.

Over 30 years experience and vast data base.  
0906 470 1706  
Calls cost 60p per minute

---

**BEST CASH PRICES PAID**

For all valves especially KT88, PX4 and other audio types.  
Tel: 01403 784961  
Billington Export Ltd  
Sussex RH14 9EZ  
Fax 01403 783519  
Email: sales@bel-tubes.co.uk

Visitors by appointment

---

**LINEAGE**

**CHEAPEST: CABLES, FUSES, plug- top, crimp, tags, tv/video, remote handsets, extension leads, time lapse video, infrared. Tel: 020 7232 2266. Fax: 020 7232 2266.**

---

**WANTED**

**COMPLETE RANGE OF TV/VIDEO SPARES**

From all major manufactures  
Call Teresa  
01482 580628

---

**SERVICE CENTRE**

**CLASSIFIED TELEPHONE: 020 8722 6028**
**Television Special**

**LOW PRICES**

limited period only

---

**Check your semi's**

- Automatic component identification
- Pinout identification
- Transistor identification
- MOSFET gate threshold measurement
- PN junction characteristics measurement
- Shorted Junction identification
- Just connect the part anyway round and press the button!
- Auto power on/off

**Supports:**
- Bipolar transistors.
- Darlington transistors.
- Diode pinch-off transistors.
- Resistor shunted transistors.
- Enhancement mode MOSFETs.
- Depletion mode MOSFETs.
- Junction FETs.
- Low power triacs and thyristors.
- Diodes and diode networks.
- LEDs (+bicolours)

*If you don't love it, you get your money back!*

---

**Test CAT 5/5e/6 Connections**

Just plug one end of your cable into the Atlas IT and the other into the Atlas Terminator and press “test”. In seconds the unit will identify the cable type (straight through, crossover or token ring) and verify every connection. If there are any faults then they are clearly explained on screen.

Socket testing is possible too thanks to the special patch cables included in the outfit.

Swapped lines, missing lines, shorted lines are all uniquely identified together with the full connection pattern!

What’s more, if you want to know how to make up a special network cable, the Atlas can instruct you, even down to cable colours!

The Atlas IT is supplied in a robust carry case complete with a spare terminator and spare battery.

---

Visit [www.peakelec.co.uk](http://www.peakelec.co.uk) to download the data sheets, user guides and copies of independent reviews.

You can pay using a cheque, postal order, credit or debit card and even pay securely online. Please contact us for overseas or volume orders - you will be pleasantly surprised.

---

**atlas component analyser**

£50!

fully inclusive UK price

Great overseas price too!

---

**atlasit network cable analyser**

£79!

fully inclusive UK price

---

Visit [www.peakelec.co.uk](http://www.peakelec.co.uk) to download the data sheets, user guides and copies of independent reviews.

You can pay using a cheque, postal order, credit or debit card and even pay securely online. Please contact us for overseas or volume orders - you will be pleasantly surprised.

---

**atlas component analyser**

£50!

fully inclusive UK price

Great overseas price too!

---

**atlasit network cable analyser**

£79!

fully inclusive UK price

---

Visit [www.peakelec.co.uk](http://www.peakelec.co.uk) to download the data sheets, user guides and copies of independent reviews.

You can pay using a cheque, postal order, credit or debit card and even pay securely online. Please contact us for overseas or volume orders - you will be pleasantly surprised.
The new pattern generators GV 798 and GV 898 offer advanced features at realistic prices. They produce 16:9 and 4:3 formats, output level set in 1 dB steps, multistandard, VITS, WSS, VPS, PDC, Teletext and much more. GV 898 uses vestigial side band modulation.

PROMAX GV SERIES
- Choice of 12 instruments
- NICAM and Teletext
- 4:3 and 16:9 Formats
- Full field and VITS
- Computer Controlled
- Front panel memories
- Multi Standard, PAL, NTSC, SECAM
- Own Company Logo
- Computer Monitor testers
- Hand Held Models
- High Quality Construction
- Attractive Price Levels
- Full After Sales Service
- Available from Stock

FOR TELEVISION PATTERN GENERATORS, THERE'S NO WIDER CHOICE THAN WITH PROMAX

Alban
ALBAN ELECTRONICS LIMITED
THE PROMAX SERVICE CENTRE
6 Caxton Centre, Porters Wood,
St. Albans, Hertfordshire, AL3 6XT.
TEL : 01727 832266
FAX : 01727 810546
EMAIL : albanelectronics@cs.com
SALES + SERVICE + CALIBRATION

PROMAX

PRODIG 1
Satellite Dish Installer's Meter
Does more than just BSkyB

PRODIG 2
Analogue & Digital Aerial Meter
Measures digital channel power and C/N

MC 377+
Analogue & Digital, Satellite & Terrestrial
Measures channel power and C/N

PROLINK 3 SERIES
Satellite & Terrestrial, Analogue & Digital,
Spectrum Analyser with Optional BER

TA-901
CRT Rejuvenator

AA-930
Audio Analyser

TA-903B CRT Rejuvenator